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City taxes  nudge up 
Some Terrace homeowners can 
expect a bigger tax bite this 
year\NEWS PAGE 8 
i  acism's ii l here 
Women's group leader says things 
haven't gotten much 
better\COMMUNITY B:L 
";,.w 
Grapple gang 
Two female Skeena wrestlers 
come home with silvers from the 
provincials\SPORTS B5 
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Gov't considers aid package 
THE PROVINCIAL government is cranking up 
the machinery to help businesses in financial u'ouble 
because of the Repap failure. 
Directors of Forest Renewal B.C.'s board are 
scheduled to meet omorrow to go over the details 
of an emergency loan program. It's expected to offer 
emergency loans to businesses wbo can demon- 
strate.they're in trouble because of Repap: 
Most of the applications are expected to come 
from logging contractors hurt hard on two fronts. 
They've u'aditionally been among the last group 
to be paid by Repap and are even more affected now 
that payments for work done before March 3 have 
been frozen by the courts, 
That freeze, whereby Repap has received protec- 
tion from its creditors for six months, was ordered 
10 days ago so the company can have a chance to 
re-organize itself. 
There's the chance the program will include busi- 
nesses other than logging contractors threalened by 
the Repap failure. 
That would follow what the provincial govern- 
ment did in Golden last year when it bailed out 
Evans Forest Products, 
"That'll be up to the board to decide," said Forest 
Renewal ot'ficial Andrew Little on the F~ssibility. 
The loan plan is expected to be similar to the one 
organized by Forest Renewal B,C. in Stewart earlier 
this year for logging contractors affected when 
Repap halted logging operations. 
Loan money comes through ForestRenewal B.C. 
and is issued by the Northern Savings Credit Union. 
: It provides up.' to $250,000 per creditor, but indica- 
tions are that cap is flexible. Terrace Mayor Jack 
Talstra said last week that officials can increase the 
limit in individual cases, adding that already hap- 
pened with some loans to Stewart-area contractors. 
At the same time, the province has announced a 
northwest office to take questions concerning the 
Repap crisis, 
"Ensuring that employees keep working and that 
wood and fibre keep flowing ts in everyone's best 
interests," Said employment and investment min- 
ister Dan Miller. 
The office will be based in Prince Rupert and will 
be run through the province's Job Protection 
Commission. On duty will be officials from the 
employment and investment ministry, Forest 
Renewtd B.C. and the forests ministry. 
In charge of the office ~s an experienced official 
when it comes to financially troubled communities. 
Michael Riseborough was the provincial govern- 
ment agent in Cassiar when that community's only 
employer, an asbestos mine, closed in 1992. 
He stayed on to supervise a massive provincial 
resettling program and then went to the Elk Valley 
in the Kootenays when coal mine closures cut 
employment there, Riseborough then became an 
assistant to deputy premier Dan Miller and was part 
of the provincial government's northwest regional 
economic development office here. 
And last year, Riseborough was in Golden work- 
ing on the Evans Forest Products ituation. 
Ironically, Riseborough is one of those civil serv- 
ants affected by the provincial government's plan to 
cut jobs to deal with its own budget crisis. 
His job here was eliminated and he already moved 
to another government position in Prince George 
when the call to head the Repap crisis office came. 
INTERVIEW 
George Petty 
didn't do it 
George Petty 
We track down 
Repap's founder 
in Montreal and 
ask him if he takes 
any responsibility 
for the collapse 
the company's 
operations in 
northwestern B.C. 
The real culprits? 
Unions and the 
government, says 
Petty. 
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1 The tip of the iceberg 
CONSTABLE RICK Shaw of Terrace RCMP holds up two half-kilogram bags of top.quality marihuana buds, 
each worth about $4,000. Police have recently seized about $200,000 worth of marihuana from three big busts 
in Terrace. ShaW says the confiscated dope barely scratches the surface of a mountain of drugs available in 
the city. However, more help is on the way in'the form of another drug enforcement officer. See story, A11. 
Block takeover deal, 
MP urges regulators 
Politicians want Repap finances investigated 
NORTHWESTEPJ~I COMPANIES owed 
moaey by Repap should be paid before any ! ' 
takeover of the company is approved, says 
Skeena Reform MP Mike Scott. ~ 
.|a a series of ieiiers's'eilt Fiiday to st0ck 
marke! and other regulators, Scott said 
Repap shareholders and others shouldn't 
profit ¢otil the estimated $70 million owed 
In the northwest is paid. 
"Something smells very bad with this 
deal aud we don't want to see Repap's 
shareholders off the hook until the creditors 
are paid," said Scott in a release. 
He said it's importaat that regulators act 
prior to March 26, the day shareholders of ~cot t  Giesbrecht 
Repap aud Avenor are to vote on merging More than 250 IWA members either work 
the fonner with the latter, iu Repap's awmill here for for coutractors 
That's also au important day for Repap supplying it with wood. 
B.C. Although it has been severed front the There's no word yet on whether liens 
larger Avenor deal, the outcome of the filed by two Terrace contractors against 
votes will dictate what happens as Repap wood and chips are valid. 
B.C. re-organizes itself uuder temporary Don Hull attd Sons Ltd., plus a sub- 
preteetiou from creditors, sidiary,, and K'Shiau Coustruetion filed 
Scott also called upon Premier Glen Clark liens totalling $2.6 million just days before 
to cancel any transfer of Repap's forest Repap B.C. filed for protection front its 
licenees until northwest companies are creditors after beiug dealt out of the pro- 
paid. posed Avenor-Repap merger. 
The MP also questioned how Repap It's esthnated around $30 million is owed 
founder George Petty can walk away with to logging contractors aloue. 
tens of tnillious of dollars through turning 
over his shares toAve.or Mayor  wants to see 
"It ccrtaiuly appears Repap Euterprises ged 
are attou,pt"tg ,o use eo,,,plex ,ega  the rules chan 
loopholes and maneuvers to evade their TERRACE MAYOR Jack Talstra said 
corporate respousibilitics," said Scott. he's inviti,tg other northwest commuztities 
Skeena NDP MLA Hehnut Giesbrecht to form a task force aimed at guldiag the 
wouldu't go as far as backiug Scott com- Repap B.C. restructure process and making 
pletdy, but be did say there's merit in sure the currcut situatiou is ncver replayed 
dctcrmining what happcued to Repap B.C. agaiu. 
"I don't have auy objection to an investi- "We just doa't waut to put up with it any 
gation but I dou't wa,tt a Ioug expcnsivc ia- longer," said Talstra, after rctumhzg from a 
quiry," said Giesbrecht. ._.. trip to Victoria to push for chaages. 
Bul he does not go as far as others ia the 
' uorthwesl, who suggest Communities and 
"Something smells very bad 'native groups here should band together 
with this deal and we don't and trytnlakecontrolofRepapB.C. 
want to see Repap's sharehold- Talstra said he doesu't object to owner- 
ers  off the hook until the ship of the aorthwest resource by big com-~,~ 
creditors are paid." panies frmn far away, uoting those corpo~, 
lions are better equipped than smaller fimut 
to ride out the dips and bumps along the 
"I  don't thiuk that would be worthwhile way and keep mills operating consistently. 
for everybody to have it drag out while we Rather than trying to keep the next big 
determine what happens ttext," he said of corporate player front coming in, Talstra 
moves to re-organize Repap B.C. said, he favours puttiug rules in place to 
Giesbrecht did respoud to the nagging ensure the next owuer can't do damage to 
question of how Repap Enterprises piled up northwest coaunuaitlea by not paying ils 
large amounts of debt in the uame of Rcpap bills. 
B.C., leaving it unable to support he debt. Those rules could tlwolve either legisla- 
"It  ntay bc legal tuaybe, but not ethical tinn requiring big forest companies pay 
at least uot to the advaulage of any local their contractors, or some conditions put ou 
persou," file MLA contiuued, timber lleeaces that would allow govern- 
Aald he repeated prior statetneuts that meats to lake action if local people aren't 
forest companies houldn't be allowed to being paid, 
Registry gains brief rep'ieve "This shouldn't happeu again. Corn- aud there are irresponsible big corpora- patties shouldn't be allowed In borrow tons tions,'? Talstra said. ',We want to look at 
THE LOCAL housltlg registry is staying open for attothcr Director Helga Kenny says this is a poor time to shut of znoney on assets ill B.C. attd use it else- legislation orOther measures so a bad apple 
month. ~ . . . .  down tile registry. As of Feb. 21, there were 79 individuals where," said Giesbrecht. is forced to comply aad be more 
Run by tile Terrace Aztti-Poverty Group Society, the or families 10okiug for ltouslng, Alth0uglt the number of Also joining the call for au [uvestigatiun respousible. That may help weed out some 
. . . . . . . . . .  - ~ , - . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  - '  ........ -~-'t~' into what happened is IWA-Canada Local of those who have a devastating effect upon 
re is t r  was  SU sod  to  s l lu t  doWn by  the e l la  e l  l l l¢  PCO- UUiIs aVailaD e tar reu I  IS s la r lu lg  [o  i l l c rcasu~ uu i i l a l |u  u t- , ' t,  ' g y ppo . , .. ~ . .. ' . . . .  171 business agent Suriitder Malhotra, communities, , 
mary. Now it will close at the cud of March, strips supply, : :: , . , ,~ i , :  .~..~,,., t ' " ' r : '  J"~w tuuc t.... '~"e" was "Re-w, was a bad mana~,er," he added 
The registry matches landlords with prospective t ttants. Housin :ntiuisler Mike Famworth reeetttly attuounecu ~: 'vc.~'m~lU r"!~"v:W". , ,  "',';".~' ,~ .  ,i~- e e: =,,.:. =..:. ,~....._.. _ _ :  
• : ., ~,.~,,*M".,.',I t~tookitt~, atOther o.limts for fittditw sntppeu: on lo me east, sara ~alnoua, the operauon l[iOJl.. Uge, . ;U I I ,  . . . . . . .  Usuall that meaut hel a Iow-lncotne eo le  flud affor- that ii1,. e, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  c, ,- o. ,~ . ,, ,, ,.,* - Y P. g . . . .  P P ........ ~.::~ . . . .  .... ~ .... , . . . . . .  -~ ..~,. Wheredzd th~ moneygo? ~ • respottsihl¢ . . . . . .  
dable hous iug  i • :~'.~.~ ' motley lot nousutg rcgtstrtes, -, . . . .  
J 
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Land claims deal signed 
THE TSh"vlSHIAN and federal and provincial 
governments have finally signed an ageement tharll 
eventually lead them to a land clakms treaty. 
The frantework agreement .signed Monday in 
Vancouver sets out what the three parties will nego- 
tiate toward a land claims agreement in principle over 
the next three to four years. 
Topics to be negotiated include native govern- 
ment. managing and harvesting natural resources, 
money, environmental ssessment and protection. 
managing ocean waters, dispute resolution and how 
to put a fintd treaty in place. 
There are an estimated 10,000 Tsirnshian living 
in seven cornr|tunities, including Kitselas and 
Kitst,rnkalum in the Terrace area. 
Applause a success 
MORE THAN $51.000 was raised towards a 
new building for Terrace Little Theatre on this past 
Sunday's Applause '97 telethon. 
• 'We consider it a big success," says organizer 
Gordon Oates. "We've had a lot of compliments 
about he quality of the talent and the production." 
Hundreds of people over the course of the day 
turned out to watch the entertainment at the R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre. Nearly 20 local groups took part in the 
event, plus several big mines from out of town. 
The money raised will go towards the cost of 
building a new playhouse, estimated at being about 
S 1.5 million. Organizers hope to break ground for the 
new building in the year 2000. 
Canadian Tire to dig 
CANADIAN TIRE's store on Hwy 16 West will 
be open by October, says the project architect. 
Rob Young said they hope to start construction as 
early as possible this spring. 
"We intend to move right along," he told city 
council at a meeting Monday night. 
Nobody showed up to oppose the development 
phms at the public hearing that night. Council gave 
third reading to bylaws to change the Official 
Community Plan and rezone land from light industri- 
al to service commercial, 
The 47.000 square toot building will house 10 
auto service bays, 28,000 square feet of retail floor 
space, and warehousing, There will ,also be a 10,500 
square foot external garden centre. 
Plan means 
sacrifices 
THE ONLY WAY Repap B.C.'s mills will continue to oper- 
ate, employees will keep jobs. and creditors will get paid any- 
thing is if they all cooperate. 
That's the bottom line thars emmging as a court-appointed 
monitor prepares to broker a restructuring plan for Repap B,C 
The plan is likely to mean sacrifices from all players. 
"Everybody will take a hit." mayor Jack Talstra said, "The 
banks will take a hit. The suppliers and contractors will take a 
hit. Employees might even be asked to take pay cuts." 
The tricky pm't is that the creditors are to be divided up into 
several categories. 
Once the resu'uccure plan is brokered and all its provisions 
laid out. each class of creditor votes on the deal individually. 
A majority of those owed.money in each group have to vote 
yes and they have to represent two-thirds of the money out- 
standing in that group, 
Employees would also vote as a class of creditors it" they're 
asked to accept wage concessions orchanges to their collective 
agreement, 
If any single group rejects the package, the plan fails and a 
bankruptcy or liquidation scenmio results. 
If that happens the two banks- owed $480 million -are like- • .'"~. 
ly to get whatever money can be raised in a fire sale of Repap 
B.C,'s assets, and northwest creditors would likely get nothing. 
Before the plan is developed, however, the banks that now 
own the company are first assessing whether Repap B.C. is 
viable in the current market of low pulp prices and high logging 
COSTS. • 
It' not, mills could be shutdown to wait for improved market 
conditions, or there could be a liquidation of assets if there's no 
improvement onthe horizon. 
City officials, however, are cautiously optimistic that it will 
be deemed viable, 
"'R.epap, if,'un right, can be a very viable industry for us in 
the northwest." said Talstra. 
If the company is viable, and if a plan is developed to run 
Repap B.C, and if all the creditors agree to iL then people owed 
money can hope to get some portion of what they're owed back 
- but it may take years. 
Monitor David Bow,'a. of Coopers & Lybrand. says he hopes 
to have the plan in place within the next two to three months. 
It's expected the banks would own Repap tbr the short erm. 
and eventually sell it off when the firm is turned around 
Killer gets 
life sentence 
the young Gosselin twice with ~ crossbow. 
Along with Hawthorne, Christopher Charles Williams was 
also charged in the killings. He admitted to stabbing Jean 
G0sselin to death, then torching his home, 
Williams was 15 at the time and made a plea bargain to testify 
against Hawthorne in exchange to a reduced sentence. 
He plead guilty to second egree murder in the fall of 1995 
and was sentenced io the mandatory life term, However, the deal 
allows him to be eligible for parole after just seven years. 
That means Williams could be out as early as 2001. 
Hawthorne. on the other hand won't be eligible for parole 
until 2022. 
Hawthorne's trial had been moved to Prince George after a 
successful change of venue application last September, His 
lawyer. Jim Millar. had argued that Hawthorne could not get a 
fair trial in Terrace largely because of the sensational nature of 
the case. 
A MAN who was accused of killing two Thomhill residents 
more than two yea,'s ago has been sentenced to life in prison. 
George Bliss Hawthorne, 30. plead guilty to one count of tkst 
degree murder and one count of manslaughter in Prince George 
Supreme Court on Friday. March 7, 
Mr. Justice W. Glen Parrett gave Hawthorne the mandatory 
life sentence for first degree murder, with no chance of parole :Huge rally planned for ac least 25 years He aiso sentenced Hawthome to eight yem's 
for the manslaughter charge, to be mn concurrently. 
Hawthorne had been accused of "killing 25-year-old Yvon creditors Gosselin and his father, Jean.66, on September I0 and 26of by Repap , , , ,  ' Jean G0sselin's tabbed body was found in the ashes of his 
REPAP B.C.'s northwest creditors are planning a massive Muller Ave. home. while his son's body was discovered in a 
rally in Terrace next Tuesday afternoon to draw attention to the shallow grave just off Beam Station Road. Hawthorne had shot 
current crisis, 
Local contractor Gordon Hull said it's hoped average citi- 
zens not directly affected will come. ask questions, and .get a 
better understanding of how the northwest economy is affected, 
Hull said some local people, and even some mill workers, 
don't understand how dire the currem situation is, 
"There's five communities here whose lives are on the 
line." he said. "We don't need our knees knocked out from 
under us, This is serious." 
Hull said creditors from across the northwest are agreeing 
to come and panicipate in the rally, slated for 2:00 p..m,. 
Trucks and equipment will stage in Thomhill along the 
access road, and then move into town, Hull said. 
They hope to get the use of the Terrace arena for the rally 
and public meeting. 
"Let's face it, if that 140 million dollars or a big part of it 
isn't paid. that's 140 million that comes out of the economy of 
these five towns," Hull said 
CRIMI'  
qm m qk 
• % i ()lqq:ill  
Terrace Crime Stoppers are asking for your assis- 
tance in solving a series of recent "break and enters' 
to both the Uplands Kennels, and the Daybreak farms 
egg farm on the bench, in Terrace, B.C. 
In the early morning hours of January 25, 1997, an 
unknown culprit broke into the Daybreak Farms 
through a side window, and stole a cash box, valued 
at approximately $500.00, 
Also on January 25, 1997, at approximately 08:20 
am culprits entered the Uplands Kennels office 
through a front door and proceeded to steal a cord- 
less phone, amens wallet, and a couple sets of car 
keys. 
Or~ February 14, 1997, at approximately 3:30 am, 
an unknown culprit gained entry to the Daybreak 
farms but was unable to remove, and proceeded to 
set off the alarm, quickly leaving in a southerly direc- 
tion, through the nearby woods, 
In the early morning hours of February 15, 1997, 
unknown culprit(s) gained entry to the Uplands 
Kennels and proceeded to steal a set of book-keeping 
records, 
If you know anything about this Incident, or if you 
know the identity of the person or persons responsible 
for this theft from a business, Crime Stoppers would 
like to hear form you, 
Crime Stoppers offers a cash reward of 
up to $1.000.00 for Information leading to 
an arrest and charges being laid against an 
Individual in this or other unsolved crime. If 
you have any Information call Cr ime 
Stoppers at 635-Tips that's 635-8477. 
Callers wll~' not be required to reveal their 
Identity nor testify In court. 
Call 63  S-TIPS 
~ m  
r 
RADELET & COMPANY Barristers & Solicitors 
Tax Law.  Trusts.  Corporate & Commercial 
1830.1075 west Georgia Street, Vancouver, B,C, VGE 8C9 
Phone: 604-689-0878 Fax: 604-689.1386 
=.= ".. 
Terrace Community Band 
is grateful to the following for their contribution to our recent fund. 
raising events. Their donation made lhe Prelude to Oltowo concert 
and the 7th Annual Spring Fling Coborel very successful. 
American Express Elan Travel CFNR Radio 
Canadian Airlines International Coast Inn of the West 
Copperside Foods Dunles Restaurant 
Envlrosfitlo Landscape Designs Erwins Jewellers 
Hairwaves Salon Misfit River Books 
Mr. Mikes H&J Shell Station 
Northern Ughl Studio Narthern Mountain Helicapters Inc. 
Northern Savings Credil Union Overwailea Foods 
Terrace Porks and Retrenlion Terrace Ca-up 
Ev's Men's Wear White Spot Reslaruant 
Hair Buslers Hove Java 
Norlhtaosl Anglers Kermadei Trading 
~lorlhern Motor Inn Bear (ounlry Inn 
Superior Unen Terrace'limes Daug Thomson 
Skema Broadcasters Terrace Slandard 
Sight & Sound Royal Purple of Canada Lodge 216 
Red Carpet Coffee Services George Clark 
Qualily Image Publishers Avtu 
=., 
THANK YOU 
Darvin & Marjore Haugan would like to thank the following people who 
helped out in their time of need. 
Norm Taylor Cont. Gloria Kyper 
Gunner's Drywall Herb Johnson 
Geri Costello AI Webb & Sons Trucking 
Perek Sayer Maggie Hedges 
Terrace Co-op Darvin & Shelia Haugan 
Russell Painting J.J & Margaret Friry 
Vic Froese Kevin Haugan 
Norman & Inga Derrick Regional District 
Progressive Ventures Art Derrick 
End of the Roll John Derrick 
Dr. Porkepetz Gramma Rema 
Front Line Julle, her sister, her morn Keddy's 
Dale's Towing Grad Day 
Minister Aldertow Tom & Linda Harris 
Superior Propaine Lou Doumont 
Mr & Mrs Houge ICG Propaine 
Kermode Friendship Shawn Frlesen 
Steven Albert Carrie McCaleim 
Berny Sigualdeson Bud Hobensheild 
Gord Robertson Andre & Ida Larose 
Mr & Mrs Gennard Herd Harvey George 
Mr & Mrs Bruce Heldan Joey Wagner 
Mr & Mrs MaoPherson Jim Hoekstra 
Mr & Mrs. Lincoln Rusty Holosko 
Melva Lemieux Mr & Mrs, Ray Therrien 
Kerby Azak Lavinia Azak 
Mr & Mrs. Max Wright 
And any anonornouse donors, our heartfelt thanks 
•  First Nations Education Centre 
School Distr ict  No. 82 (Coast Mountains)  
The First Nations Education Centre gratefully acknowledges the many indMduals who so gen- 
eroush" donated their time, energyand artwork for the First Nations Education Centre Open 
House. Specificallv: 
The volunteers who made Answer .Feathers and helped in the preparation f the displays: 
. Lydia Angus . h'v Caret 
. I)rake ,Xiorven ' Zsa-Zsa Morven 
The volunteer who video taped the Open House activities: 
' Larry Sommerfield 
The artists who so generously donated their time: 
' Stan Bevan 
, Melodic Johnson 
,Joanne Thomson 
The recipients of the Door Prizes were: 
Original Drawing by Ben Gerow 
Headdress Decoration by gloses Stewart 
Necklace b.v Moses Stewart 
Key Chain b.v Moses Stewart 
Original Drawing b.v Drake Morven 
Postcards b~ Joanne Thomson 
Postcards bi" Joanne Thomson 
Postcards b.v Joanne Thomson 
Card by Joanne Thomson 
2 Tickets to Red Thunder br Caroline Daniels 
' Ben Gerow 
, Drake Morven 
Pieter Van der Meulen 
Tasha Seymour 
Leah Vander Meulen 
Sterling Robinson 
Alexis Lundquist 
Jm'ce Robinson 
T.:Uwright 
Moses Stea-art 
Lorne Anderson 
Sahi Gill 
The First Nations Education Centre is located at 3430 Sparks Street in Clarence ,x, lichiel 
School For information regarding our service,, su pp orts and/or prog,rams . 
, drop in for a visit , call 638-6394 
, fax 638-6397 ' E-naaihbtoyewelshC&cmsd,bc.ca 
T T NEXT E VENT: LA UN CHIN C OF FIRST 
NATIONS READERS 
Feb 
28 
Mar. 1 
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NNew Record 
LAST YEAR 
~ PCPN SUN 
2.2 -6,8 0.0 9.6 
6.5 -7,6 0,0 9.0 
6.6 -6,1 0,0 9.1 
4,9 -6,3 0,0 9,3 
0.4 -6,6 0,0 9.4 
0,6 -5,9 0,0 2,3 
• 2,0 -5,3 0.0 2.3 
THIS YEAR 
MAX. ~ PCPN SUN 
2.7 -0.2 2.2 0.0 
2.1 -2,2 0,6 0.0 
-0,6 -4.6 0,0 4.4 
-0.1 -6,1 0,0 5.9 
-2.8 -6,6 1,2 0.0 
• 0.4 -4,7 0,2 1.5 
0.7 -2,7 1,7 0.0 
ROAD CONDITIONS I ! 
n its wayt But, it is too soon to forget winter conditions, Please 
I I  watch for black Ice in the mornings, Care Is to be taken with patch crews 
I I  working on the roads. Be sure to obey all signs and traffic control persons, 
I I  TO REPORT ROAD HAZARDS, CALL 1.800.665.5051. 
k 
J  ..Y_.EEg.O.BE  
MAX, YEAR MIN. 
8.5 1981 -12.8 
7,5 1990 -15.6 
7,2 1957 -17.8 
8,5 1990 -16.7 
8,3 1965 -13.9 
9,4 1965 -11.9 
9,1 1984 -14.4 
YEAR 
1972 
1976 
1976 
1962 
1962 
1995 
1956 
PREClP. YEAR 
23.2 1993 
21,2 1994 
24,4 1971 
21,0 1987 
37.2 1987 
27.7 1977 
39,6 1979 
BROUGHTTO YOU 
NECHAKO -- 
NORTHCOAST 
CONSTRUCTION SERVICES 
Yo~r Road Maintenance Contractor 
t 
d 
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College course cuts opposed 
Students plan class walkout 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY College 
students will oceupy the offices of senior 
administrators to protest cuts to courses. 
The action to occupy F Dorm, a former 
student residence now converted into ad- 
ministrative offices, is part of a walkout 
from classes et for March 17. 
"We're going to walk in there, sit for half 
an hour and then get into our cars and go to 
(Skeena MLA) Helmut Giesbrecht's office 
and give him our petition," student 
organizer Michael Krisinger said last week. 
Students will leave their classes 10 a.m. 
March 17 and be back for afternoon ses- 
sions at 12:30 p.m. 
The petition began gathering strength 
several weeks ago as part of a campaign by 
students and instructors to stop cuts they 
say will gut the college's university credit 
courses .  . ' .  
Administrators say they need to make cuts 
in response to a big deficit caused when 
provincial and federal governments reduced 
the amount of money going to the institu- 
tion. 
But Krisinger says cutting university 
credit courses will only make post 
secondary education more expensive for 
northern residents who will have to go else- 
But other job cuts will occur when in- 
structors on contract won't be renewed. 
Other employees are either taking retire- 
ment payouts, going on unpaid leave or tak- 
• ing severance payouts. 
Students and instructors respond by 
saying university credit cuts amount o 33 
per cent of the courses in Terrace and 24 
per cent in Prince Rupert. 
where for their education ................................... 
At the same time as the students have 
been planning their walkout, college admin- 
istrators have been sending out layoff 
notices and information packages to em- 
ployees. 
College president Michael Hill says that 
while the equivalent of 13 full time jobs 
will disappear, only one person has been 
laid off and one person has been offered a 
transfer from Terrace to Smithers. 
In total, they say course space for 177 full 
time students will disappear. 
But Hill and other college officials say 
Northwest Community College will offer 
comparable or greater course selections 
than other institutions in the province. 
And they say they will also reduce the 
number of management bureaucrats from 
16 to 14 within four years as a way of 
saving money. 
3wners tagg  d 
for dog deaths 
NEARLY TWICE as many dogs had to be put down last 
year as in 1995 at the Thoruhill animal shelter. 
Shelter workers blame the increase on pet owners who 
refuse to get their dogs spayed or neutered. 
Last year the shelter destroyed 164 dogs, up significantly 
from the 88 in 1995. 
But the number of impounded ogs has climbed as well, 
from 250 in '95 to 305 last year. There was a small in- 
crease in the number of dogs brought in for adoption too, 
up to 91. 
The shelter only has seven kennels, but sometimes they 
have up to 24 dogs in residence. 
"We're usually rumdug at over-capacity," said animal 
control officer Bonnie Bangay. 
If the nuntbers scent high, the area the shelter is 
respottsible for is large. It takes in Jackplue, Lakelse Lake, 
Terrace north, and over to Kltwanga and Hazelton. 
"Our adoption uutbers are good but we're getting in a 
lot of dogs," said Bangay. She thinks there are an unusual- 
ly large nmnber of dogs in the outlying areas. 
"People have to be more responsible. They need to spay 
and neuter their animals." 
People are still adopting animals, but more end up being 
destroyed. 
Baugay said the pets who have the best chance of beiug 
adopted are those who are trained and whose shots are up 
to date. 
The situation for cats is even more tragic. The nuntbers 
are about he same as in 1995, but still a total of 406 were 
brought in or impounded. And only 76 cats were adopted, 
which meant 323 had to be destroyed in I~96 . . . . .  ~ ,~.~,~:,~,,. ~,~ .,.,~,~ ... . . .  ~ ........... 
THORNHILL ANIMAL Control Officer Bonnie Bangay holds up one of the many 
unwanted pets that are available for adoption at the Thornhill Animal Shelter. 
News. In Brief 
 aT;e 
SKEENA NEW DEMOCRATS have set April 19 as 
the date they'll select a candidate to run here in the up- 
cotuing federal election. 
So far just two candidates have declared they'll seek 
the noufinatiou ~ Nass valley doctor Isaac Sobol and 
Queen Charlotte Islands forestry worker Ken Alton 
who has a hotne in Smithers. 
Reformers, meanwhile, are expected to confinu 
Skeeua MP, Mike Scott as the party's candidate in 
Skee,ta t their March 22 nomination meeting. 
Liberal leader here 
ADD PROVINCIAL Liberal leader to the list of his 
party's tours through the north. Gordon Campbell will 
be in Terrace this Saturday. This past Monday, a group 
of Liberal MLAs visited the northwest as part of a tour 
to hear about economic developmeuL 
At the Liberal annual conference in Penticton last 
month, Campbell announced he was killing two 
policies unpopular in the north. 
One was to sell off the provincial crown corporation 
B.C. Rail and the other was to reduce the number of 
seats in the provincial legislature. 
That latter was viewed as a direct hit on the north as 
ts effect would be felt harder in the north than on the 
south. 
Gas action wanted 
A SOCIETY created to protnote the north says the 
provincial utilities commission is dithering ill its duty 
to deal with inflated natural gas prices during the 
winter mouths. 
Focus North Society members are protesting the 
policies of gas utilities in the north and Cariboo area to 
increase prices during the winter in the expectation 
people will then reduce their consumptioni. 
Although the B.C. Utilities Commission said in Janu- 
ary it would hold a moethtg ill the uorth, nothing has 
been heard since, says society president Murray Sadler. 
Focus North, fonned to promote the uorth and to in- 
crease its voice down south, says more northern repre- 
sentatives hould be on regulatory bodies making deci- 
sions affecting those who live in the north. 
Looking for heroes 
THE EblVIRONMENT ministry is looking for B.C.'s 
greenest environmental heroes for their annual En- 
virotuuental Awards. 
The awards celebrate individuals and organizations 
dedicated to preserving or enhancing the province's 
tuttural heritage. 
Awards will be given in the categories of individual 
citizen, youth group, local govemmentl community 
group, businmss or industry, environmental education 
and communications ormedia. 
Nominations will be accepted until April 7 and win- 
net's will be aunouuced uring Environment Week, 
June 1-7. blmaination forms are available at the BC 
Environment office in the Access Centre. 
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  o~t your choice of up to 
$600 in Cat Cash, or a l imited edit ion Arct ic  Cat 
leather jacket, or special financing. 
We're serious. 
Our 1998 Cats are ready to go, but they 
move fast. And right now, they come with 
something extra. Buy any new 1998 Arctic 
Cat*' before March 31, 1997, and you can 
choose up to $600 in Cat Cash TM. 
~,::s_~: ~.4:: :  . . . . . .  : .  - ,  . J J  ~ .< - .  
W 
I NO PAYMENTS I 
H0 INTEREST 
U~'lt 1998- 
Just tell us which Cat TM you want, then pick your extra. And 
don't miss our all-nov, limited edition Cats. We've added 
three customized Cats with new, drool-inducing features to 
our lineup. But you can only get them if you order before 
March 31. ARCTIC  ~mAT ® 
What Snowmobiling's All About:" 
Offer good only at participating authorized Arctic Cat dealers on orders of new t998 model Arctic eat 
snowmobiles - -  except Kitty Cat,® * Rnanclng subject to credit approval. See your dealer for details, Always 
wear e helmet and don't drink and r de. 01997 Arctic Cat Sales Inc. ®i. Trademarks of Arctic Inc,, Thief River 
Falls, MN 56701. (218) 6814999, 
Terrace Standard and Overwaitea 
Volunteers of the Year 
Nomination Form 
The Terrace Standard and Overwaitea host the 3rd Annual Volunteer of the 
Year contest. If you know someone who's helped make Terrace a better 
place, tell the town/ 
Name of Volunteer: 
Phone numbers volunteer can be reached at: 
Organization(s) volunteer is active in, and number of years in each: 
Nominated by: Your Telephone: 
I 
Volunteer's profile. Please provide a brief history on the nominee. How long have 
they been active in organizations in Terrace? How have they helped make Terrace 
a better place? 
Who's eligible: Anyone who does unpaid volunteer work. Membership in a group 
or society is not mandatory. Nominees from past years can be entered again. 
Drop off form at Overwaitea, Skeena Mall, or The Terrace Standard office, 
fax to 638-8432, or mail to 
3210 Clinton Street, Terrace, B.C., V8G 5R2 
DEADLINE FOR ENTRIES IS FRIDAY, APRIL 4/97 
Winners will be determined by a panel of three judges and will be announced in April. 
STANDARD Overwantea Foods 
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Tragedy  
THE TRAGEDY of the Repap situation is how 
the provincial government folded like a cheap 
suit and abandoned the logging contractors owed 
money by the company. 
For years Repap had a nasty habit of seeming to 
take care of everybody else yet stretch out and 
stall on payments to the companies who employ 
those who cut and deliver the wood to its mills. 
This problem surfaced last summer during the 
public hearings into Repap's request to take over 
Orenda Forest Products and its forest licence. 
The provincial government said it didn't have 
jurisdiction in such issues. 
The issue festered into last December when 
Avenor and Repap announced their merger plan 
and grew in the new year when contractors 
pressed the province for short term financing to 
tide them over until shareholders for the com- 
panies were to vote on the plan. 
Those cries became critical more than two 
weeks ago at a meeting between contractors, 
Mayor Jack Talstra and Skeena MLA Helmut 
Giesbrecht. 
Unknown to them, evil plans were already afoot 
in the Montreal head offices of Repap and 
Avenor. With opposition by major shareholders 
because of the debt Repap would bring to 
Avenor, the companies jettisoned Repap's B.C. 
holdings to make the bigger deal more saleable. 
That left Repap B.C. twisting in the wind with 
more debt than it could sustain, causing it to seek 
protection from creditors. The two major 
creditors, the Toronto Dominion Bank and the 
Royal Bank, moved in to essentially take over 
the company and safeguard their stakes. 
This is where the government abandoned the 
contractors. One of the banks' conditions was 
th~°t~i:!they be! :assigned. all of, the wood u~der 
licence to Rep,'ip. That goes against general 
government policy of taking back five per cent 
of licences when there is an ownership change. 
There's nothing new to what the banks did. 
They traditionally want to seize anything and 
everything in hopes of recovering their money. 
But the province could have insisted that it keep 
the five per cent as a security in order to provide 
the contractors with as much of their back pay- 
ments as possible. Instead it used its powers un- 
der a section of the Forest Act to sign over the 
wood away from public view and scrutiny. 
With the banks already in the tank for hundreds 
of millions of dollars, a tough and determined 
provincial government could have stood firm. It 
is in the best interests of the banks, after all, to 
have a stable logging industry. 
And it is the job of the government to represent 
and stand up for its citizens. To now provide 
loan guarantees for the contractors is closing the 
vault door after the money's fled. 
The shame of it all for the government is that 
even as its ministers were dealing to sell its 
citizens down the road, these same people 
marched into the NDP annual convention 
proclaiming themselves as the friend of the 
working person. "HROUGH'B IFOCA'L :  
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NDF' faces legal wrangles 
VICTORIA - -  If the pace of 
legal action against the NDP 
contiuues unabated, Premier 
Glen Clark and some of his 
cabiuet miuisters may spend 
more time in court than in the 
legislature. 
The ink has hardly dried ou 
the subpoenas dropped un- 
ceremouiously ou the premier 
and four cabinet ministers by 
Cariboo ranchers Paulette 
Ernst aud Bob Hart over a 
seven-year fight with the forest 
service, when the NDP fiuds 
itself confronted with a uew 
legal battle - this o,e threaten- 
lug the entire govenuneut. 
To hear the premier tell it, he 
can hardly wait to fight 
Kelowna priuting shop owner 
and anti-NDP crusader David 
Stockell in court. Well, there's 
no accouuting for how some 
people get their kicks. I 
wouldn't bee too keen to see 
Stockell iu court. 
Stockell is the guy who felt 
that he was had by the NDP's 
election promise of a balanced 
budget. He's pretty sure the 
premier knew very well that he 
couldn't deliver a balanced 
budget, so he lied to the public 
to get the NDP elected for a 
sccoud term 
But rather thau just complaiu 
about it, Stockell took his beef 
:ROM THE CAP iTA l  
HUBERT BEYER 
to court, askiug that the dec- 
tion be declared illegal because 
the NDP's victory was based 
ou fraudulent claims. 
I UlUSt admit that when 
Stoekell started his crusade, I 
was tempted to dismiss bin1 as 
a crank, wasting the time of the 
court time and taxpayers' 
mousy. Was I wrong. 
Last week, Stockell won the 
opcuiug round when B.C. 
Supreme Court Justice Bryan 
Williams turned down a 
govenunent bid to throw his 
law suit out of court. Stockell 
eau now continue to apply for 
a class-actiou suit aimed at the 
39 elected NDP MLAs. 
Lawyers reprcsentiug NDP 
Speaker Dale Lovick aud the 
other 38 NDP MLAs tried to 
get the case tossed out on 
grounds that Stockell's claim 
was frivolous, but the judge 
didn't see it that way. 
"Courts geueraily are most 
reluctant to strike out a petition 
or statemeut of claim at an ear- 
ly stage unless it can be clearly 
denmustrated that there is uo 
chauce of success at all," Wil- 
liams said in his decision. 
I don't want to put words iu 
the judge's mouth, but the way 
I read the decision, the judge is 
saying, iu so ulany words, that 
Stockell has at least a chance 
to make his case in court. 
But eveu if at the end of the 
day, Stockell doesn't win, the 
case is a wake-up call for all 
P01iticia,s , according to Vic- 
toria ' University political 
science professor Nonnau 
Ruff. This case, Ruff says, has 
natioual inlplicatious. I 
couldn't agree more. 
There is a lot of anger among 
voters that politicians tend to 
make promises they have uo 
intentiou of keeping, be that a 
pronfise by the premier of a 
balanced budget or by the Jeau 
Chretien to get rid of the hated 
GST. 
The public delnands nmre 
honesty in politicialls. They 
have had it with beillg hood- 
winked every three or four 
years into electing a govern- 
meat that will break its 
campaign promises with im- 
punity. 
There's uo doubt that a lot of 
people voted for the NDP on 
the premise that if it ain't 
broke, dou't fix iL As long as 
the NDP could prove to voters 
that it was capable of not ouly 
implementiug its agenda but 
Iookiug after the public purse, 
they felt the party deserved an- 
other term. 
When it turned out that a 
flood of reports and cor- 
respoudeuce from staff of a 
number of ministries had 
warued the govenunent that its 
predictious of a balauced 
budget was on the shakiest of 
gi'ounds, people .got under, 
standably upset. And'Siockdil 
was one of them. 
Stockell may not succeed iu 
bringing down the govern- 
ment, but even so, he will have 
performed an admirable public 
service. 
If nothing else, this case will 
have put politicians on notice 
that the public no Iouger 
tolerates double-speak and lies 
from it s political eaders. 
Beyer can be reached at Teh 
920-9300; Fax: 385.6783; E- 
Mail: hnberf@coolcom.com 
we all hurt from Repap 
WHEN ENVI RON- 
MENTALIST Vicky Husband 
of the Valhalla Society gave 
speeches outside Canada tar- 
ring B.C. as the Brazil of the 
North because of logging prac- 
tices in Clayoquot Sound, I 
was offended. 
But with the Repap crisis, 
our area may soon fit Hus- 
band's media-nifty label. For 
here we all sit, surrouuded by 
our valuable resource, yet 
facirg mass joblessness, even 
poverty. All because we've li- 
cettsed our thnber to oue 
Moutreal.based company 
whose shareholders probably 
wouidu't know a hemlock 
from a Dr. Kevorkian. 
For  months, like South 
Aanerican peasants, area log- 
gers have toiled - without pay - 
for the profit of shareholders 
four time zones away. Share- 
holders don't know - aud 
wouldn't care - that local sou- 
tractors and loggers have 
financed Repap's operations 
by saving the company hefty 
Ioau charges. 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
I picture profit-minded CEOs 
who collect quarter million 
dollar salaries at couvenieut in- 
tewals liviug in penthouses, 
riding hi chauffeured BMWs 
and flying to Palm Springs for 
weekend golf. 
Meanwhile, back in the 
northwest, contractors file 
lieus ou mill yard logs; loggers 
and their fanilies sc~pe by ou 
welfare. 
You don't have to be a 
degree-carrying hydrologist o 
understand the trickle down el'- 
C.AL~ Su~¢WAL T
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fed o11 the wider community. 
Eveutually everyone from 
txavel ageuts to car dealers, 
coffee shops to music teachers 
will feel the pinch of Repap 
contractors' withheld pay- 
ments. 
Walk through a departmeut 
store Saturday morni,g. Check 
through a.supermarket Satur- 
day noon. Drive past a fast 
food outlet 1 p.m. Suuday. 
You could bowl a ball from the 
front door to the back without 
bruising attyoue. 
Some of us feel Repap's 
lackadaisical bill-paying ef- 
fects soouer thau others. After 
only a few weeks of .fill slow- 
down or bush layoff my work 
load shriuks to a dribble. First i 
miss the work of reupholster- 
ing truck aud heavy equipment 
seats. Then no one asks to have 
a sofa or chair redoes, Lastly 
boats tops and skidoos don't 
come iu. 
Rebuildiug nty workload 
after r, startup can take six 
months. 
Evea governnlent services - -  
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and staffiug levels - -  suffer. 
Without the corporate taxes, 
stumpage fees, income taxes 
and all the other provincial 
taxes that accrue when we all 
work, funds aren't there for 
Northwest Community Col- 
lege, Mills Memorial Hospital, 
schools, highways and more. 
Times like these show the 
community benefit of smaller 
tree farm liceuces and entre- 
preneurs. We wouldn't all suf- 
fer econotnic disaster at the 
same moment. But with a great 
piece of our forest in the hands 
of one compauy, we're at the 
mercy of a corporatiou where 
we're ouly a flyspeck on the 
shareholders' agenda. 
Astonishingly, our provincial 
govenuuent has no legal me- 
chanism in place forci,g 
Repap to pay its contractors. 
Regularly. On time. First. 
We could have avoided bec- 
oming Brazil of the North if 
the government had written 
one caveat into Repap's forest 
licence: 
Poe or get off the pot. 
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Petty denies blame for collapse 
By JEFF NAGEL 
REPAP founder George 
Petty says he feels badly 
about K'hat's happeaing to 
northwesterners, but he 
refuses to take the blame for 
the crisis threatening the 
region's mills and jobs. 
He deities the suspicion of 
many northwestemers that 
money from Repap B. C. 
went east to bankroll other 
projects - -  thereby con- 
tributing to the staggering 
$620 milliou debt of opera- 
lions in B.C. 
"That's absolutely false," 
Petty told the Standard in a 
telephone interview Satur- 
day from his home ill 
Montreal. 
"There's no truth to that 
whatsoever. We've invested 
over 300 milliou dollars in 
the Repap B.C. operations 
we modernized the pulp 
mill, we built the new state 
of the art sawmill iu Ter- 
race, which has doue well. 
We bought Camaby and 
George Petty 
modernized Smithers. 
"We've suffered losses of 
over 250 million dollars 
over the last few years. 
"It's absolute nonsense to 
look at it from that point of 
view. I think what you have 
to recognize is that we've 
been there 10 years trying to 
turn that situation around." 
Loggers talk 
of suing Petty 
Repap chairman and founder 
blamed for debt disaster 
LOGGING contractors want to sue the man they blame 
most for Repap's meltdown ~ company chairman George 
Petty. 
"It started out at a contractors meeting," said Aim-wood 
Contracting spokesman Justin Rigsby. "I stood up and 
said 'Why don't we just sue George Petty.' Everybody 
laughed. And then a lot of guys stopped iaughiug." 
Rigsby said no definite plans have been made, and says 
someone would have to research the legal arguments of the 
idea before anything serious could happen. 
He said contractors firmly believe Petty loaded extra 
debt oil Repap B.C.'s operatious to help bankroll Repap 
pr0jeets elsewhere. 
One of the biggest and most costly endeavors was an ell- 
viromneutally friendly Alcell pulping technology Petty 
tried to pioneer at a mill iu New Brunswick. Repap finally 
abandoned the idea and suffered heavy losses. 
Repap B.C.'s $480 million bank debt now threatens to 
undercut other northwest creditors' ability to get paid. 
The eolttraetors and suppliers say they're now being 
made to pay the price for Petty's ambition. 
"They think he's responsible, ' Rigsby said. "People are 
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Pelty's role m leveragmg Repap's debt was even tilt- 
gered by forests minister David Zimhelt in a CBC Radio 
phone-in show Friday. 
"Yes, it's true George Petty, the guy who runs Repap, is 
a high-wire artist," Zimhelt said. "They played it right to 
the wire in their ability to take ou debt." 
Repap B.C. vice-president Rudy Schwartz, who toured 
the northwest last week with court-appointed monitor 
David Bowra, said he frequetltly fields the question of 
whether Repap B.C.'s debt is a result of money that went 
easL 
"Thc~ question comes up with a certain degree of fre- 
queuey," Schwartz admilted last week. 
"Funds move back and forth in any or- 
ganization. I don't think it serves any pur- 
pose to point fingers as to where the 
money's gone." 
"Funds move back and forth in any organization," he 
said. "I  don't think it serves any purpose to point fingers 
as to where the money's gone." 
Schwartz noted that Repap B.C. has at times been a bell- 
eficiary of lnouey transferred in from tile parent company. 
"Money flowed in both directions," Schwartz said. 
"Money has flowed east o west as well." 
He said Repap B.C. lost $128 million last year. Over the 
last six years the company has rung up $312 million in 
debts. 
Repap B.C.'s debt servicing charges climbed from $21.8 
mUllah ill 1992 to $50.2 lnillion ill 1996. 
Last year's purchase of Orenda Forest Products and its 
timber supply was supposed to allow Repap B.C. to bor- 
row against Oreuda's assets to get $250 million for a mas- 
sive renovation of the aging Prince Rupert pulp mill. 
That project never malerialized and Repap B.C. officials 
concede the money that could have been generated was in- 
stead consunled ill recent months by the mouuting debt. 
Repap founder refutes accusations, points to unions 
If there's any blame to be 
laid, Petty said, it's at the 
feet of the union iu Prince 
Rupert, which he says 
crippled Repap E.C. with a 
long strike ia 1995-96 
just when pulp prices were 
peaking. 
" I  feel very badly about it, 
but we ran into a very tough 
"That sucked a lot o f  
money out of us," he said. 
The increased costs of the 
Forest Practices Code im- 
posed by the provincial 
govennneut contributed to 
the cost problems, Petty 
added. 
The govenlment is now 
beginning to recoguize the 
the northwest aud continued 
to run as best it could 
despite mounting losses. 
"We recognized that the 
entire viability of that north- 
west sector is heavily de- 
pendent on our operations," 
he said. "That's one of the 
reasons we had to sit there 
labour situation," Petty 
said. "The l l0-day strike 
cost us greatly in 1995 at a 
time when we should have 
been making some money. 
We never recovered front 
that strike. Let's call a spade 
a spade. It carrie at a bad 
time when we were in a 
weakened condition." 
In addition to the strike, 
Petty says the B.C govern- 
ment imposed "exorbitant" 
iucreases ill stumpage costs 
that were "eotnpletely out 
of proportion and unfair iu 
the way they v;ere applied 
to pulp wood." 
need to change those 
policies, Petty said, 
"It's no secret that B.C. 
has been hit pretty hard with 
these costs. This situation 
probably highlights that. 
That's the way I see it. 
There's not a lot more I can 
say in lily OWn defence." 
"We came up there and 
tried to do what was the 
right thing. We built it up. 
We moderuized operations, and take a ll0-day strike." 
We added fibre supply. We "But that's crying over 
invested very, very heartily Spilled milk. We have to 
over a period of time." deal with what's happening 
Petty said the company today. I think the revised 
recognized its key role in structure is in strong eco- 
THEY CALLED it the Starshlp when Repap B.C.'s highly modernized sawmill in 
Terrace came on line &lmost a decade ago. It's still a state of the art mill, but the 
company's debt load and recent move to get protection from creditors has left a 
dark cloud over employees, contractors and suppliers here. 
Unions brace for troub e 
"l feel very badly about it, but we ran 
into a very tough labour situation. The 
110.day strike cost us greatly In 1995 at a 
time when we should have been making 
some money. We never recovered from 
that strike. 
munities," the statement said. 
In the nmantime, the IWA is telling its 
melnbers to save money. 
That's not mdy tied to the Repap situation 
but to the province-wide wage talks coming 
up this year when IWA contracts run out in 
June. 
IWA-Cauada president Dave Haggard 
last week announced that one of its 
demands IS going to be a reduction in the 
standard 40-hour work week. 
The new work week demanded could be 
as low as 30 or 35 hours biit without a cut 
iu wages front the 40-hour level, said Hag- 
gard. 
Malhotra said the work week reduction is 
just a proposal to be presented to employe.~ 
as part of the bargaining process. 
"We'don ' t  even know yet what the 
employer is going to present," he said. 
"And the members will have the final say 
in the conlract." 
The other Repap uuions are the Pulp and 
Paper Workers of Canada and the B.C.. 
Govennnent and Service Employees Union 
at the Prince Rupert pulp mill and the Cmn- 
municatioas, Energy and Paperworkers 
radon at the Camaby sawmill near 
Hazeitou. 
, government policies 
nonde hands. Tile banks are bankruptcy. 
conunitted to" running the "It's extremely difficult," 
operation and protecting the Petty responded. "I  believe 
jobs." the govermnent is going to 
" I f  some competitiveness take a look at that Forest 
cau be realized ia the cost Renewal fund and crone up 
structure, the mills will be with some finaneiug for the 
able Io be competitive as wc people affected. It seems to 
march forward under adif- me that would be ap- 
propriate." 
Asked if it's fair to at- 
tribute any of Repap B.C.'s 
IT'S TOO early to talk about wage conces- 
sions frmn unionized workers employed by 
Repap, says a spokesman for the IWA- 
Canada. 
IWA-Canada Local 171 business agent 
Surinder Malhotra said the prospect of 
wage cuts or other impacts on workers has 
yet to come up. 
"There's been nothing said," said Mal- 
hotra. 
Local 171 ia the Terrace area represents 
about 270 people employed in Repap's 
sawmill here or in the woods cutting trees 
to feed the mill. 
That's about 20 per ceut of the local's 
membership here and a reason to be 
worried now that debt-ridden Repap has 
temporary protection from its creditors in 
order to revive itself, said Malhotra. 
He made the COlUlnents last week after 
the IWA aud the three other unions 
representing Repap workers issued a state- 
meut saying Ihey want iu on auy plans to 
restructure the company. 
"We believe that Repap B.C.'s opera- 
lions are productive and profitable. We 
urge the new 0wtters of Repap B.C. to meet 
their contractual obligalions to employees, 
contractors, suppliers and the cam- 
$620 million debt load to in- 
itiatives outside of B.C., 
Petty said: "I dou't believe 
it is." 
He said that anyone who 
takes the tittle to analyze the 
situation will conclude that 
millions of dollars flowed 
into Repa P B.C., rather than 
the other way around. 
Of his B.C. employees, 
Petty said: "They're a ter- 
rific workforce. They've 
done a great job. I 'm really 
proud of what they've ac- 
complished." 
Bring wood control home, say Nisga'a 
Leesmt pointed out that what hap- Uuder the land claims agreement 
pened to Repap had nothing to do 
with the resource here or the people 
who live iu the northwest. 
"There are big huge businesses 
involved and that's one of the 
things people have to look at," he 
said. 
"The people of the uorthwest 
should have more say and control. 
With a treaty, that'll be a bonus to 
everybody," Leesoa continued. 
He said it was strange to have the 
NDP government contiuue a policy 
of having forest lands controlled by 
large corporations. 
"Before the NDP got in power 
they talked about eoumtunity con- 
trol (of forests) and having forests 
for individual conununities," said 
Leeson. 
"We went along with that but 
realized that there would be noth- 
ing left for the Indians. That's why 
a treaty Is so importaut to us." 
in principal sigued last year, the 
Nisga'a arc to receive 200,000 
cubic metres of wood a year. 
The majority of the wood 
140,000 cubic metres ~ to be 
granted under the treaty will come 
front forest iicences under control 
of Repap. 
The remainder will come from 
other forest liceuce holders, includ- 
ing West Fraser, 
And the Nisga'a will have the 
chauce to buy up to 150,00 addi- 
tional cubic metres ayear under tile 
proposed treaty. 
Last year, Repap officials were 
saying they'll seek compensation 
for the loss - -  as much as $80 mil- 
lion. But there was also mention of 
receiving other wood to replace 
THE FAILURE of Repap is further 
proof that northwest resources 
should be controlled by the people 
who live here, says a luelnber of 
the Nisga'a Tribal Council. 
Nelsml Leeson said northwest 
ownership of wood would bring 
stability and employment to the 
area. 
The Nisga'a, scheduled to receive 
a healthy amount of wood under a 
proposed land claims agreetnent 
add the ability to buy mote, will 
use the:resource for economic de- 
velol~ii(ent, he added. 
"There'll be an opportunity for 
NisgaJa attd other people to get 
working," said Leesott, "There'il 
be an opportuu!ty o create new in- 
,dustry," 
He said the Nisga'a plan to log 
thewood they'll receive under a 
treaty aod that it will have to be 
processed at a mill or mills ia the 
area. 
turn over 49 per cent to the 
Nisga'a. 
It's not yet known how Repap's 
claim for compensation r the pos- 
sibility of doing a deal with file 
Nisga'a will play out given that 
control of the company uow rests 
with the Toronto-Dominion attd 
Royal banks. 
The possibility of courpensatiou 
['cr wood loss just might be an at- 
tractive aspect for the banks who 
are owed $480 milliml by the cam- 
patty. 
Trevor Proverbs, the province's 
chief negotiator on the Nisga'a 
clainh doesn't feel Rcpap's situa- 
tion will affect a final Nisga'a 
treaty, 
Wood will slill come from 
that going to the Nlsga 'a. whatever corporate entity takes 
Attd Repap did offer last year, as over from Repap and compensa- 
part of the takeover of Orenda tlon, if payable, will be negotiated, 
Forest Products and its licence, to he said. 
fereiit capital structure," 
The Standard asked Petty 
what he has to say to the 
1,100 employees of logging 
contractors ill the region that 
are now on the verge of 
No easy fix 
to crisis 
says Milier 
Expect northwest casualties 
DEPUTY PREMIER Dan 
Miller is angry at the 
financial mess left by 
Repap yet he isn't sure 
that changing the way the 
government manages its 
forest resource is a solu- 
tion. 
In a wide- rang ing  in ter -  
view last week Miller 
say Repap B.C.'s debt 
was incurred to finance [~[11[~: i~  
other company projects 
/ i i j  
elsewhere. 
" I  think it's a sentiment 
people are expressing but 
. le t ' s  not kid ourselves, 
this company is bleeding 
on an operational basis," 
said Miller who is also Dan Miller 
the North Coast MLA and employment and invest- 
ment minister. 
" I  don't know if that's the only factor," he said of 
the debt theory. "To be fair the company did spend 
more than $100 million at the Prince Rupert mill (for 
environmental improvements). 
" I  don't think there's any purpose to start surmising 
or speculating on what happened. The facts are the 
$620 million debt and it's got to be fixed," Miller 
continued. 
In responding to calls for northwest control of 
northwest wood, Miller said the situation is more 
complicated than what seems to be the case. 
"There's an argument on that question. Not so 
much on the solid wood side but on the pulp side," 
he said. 
"We used to be in a pre-eminent position. But 
that's really been eroded by the other countries as 
they've improved their quality and created an over 
capacity." 
"It may be that in tenns of COlnpetitimt the only way to 
deal with that is to have greater concentration n the pulp 
side. I'm not saying I agree with that but that's due of the 
Mgulneuts on how to succeed." 
"Let's not kid ourselves. There may be 
some failures here." 
The key is to have solid companies operating efficient 
mills and nothing would be gained by selling wood under 
local control to inefficient tacilities, Miller eoutinued. 
"To stay alive you have to turu a profit aud that's in run- 
ning efficient mills aad selling at rate to achieve a retunl," 
he said. 
"The bright side here is that we do have a good resource 
base with a couple of good mills aud a good mix of (solid) 
wood and pulp," he said. 
Miller did want there might be uorthwest casualties once 
Repap B.C. reorganizes itself and deals with its debt load. 
"Let's itot kid ourselves. There may be some failures 
here," he said. 
One way in which the government may have acted to 
protect logging contractors affected the most by Repap's 
failure was not acted upon. 
That's tilt; provisiou to take back five per cent of a forest 
licence when it changes hauds. 
This could have applied last week when Repap's major 
creditors, the Toronto-Dominiou aud Royal banks, moved 
ill. 
But the idea of takiog tile five per cent aud using it as 
security for Ioggiug contractor payments didu't fly, said 
Miller. 
"Taking the five per cent wouldu't help - -  it would duly 
have cotnpounded the problem," he said of a suggestion 
the proviace take a hard-nosed approach. 
"They asked attd we had anticipated the request," coll- 
tinued Miller of the five per cent, "We decided in the in- 
terests of stability to do what we did." 
Also waived was the requirement for Repap to supply the 
uative-owned Cged Forest Products in Gitwangak with 
35,000 cubic melres of wood a year for the next three 
years attd a promise to create forestry jobs In' the Stewart 
area. 
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Three tackle Skeena Angler 
River not crowded 
Dear Sir:. 
Re: Rob Brown's Skeeua Angler of Feb. 19. The writer 
obviously does not know much about he guiding industry. 
Articles such as the one he referred to come out in ahnost 
every fishing magazine. This is one of the ways guides at.. 
Uact business and tourism to Terrace or aqy other fishing 
destination. From that article we may be lucky enough to 
attract half a dozen guests. Having them tell thelr friends 
and then over crowding the river, that's far fetched. 
We have been guiding the Kalum River for about 15 
years and in the spring we may see only one or two other 
fishennen and in many cases no fishermen at all on the 20 
miles of river. So I don't know why the writer is blowing 
his horn. Sure, whm the chinook sahnon are in and the 
Skeena is too high, you may eucou||ter a barrage of jet 
boats on the Lower Kalum, but outside of that, there is 
more IhaD enough room on the river. 
I suggest hat instead of wasting his efforts insulting an- 
gling guides and trying to detour tourism to Terrace, Rob 
Brown to apply his efforts in other areas in the fishing in- 
dustry, such as stopping the killing of "wild" stcelhead on 
the lower Kalum at~d Skeena River. This is the only place 
h~ the world that still allows killing them. It's a shame! 
Cosmo Zavaglia, Terrace, B.C. 
His column an insult 
Dear Sir:. 
I 'm in the article Rob Brown mentions. His coluunt in- 
suits my reputation as a responsible, ethical angling guide 
and will only inflame local anglers against all angling 
guides. 
I am very disappointed that Mr. Brown never made an at- 
tempt o contact me before writing his column to get his 
facts straight. I always thought we were on the same side 
regarding preservation of our dear, special stcelhead but I 
guess we are not. I have known Mr. Brown for many years 
attd have admired him for what he has done, but now I 
have my doubts and I feel the cold steel in my backt 
As an assistant angling guide on the Kalum River for 
over 15 years I can attest hat there is no angling pressure 
on the upper Kalum. Because of low water in the spring, 
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jet boat access is limited. I ha~,e never once seen Mr. 
Brown fishing the upper Kalum in the spring. 
My guests and I practice the best methods for catch and 
release. We use small size 2 barbless hooks. I guess if we 
were fishing with chicken feathers instead of egg bags, 
lures of jigs, we would have his blessing instead of scorn. 
How' about the book Mr. Brown wrote that promotes the 
Skecua and its steelhead. Here are a few lines of i||troduc- 
tion, "The Skeena River in northern British Colulnbia 
hosts the largest run of wild stcelhead (over 50,000 in 
1996). They are also some of the largest - frequently reach, 
ing 20 pounds and occasionally even 30 - plus." 
What impressio|| does that leave? Is he the only one al- 
lowed Io write about fishing in our area while criticizing 
others? 
Noel F. Gyger, Terrace, B.C. 
Won't buy his book 
Dear Sir: 
I have the utmost respect for the parks mi||istry. They do 
a wonderful job, but sometimes, Rob, they make mistakes 
too, just like the rest of us. 
It's like anything when studies are done ~ who do you 
believe the most. Even some of us not so educated people 
have ideas and theories of our own. You know who we are 
the, the joker fishennen that use rod and reel. 
In response to your bashing of guides, I myself have had 
the privilege and honour to drift fish the upper Kalum with 
the guide you spoke about and I have the utmost respect 
for hin~ and the way he fishes. 
You and the parks ministry could learn something from 
him about fishing the upper Kalum. He does a first class 
job just like most guides in Terrac e. 
I believe your book on the Skee||a and its steelhead is 
coming out soon. I will not buy the book so you can profit ,
so you cad drive up our clear cut logging roads to flyfish 
and walk over preein,s pawning rounds. 
Joe gak, Terrace B.C. 
Heritage 
Young people of Tsimshia 'heritage be~een the ages of 14 and 22 are 
invit~ to subm t original g ~phic des gns for use as logo for a conference 
on the future of Sm'algya: the Tsims~ian language. The conference will 
be held on May 28, 29 and 30 in Prince Rupert. 
"Din sa gatgyedm algyaga Ts'msyeen" 
(Conference theme: Strengthening the Tsimshian Language) 
A $200 prize will be awarded to the individual whose work is selected 
All entries must include the name, address and phone number of the 
entrant, as we as age, grade level, and the name of the school or pro. 
gram in which the individual is currently enrolled, if applicable. 
Submitted esigns should be finished drawings, completed in black ink or 
white paper and reflect he conference theme. Fax~ submissions will no 
be accepted. The deadline for all applications is 4 p.m., Monday Mard 
24. Submissions must be received at the office of  the Tsimshian Triba 
Council before that time. 
Results of this contest will be announced by March 27. All work submitte( 
will be displayed at the conference in May. 
Any questions regarding this contest or the conference may be addresse( 
to: 
Ric Miller 
Executive Director 
Tsimshian Tribal Council 
manalta ,0., 
Manalta Coal Ltd. 
Invites Residents of Telkwa 
and Other Interested Parties 
To Attend An 
OPEN HOUSE 
outlining the Telkwa Coal Project Approval Certificate Application 
and .for receiving your opinion on the proposed development of the 
TELKWA COAL PROJECT 
Tuesday March 25 and Wednesday March 26 
3 :00  pm - 9 :00 pm 
Telkwa Community Hall 
A copy of the project application is now available for yoLir review at 
Hazelton, Smithers, Telkwa, Burns Lake, Houston and Vancouver Public 
Libraries or at the Environmental Assessment Office Project Registry at 
1st Floor, 836 Yates Street, Victoria, British Columbia, V8V 1X4 
Representatives from Manalta Coal Ltd. will be available at the Open 
House to answer questions. 
A representative of the Environmental Assessment Office will be pres- 
ent to explain the British Columbia Environmental Assessment Process. 
Your comments are welcome. 
An information brochure will be available. 
Manalta Coal Ltd. 
1-888-8TELKWA 
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Ladies Knit Tops on Denim for the family 
More people than jobs 
The Feb. 26 articles on Page A5 COBceming the logging 
industry, its effect on families and changes to UI for sea- 
sonal workers, left me with =nixed emotions. 
"Sheldon Mitchell and Eldon Haugan are not your aver- 
age welfare bums" begins reporter Jeff Nagel's piece. Was 
it really Becessary that Mr. Nagel begin his article with the 
term 'welfare bum'? This is inflammatory and only serves 
to reinforce negative stereotypes about people liviug on 
welfare. What was wrong with 'welfare recipie,lts'7 
While I wish only the best for Mr. Mitchell and Mr. 
Haugmt, I can't help feel having earned a good income 
most of their lives, they have been insulated from the 
realities of a typical 1990s paycheck. They are now getting 
a taste of what many have been dealing with for some 
time, Jobs paying $8-$10 an hour, or $7 an hour, have be- 
~me the norm. Jobs paying $23 are the stuff of dreams, 
One of Mr, Mitchell's comnmnts was disturbing. 'T in  not 
a crook. I don't steal. I pay my taxes. I don't llke living on 
welfare". Does Mr. Mitchell believe that only 'bad' 
people end up on welfare? I was on welfare for 10 mouths 
and I ant ,ot a 'bad' person attd defiuitely did not 'enjoy' 
the experieltce, lhn sure this is not what was intended -
but the inference is there. 
Humau Resources Canada says "these people looked at 
Lrl as part of their earnings for the year attd that's ,tot the 
i,tteqt." This has beeB true of many seaso,tal industries. To 
others strugglittg to earn a living I 'm sure it did not seem 
altogether equitable. I know I didn't always think it was 
fair but i f  your employer finds it cost effective to only 
employ you 4-6 months of the year - what other option do 
you have.'? It seems that Hu,na,t Resources Ca,tada is now 
saying that Mr. Mitchell aud others i,t his position will 
have to fittd a second job to get them through the rest of 
the year. It's difficult to fiud o,te job ~ now you're ex- 
pected to fiud two? 
I kaow what it's like to be behind in all your bills, run 
out of food, lose your confidence and self-esteem. While 
all this is happening Social Services expects you to be up- 
beat, do nothing but look for work and survive on $500 per 
month. 
You are also told if you end up homeless "it's .ot  our 
problem," I would uevcr wish this situation on auyone 
else. It makes me a little angry that only when unemploy- 
. , t I t  . ' I I  , 
I 
''*": ';":'/:' :;' ! ~' :','~;.,'.. A Sp&:ial Kind Of Drugslore 
] 00 -4634 Park Ave . ,  Terrace 
• Ph: 615-5151 
I 
SPRING BREAK Joan 
III 
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mcnt a,d poverty starts to affect the middle class, and the 
affluent, that it becotnes newsworthy. The real possibility 
that I might have ended up on the street would not have 
warranted acolumn, let aloue a full page. 
The truth Mr. Mitchell and Mr. Haugau have faciBg them 
is that there are more unetnlfloyed,people than there arc 
jobs. 
Peter Randrup, Terrace, B.C. 
Under cor trol 
D['~r Sr~r;ondiltg to Brad Mazurak's recent letter Hewas 
in a frothy dither and a suit because my wife, Isobel 
Brophy, dared "push her Catholic opi,fions" regarding the 
graBtiug of a business lice,se to the local sex/ponto shop. 
As some womeq declared in a lapel  button catupaigu, 
"Real nteu do,Vt need pore." Nor, might I add, do they 
,lead other virility crutches. Meu do need to keep the beast 
under coutrol rather than to conform to the pimp/whore 
mentality so dontinant ill our society. 
Ask yourself how long your current partocr would keep 
you around if you were not sexually attractive and, perhaps 
more to the point, bringing in a paychcque. 
Mazurak's attti-Catholiclsm, pervasive throughout his 
letter, is sadly misplaced if he's referring to what most 
people call the Catholic church. That is because approxi- 
mately 30 years ago there was a revolutio, in the Cathoik: 
church and the bad guys won. 
Nearly all stratum of authority from Pope to laynteu ia 
the Catholic church abdicated the responsibility of manly 
leadership, succmnbing to emasculating heresy. 
Tom Brophy, Terrace B.C. 
URGENT 
Organizational Networking Potluck! 
March 19, i 997 at 6:30 pm 
Skeena Health Unit Auditorium 
We NEED your inpufl We are working toward finalizing the 
agenda topics for the upcoming second annual First Nations 
Nomen's Summit. Dates selected for this conference are 
confirmed for May 28, 29, 30 & 31, 1997 at Northwest 
Community College. 
Would You Like to suggest a THEME for the 2nd Annual 
First Nations Women Summit~ a poem-story-song.. •
Would you like to suggest a logo - know of anyone who 
would like to support our cause by donating and/or entering a 
logo, Should we proceed with a logo contest when we are only 
at the fruition of our Society (we may only he able to honour 
logo with an honorarium)? 
Please fax us your responses @ 635-8105, Should you have 
women who would like to attend our meetings but do not have 
the finances for overnight stay- we will find billeting for you, 
because we have "NO MONIES" at this time to cover any travel 
costs, 
We are also asking for letters of support, followed is a 
contact list. 
CONTACT LIST 
• Frances (250] 635-9429 or 638-8558 fax 638-8558 
• Mac (250I 635-5532 
• Doris (250) 635-3126 
• Kathy (250) 635-8162 or 638-0228 
IT HAS BEEN SUGGESTED THAT THE 2ND ANNUAL FIRST NATIONS 
WOMENS SUMMIT BE HELD IN MAY 28, 29, 30 & 31. PLEASE CALL 
Thank you 
Yours in Sisterhood, 
Frances Stanley 
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Dick ies  Dr i l l  
SNAP SHIRTS & PANTS 
Pants Reg. $29.g8 ............ $~3 99 
Snap Shirts Reg $31.g8525 99 
Tall Snap Shirts $2799 
Reg. $33.98 ....................... 
Polar Paw 
SoOpKS 3/$12oo 
Criss Cross 
GLOVES 
Reg. $2.49 
3/$600 
"5 Star Genera l "  8 inch Steel Toe 
& Plates 
wo..,..oo, s14498 
Reg. $169.98 
VV I I I ti:::~ I - leg .  ; :bat" ,~o . . . . . . . . .  • m 
$ 299 Black Reg. $52.98 ......... 4 
Stonewashed $4399 
Denim Reg. $53.98 ....... 
Red St rap  
JEANS 
Reg. $39.98 
$3399 
Stanf ie ld ' s  Long  S leeve  
Tur t leneck  
T.s.mTs $1399 
Reg. $17.99 
Lad ies  Stee l  Toe  
CSA Approved 
BIKING BOOT 
Reg. $99.98 $ 8 9  99  
Viking 
CYCLONE RAINWEAR 
Jacket Reg. $43.98 ............. $35  99 
Pants Reg. $35.98 ............. $28  99 
You BE THE JUDGE 
"Who Sent That Obscene byC la i re  8ernstein 
....... MesS ige ThroUgh The 
E-Mail?" 
Giovanni, a switchboard operator, 
looked up from his coffee in the company 
coffee shop. His good friend Sinclair, the 
company mechanic was looking over his 
shoulder. 
"Get a load of this monologue. This 
comic, what's his name, wrote this ,wild 
piece about a big fat woman. It's obscene. 
Some guy who used to work here wrote it 
down and passed it on to me. What a gasl" 
Sinclair was grinning from ear to ear, 
"Let's have some fun with it, GIo. There's a 
woman, Betty, in the accounting department. 
Bet she weighs at least 500 pounds. Let's 
substitute her name in the monologue and 
send it by E-mail to all the men in the. 
office." 
The next day, the boss couldn't under- 
stand why his male employees were holding 
their sides laughing. 
Somebody brought his attention to the 
bulletin board. There was the monologue. 
The boss dropped everything and ordered 
the foreman to question each employee. 
"Were you the one ho did it? he asked 
Sinclair. 
"Not me, boss." 
He asked Glovannni the same question. 
"Not me, boss." 
The next day, it was not laughter that 
shattered the atmosphere. It was loud sob- 
bing. Betty hc.J discovered the monologue. 
She hurried into her boss's office. 
"Ron, take a look at this filth I found 
posted up on the bulletin board. That's me, 
Based On Actual Court Cases 
Betty, the '500.pound female gorilla' doing 
all kinds of horrible things, rm so humiliat- 
ed I could die. How could anyone be so 
cruel?,' 
Giovanni felt so bad about causing 
such pain that he admitted he was one of 
the perpetrators; 
And Sinclair finally admitted that he 
was the other partner In crime. 
The next day they were fired. They 
sued for damages for being wrongfully 
dismissed. 
In court, Giovanni and Sinclair were no 
longer laughing. "Look, your honor, we're 
sorry we caused Betty such palm We made 
a mistake in judgment. But we don't 
deserve to be fired. Especially me, Gio, 
because I owned up on my own as soon as 
I saw the harm my little joke was causing." 
"You can't let them get away with that, 
your honor," argued the boss. "These guys 
acted carelessly when using E-mall as their 
means of communication, because E-mail 
Is instantaneous and such an easy means 
of communication, employees should be 
especially cautious when using it, The 
crude joke about a co-worker reached many 
people in the company and were harmful."' 
Were Giovanni and Sinclair wrongfully 
dismissed? YOUl BE THE JUDGE. Then look 
below for the decision of the court. 
SPONSORED BY  _ - .  a_  a .L .=.  " 
LAWYERS 
"Helping People Cope with the Legal System" 
#2 4623 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
• Criminal Law 
• Divorce & Family Law 
• Child Custody  
• Personal In jury 
• Adopt ions  
• Impaired Driv ing 
• Immigrat ion 
• Wrongful  D ismissa l  
• Wil ls 
• Smal l  C la ims  
638-1764 
Fax 638-7249 
YOU BETIIE JUDGE - DECISION 
"Giovanni and Sinclair, you got what you deserved. You were rightfully dismissed," ruled the 
court. 
"On its own, your 'prank' would have warranted nothing more than a severe reprimand, But 
you made it worse by not tailing your foreman about the E-mail when he first asked about It, The 
joke becomes Inexcusable when considered in conjunction with your dishonesty, 
YOU[ BE THE JUDGE Is based on actual court cases, Today's decision Is based sn the facts sf the case and the 
law of British Columbia, If you have a similar problem, please consult a lawyer In your province. Claire Bernateln Is a 
lawyer and syndicated columnist, Copyright 1997 Haika Enterprises. bg-4Je 
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COUNCIL RAIDS SURPLUS 
Cityto collect higher  taxes 
THE AVERAGE taxpayer can't keep drawing slight drop in tax rates, was He also noted that council 
will be hit with at least a 
small tax hike to support 
city hall this year. 
City council has set its 
residential tax rate for 1997 
at $5.99 per $1,000 assessed 
value, down from $6.22 per 
thousand in 1996. 
Homeowners whose as- 
sessme,ds went up by less 
than 3.75 per ce,tt should 
see a drop in taxes. 
But homeowners whose 
assessments climbed by four 
per cent or more will pay 
more this year. 
And that's most people. 
B.C. Assessment officials 
have said the assessment of  
most Terrace residential 
properties have increased 
between five and 15 per 
cent since last year. Acreage 
properties aw their assess- 
men,s hike on the order of 
40 per cent. 
Businesses will also take a 
hit. The rate for businesses 
will be $22.50 per thousand 
assessed value - -  almost he 
same as last year - -  mean- 
htg the city will let in- 
creased assessments genera- 
te an extra $372,000 this 
year. 
The effect is that arty busi- 
ness with an assessment in- 
crease of nmre than one per 
cent will see a tax increase. 
The new rates am a com- 
promise city couneU agreed 
to after debating how much 
money should be raised 
from taxpayers. 
Councillor Tim Down 
wanted to reduce tax rates 
farther, particularly to busi- 
ness, to ensure most tax- 
payers don't pay more this 
year. 
"I  think we are hitting the 
business community too 
hard," Down said. 
Councillors Linda Hawes 
and Ran Vanderlee, how- 
ever, wanted to keep the 
rates at'last year's level and 
allow increased assessments. 
to generate more tax moaey. 
That would have meant 
taxes would rise by" the 
amount of the property 
owner's assessment iu- 
crease . ,~  : ' ': ' i, : " • 
Both were concerned after 
hearhtg a report from city 
treasurer KeithNonnan that 
the city's accumulated sur- 
plus is being drawn down 
too quickly. 
The budget being adopted 
by council plans to take 
$700,000 out of the city's 
surplus, reducing the emer- 
gency fund from it's present 
level of $1.34 million down 
to $635,000 by year's end. 
The surplus account hasn't 
fallen below $1 milliou in 
four years and city staff start 
to get agitated wheu it 
reaches the level proposed. 
"That is not an ongoing 
source of revenue, "  
Norman told council. "You 
$700,0b0. It's not a bottom- 
less piL" 
Hawes and Vanderlee said 
they,d prefer to keep tax 
rates at their present levels, 
rather than dro p them now, 
greatly deplete the surplus 
aad then be forced to raise 
rates dramatically ater. 
A compromise between 
the two positions, giving a 
proposed by councillor 
David Hull attd backed by 
Rich McDaniel. The 
proposal got the support of 
the other councillors. 
Hull noted that the city is 
planning to spend $2 tnillion 
on capital projects this year. 
If hard times return, he 
said, that could be dramati- 
cally reduced. 
has frequently planned to 
draw the city surplus dowit 
towards the $600,000 level, 
but money often goes un- 
spent, and the year usually 
ends with a nluc~ larger 
amount ucked away. 
Local taxpayers., won't 
know the final property tax 
bite until the school board 
finalizes its budget., 
I I I  Moose struck A MOOSE was killed instantly last week when it was hit by a pickup on the 5100 block of Keith. No people were hurt, but the pickup was badly damaged. 
. .:-~ .i :....,. '- ....... 
Brian C. Fell 
Criminal 
gefence j('¢\ 
Possessions 
Is expanding into your area. 
We carry c line o[ hard-to-find 
and exclusive turn-fo-the-century style linens. 
We offer a wide variel'?, of laces, patterns, slyhs 
anu sizes. 
If you are interested in a full time career or a part time 
supplement to your family income, this opportunily could 
be for you. Products are sold exclusively through home 
presentation or by private consultation. 
Call for free information and video package 
1-800-442-4040 
 ! 21 llii jj   iii ! i!iiii!i ii ii !iiiii! l i ii !i!i iii " i! i i!i iiiiii   
The Bear  Count ry  Inn, a name that you can 
equate with quality and service. You can count on 
us for the same standards you have come to 
expect at the Northern Motor Inn. Our restaurant 
has new expanded hours and delicious new menu 
features. Give us a try today. 
Come in and check out our 
Fantastw'" New Menu! 
,, ~ii : i:~  :~:! i~ :~:i':~ ! : r~  ~'~i~i:ii~i~i~iiiiiiii~i~iiiii/~ ii!i~: :iiii~iii!i~ ~:i~:! ii 
THE PO R OF ONE 
Are you fired of not having the body you've olwys wanted? If you want lo build mus~e 
moss, lose weight or just tone your muschs...then dliSis the flln~s program for you. We 
will design a nine week |liras program spedlicoly for you Ihal has guaranleed results. 
You ~ll nat be disappoinled. Just send a short description of youml[ and your goals, 
plus a cheque or money order for S19.95: 1"tiE POWER OF ONE 
PO Box 877 
Stewrl, B.C. 
VOT1W0 
Please d[aw 2 Io 3 weeks for ddivery. 
. 
OF '  ....................... NTH" 
Victor Cavalheiro 
Ted Hicks, Sales Manager, is pleased to announce that 
VICTOR CAVALHEIRO, through his customer satisfaction 
and sales achievements, has been named SALESMAN OF 
THE MONTH FOR FEBRUARY. We know that his many 
friends and loyal customers join us in extending 
congratulations. Well done VICTORI 
_ IOldsm0blle ~ ....... 
Sales OUT OF TOWN CUSTOMER8 
McEwan N ~ ~ o ,  Leasing TERRACE 6&5-494r 
Terraco ~ - -  KfflMAT 632.4941 
m,u.m m ~ 1 '$00~MCIhvAN~ 
W~ 
i~:~.: : 
:x.~:.x. 
i!i! 
Ustom Picture 
Framing 
Now is the time to spruce up 
your home or office• 
~ ~  f i  ~~ Custom picture | | /~  ~ framing and all 
Vl ,¥  framed prints. 
I R  (Including limited edition prints.) 
H | Jl FOR THE ENTIRE 
J ~1~ MONTH OF  MARCH 
4820 Halliwell Avenue, Terrace • Tel: 638.1403 or Fax: 
Chetk  out  our Web Site: h t tp : / /www.kermode.net /nor them I lghts~- , , - '#~ 
O 
t 
[997 
McColl Playhouse 3625 Kalum Street 
Tickets $12 at Uniqlobe Courtesy Travel 
Mature subject matter 
An independent royal commission chaired by Provincial Court 
Judge Gurmail Singh Gill, with co.commissioners Gerry Stoney 
and Oksana Exell, is reviewiag British Columbia's workers' 
compensation system. This is the first comprehensive r view 
in 30 years. 
We W'fll be in Your Community 
The commission would like to hear the views, concerns and 
recommendations of interested groups and individuals. In addition 
as part of their review, commissioners will hold province-wide 
public hearings in 38 communities between April and July. 
APRIL  
• Campbell River 
• Chilliwack 
• Kamloops 
• Kelowna 
• Nanaimo 
* New Westminster 
• Penticton 
• Port ,Mberni 
• Port Eardy 
• Powell River 
MAY 
• Golden 
• North Vancouver 
• Prince George 
• Quesnel 
• Revelstoke 
• Salmon Arm 
• Vancouver 
• Vernon 
• Victoria 
• Williams Lake 
JUNE 
• Castlegar 
• Coquitlam 
• Cranbrook 
• Fernie 
• Richmond 
• Surrey 
• Trail 
JULY  
• hbbotsford 
* Burnaby 
• Chet-wynd 
• Dawson Creek 
* Fort Nelson 
• Fort St, John 
* Kitimat 
;, Prince Rupert 
• Queen Charlottes 
• Smithers 
• Terrace 
• Make  a Submission or Presentation 
• To receive information on how to make a submtsmon, 
or presentation, please contact the commission at: 
Royal Commission on Workers' Compensation 
Suite 1440-625 Howe Street, Vancouver, BC V6C 2T6 
Greater Vancouver: (604) 660-0130 
Toll Free: 1-800-522-0312 
Fax: (604) 660-0199 
Bmail: gschive@bcroyalcom.org 
Internet: www.bcroyalcom.org 
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Meet three terrific babies 
Austin, dordyn, & Paige 
ONE IS a lot of work. 
Two is definitely a chal- 
lenge. But three babies born 
at once is an experience. 
Meet the Hamer triplets, 
two girls and a boy, born last 
September 11 to Michelle 
and her husband Roger. 
Jordyn Ashley arrived 
first at 4:45 p.m. that day 
weighing three pounds, 15 
ounces followed by sister 
Paige Theresa at 4:46 p.m. 
weighing three pounds, four 
ounces and brother Austin 
Roger at 4:48 p.m., weigh- 
ing four pounds, six ounces. 
It was the first pregnancy 
for tvlichelle, 27. She made 
the journey south to stay 
with her parents in Hope in 
advance of the births at B.C. 
Children's Hospital because 
it has the facilities and 
means to handle multiple 
deliveries. 
Although Michelle had a 
C-section scheduled for Oct. 
9 last year, ,her water broke a to their family. From the left they are Austin Roger, dordyn Ashley and 
mbnth"e~lfliei.'i 3ge'r, ~'lb'aaei ;::!~'~'~' . . . .  
operator for Cedar River Timber in the beginning of the new year and are fitting 
THAT'S, ROGER and Michelle Austin with daughter Brheanna and the new additions 
Paige Theresa. 
right in at the Hamer esidence. 
It took a day or two to give each of the 
triplets their names. "The ones we had writ- 
ten down, we didn't pick," says Michelle. 
There's no history of multiple births in 
either of their families save twins born to 
one of Roger's cousins. "It's the luck of the 
draw," says Michelle. Health ministry sta- 
tistics indicate there have been no triplets 
born to a Terrace area person since at least 
Hazeltons, was fortunate to be on hand for 
the births. "I got the phone call on a 
Tuesday night, began driving right away 
and got there with half an hour to spare;" he 
says of his journey south. 
The triplets spent time first at B.C. 
Children's, then rhoved to a special section 
at Royal Columbian Hospital and then to a 
hospital in the Fraser Valley. 
They finally arrived back up north the 
1985 and there are sugges- 
tions the event last 
occurred more than 30 
years ago. 
Michelle's had a pretty 
busy time since arriving 
back in Terrace and has 
been helped by family 
members. Her mother, 
Terry, came up from Hope 
and spent a considerable 
amount of time at the 
house. 
It goes without saying 
the majority of the care 
has been in feeding them 
and changing diapers. 
Terry estimates the triplets 
go through 140 disposable 
diapers aweek. 
With warmer weather 
rapidly approaching, the 
triplets will soon be out 
and about. The Hamers 
have a stroller that's made 
for three. "We'll have to 
be a long load sign on it," 
notes Roger. 
Trips through the mall by 
, Miehdle !take ~i long time 
because of the attraction caused by the tri- 
plets. And she tends to get a lot of ques- 
tions, not all of them which make much 
sense. "Are they really triplets'?." seems to 
be one that fits into the last category. 
It's particularly an interesting time for 
Roger as he doesn't see the triplets for five 
days at a time because of his job in the 
Hazeltons. "They're getting bigger all the 
time," says Roger when he returns home 
for the weekend. 
, "'L.; U '51 "1 
~ii~i :~i!~:~ ¸.¸ 
; z  
Terrace 
i e' 
i ~ ~i i !  i ii • i i  i • ~ ~ ~ : ' i i~ - i "  • • ', ~, 
i:i ~!iill i!iiii!ili! i 
Skeena Valley 
Rotar ub 
,.u,,ada 
The emploj~ees o:  
the Terrace 
ICBC Offi ".e 
• ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : i : i i i~ 
.... r ' -  ' " ' "  " " '  " i " r  f . . . . . . .  
Kimberly Clarke 
Provider of Fine Baby Products 
, rrace, D str,ct Cre,,tUn0n I m  Ous,o', Restaurant 
iili ll :i!i~iiiii~i:i i~ i ¸ i~i:!i ::   /i /: ii~ : •¸¸ ~;ii! ¸  :~izl !i  :~i: i 
DRuGSHOPPERS~ J~iii!i~iiii~ii I : ' •• ' : : ' : •  .................................... X !!ii!!~!il/~i~i I ~ ~  Overwa m ~ e a '  ' ' ' ~ .~l~t............. ov,~l~ bo(~l, ~ .  
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BUS NES S REVIEW 
nn Brew 
shop 
moves 
READY TO BREW: 
Trevor Stephenson of 
Lee Construction has 
been busy turning the 
quonset hut down the 
street from the Legion 
into the new home of 
Seattle's U-Brew. The 
old location In the 
Lazelle Ave. Mini Mall is 
closed and they hope to 
be open at the new 
location towards the 
weekend. 
Clean Sweep 
PENTAX 
CAMERA 
B.C. ECONOMY 
ZOOM 90WR 
Weather Resistant, Compact 
Zoom Lens, Autofocus, 
Autowind/Rewind, Remote 
Control 
iii  ,¸  
+hi+++, 
PE TAX 
BINOCULARS 
10X24 UCF WR 
Multie Coated Lens, Compact, 
R,,hher Housina 
+ 
ecad II "de i Last d e a ro ercoaster rm ==+,. ++ 
largely attributed to a slump asin 1995it wasWaS boUtill 1994,the samean i " 
estimated $54,161. 
That's $2,700 less than it 
was in 1989, the i)eak year i:~i; ' -" 
A RECENTLY released 
study of the B.C. economy 
suggests the last decade has 
been a mixture of ups attd 
downs for the average red- 
deut. 
The sta.dard of living, for 
example, has either dropped 
or risen slightly over the last 
ten years, depending on 
what you use as the measure 
of economic wealth. 
The real gross domestic 
product (GDP) of B.C., a 
figure often used to 
determine standard of 
living, decli,ted in 1995 
front the 1994 level. 
B.C. was the o,ly pro- 
vince in the country to have 
such a decline. Its real GDP 
has actually remained below 
the national average since 
1983. 
However, another stan- 
dard of living measure, the 
index of aggregate conom- 
ic activity, shows a five per- 
cent increase since 1990. ~ 
That's because it takes 
into account other factors 
like population growth a.d 
employment alo.g with the 
GDP. 
And B.C.'s populatiou has 
grown faster than the ma- 
tional average for more than 
a decade. In 1995, the 
provincial growth rate was 
more tha, twice the ,latioual 
rate. That growth has the ef- 
fect of watering down real 
GDP figures. 
There are more jobs in the 
province now too, 32 per 
cent more than in 1981. 
And it looks like the nu,n- 
bet of jobs will continue to 
rise. A recent survey of Vie- 
toria and lower mai~daud 
employers found about 30 
per cent were plamfing to 
hire more workers in 1997, 
while mdy about seven per 
cent were plazmiug to fire 
employees. 
Those jobs are certainly 
needed because stuff teuds 
to cost more in B.C. thau in 
other provinces. I ,  fact, 
since 1986, price iucreases 
here have been the highest 
in the country. 
The increases are partly 
due to the rising cost of im- 
ported goods in the proviuce 
versus the reduced market 
for exports. 
The value of exported 
B.C. products decli,ed 6.4 
per cent in 1996 aecordiug 
to Stats Canada. The drop is 
m 
in the prices of forest pro- m 
ducts, which were down I 11.9 per cent over the year. 
ALL YOU NIXED A TO Z 
A - Abras ives  
B - Bat tedes  
C - Cha lnsaws  
D - Dril l  Bits 
E - Extension Cords 
F - First A id  Kits 
G - Gloves 
H - Handc leaner  
m 
I -  
K-  
L -  
M-  
N-  
I~ni t ion Parts 
]ea l lS  
Kn ives  
Lawnmowers  
Measur ing  Tapes  
Nails 
0 Rings 
Open Sockets 
Oil 
Oxygen 
Oil Filters 
Optisorb 
Off 
Overhaul Kits 
Opsal Blocks 
Oregon Chain 
,F*2T E~Y 16, TERItACE 
TEL. 635-7383 • FAX 635-{-076 
_J 
Nation-wide wood exports 
were also down last year -  for fan,ilyincome, and o,dy .J C ~i~N OH I C~,~O~)  
by 8.2 per cent. However, $400 higher tha,~ it was in ' ) i 
overall exports were u'p 4 1980. : 
~"r~';"'" ~'" ' " "+°"" : '~"~""" ' ° ' "  ~ CAMERA That's because wood pro- drop ill the growth rate of + C A M C O R D E R  ) i 
ducts only make up 14 per jobs and average weekly I IlMM s . . .  shot  tx  
cent of Canadian exports, earnings fililing to keel> up 
but a whopl)ing 58 per cent with ildlatiou as a reasOll for ? 
of B.C.'s total i,~ternational the 1995 figure. J~S 900  Large Viewfinder, Fixed Focus, 
' Aulowind/Rewind 
sales. The federal a,d provincial Image Stabilization, Wireless 
gover,unenls also began to Video Edit, Color Viewfinder, 
-k -k * * trim u||enlploymc,t iusur- i 
Statistics Canada reports auce and welfare l)ayments Hi-Fi Stereo, Remote Contrail 
N 
that average fmnily i.come to ease their budget woes. 
" i 
I 
r+ l"" * '~"+~++~'  ++ ~ + n 
! 
ave ++,+,,++°°+++ m 
CASSETTE PORTABLE 
D|CK STEREO 
TD Wl  18 PCX 103 
Dual Casse'de, Dolby B Noise CD Player, Front Loading Trays, 
Reduction, High Speed Dubbing, Dual Cassette Deck, Full Auto i The SH i i 638"8880 I Auto ]~pe Selector Stop, AM/FM Tuner H E A D  D I LIMITED QUANTITIES t 
46:1.:1. Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
• ~1 
'sAw] ' . . . . .  + 
• k 
:l Vo ue Pricing -' 
i~:. ,':+,o,,+0!,e+0+9 7 :" J~= JV~ ?:, $1 .8 .u,,o, ,e,o, ,,+, • + Toyota Genuine o ~':~i~ :,!l Most Vehicles ,;~::i~ 
,:, ~ou+.o ,+0,++ ~,,+, . . . . . .  ..i~++~ MINi  TV  ,~+:l i i  i,i i i  m i i i i i I m I m I m I I I I m ,~ ,..)~ 
)+;~,+~. . . . .  [mml-.ar+m.~_,w, am., - , ,  " "  "%~;i 
'!!:"= ~TOYOT~ '¢(~ S T E R E O  AV 27720 
+~ TIMING BELT REPLACEMENT,!: . ix..=4+ ~,, Stereo "rv, I?i +:', nn ,T0yolasOnly ",, Universal Remote Control 
:..+, . r , - , , , , -v  .. 70 Wafts, Live Surround Sound, 
I , ~ l rP  ++~,+,~ RecommendedRepl0cementevery,: I Full Function Remote, Double ............ i,fim+ ~$+~ )+' :}+ '~): ' *~ '' *~' :: ': ~'L . . . . . . . . .  + ............. 
• iv.rail"l" ++r,~,d+,.m.+++~+md+, t2+s 96 000 KM m.J.m ]; Casset+e, Tray Changer, 
/J " • " " [0up0nexpiresNarch)l/97 .i:: 3 Way Speakers 
.~ N itl m m m m I m m m -- ml m m I~1 i l  I ml m m m m lu II Im ml nl  n 
(+~.,, . . . . .  . i [emm-J rcm,•" f ; ' tv Jm . . . . . .  - . . ) :  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  / 
' : :(~TOYOTA FUEL  IN JECT IONi ) I  " 
L~' Value Pricing SPECIAL  ,- 
i 
~|  L t F , I~O or ,  .++,,o+o, oo, .o,oo,,,,.+e, ,: 
l '  ~ I~ V ~r  • j r .  V Injection and initalladdltives Io eliminate I , 
l '  II -t-~,:t X moisture, carbon and varnish butld-up Io I :' 
I S:+'. ResuqarRetailS8995 helpyou, englnest0deasler, lrnptoveldle i* ~" . . . . .  
tt ii  i , . . . . . .  . . . . .  
+!tiT,liT+, : '#;!+:'L+, : :': i+ll, 
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Police pursue more drug busts 
By DAVE TAYLOR 
THREE RECENT raids here netting 
nearly $200,000 in pot are just the tip an 
iceberg of drugs available in the city, say 
police. 
But the pushers' easy ride l uay be 
coming to an end now that attothcr drug: 
enforcement officer is on the way. 
"We haveu't even scratched the sur- 
face," says Corporal Anders Udsen of 
Terrace RCMP's plain clothes section 
which assists the detachment's only drug 
officer. 
"There's lots of marihuana, but there's 
also lots of cocaine and its derivatives. 
RCMP here simply didn't have the man- 
power to make many big busts. 
"It's beeu pretty freewheeling for a 
while," he says. "Growers attd dealers 
have had it fairly easy attd they've taken 
advantage of that." 
But with Monday's tied from Terrace 
city council to bring in a second drug eu- 
forcement officer, Udsen says drug 
dealers are really going to have to be on 
their toes. 
"You're going to see some changes," 
he says. "We've got lots to do. Lots and 
lots." 
Terrace Mounties have already beet 
The only thing we don't have a lot of busy this year. Two weeks ago they 
here is heroin." raided a dope growing bperation on the 
Udsen says Terrace's drug scene has bench and seized a whopping $90,000 
had it easy for too long because the worth of marihuana. 
Police found some 75 pot plants in the when police searched a house on Merk- 
Orme Road residence thriviug in a fairly Icy Road aad found about six kilograms 
sophisticated hydropoaics growiug oper- ofmarlhuana. 
ation The cops arrested a 52-year-old Tcr- 
The RCMP also seized 108 smaller race man and expect further arrests, 
plants and all the paraphernalia assccia- since the seized dope is believed to be 
ted with cultivating marihuana, part of recently-harvested in oor grow- 
Police say the setup of the operation ing operation. 
made it possible for the growers to get Udsen says Terrace will uever be corn- 
about four harvests every year from their pletely cleaned up, but a coucerted effort 
dope farm. The seized plants were al- by the city's expauded rag euforceutent 
most ready for harvestiug, unit will bring narcotic trafficking in the 
A second big bust occurred last week, city down to a more manageable level. 
wheu police raided an apartment on "We want to get the recreational users 
Lazelle Aveuue. A search of the out of the equation." Udsen says. 
residence uncovered some two kilograms "Make it harder for them to fiud drugs. 
of marihuana, with an estimated street 
value of $25,000. 
The third bust occurred last Thursday, 
it to make a quick buck." 
Dealers are already feeling the pinch. 
Last year there were about 116 drug 
busts in Terrace. This year there have al- 
ready been 34, attd Udseu says that's just 
the beginning. 
"Throw an extra body into rite equa- 
tion and you double the impact," he 
says. "At this pace we're looking at 
somcthiug in the ueigbourhood of 200 
arrests this year." 
Udsen also says the increased man- 
power could lead to more educational 
projects in Terrace schools. 
"That's sonlething we'd really like to 
That will eliminate a lot purchasiug see happen," he says. "The reality is 
power attd hopefully deter all the that a'substantialnumberofbuyersarein 
amateur dealers and growers who get in the schools." 
Stalking push 
praised by local 
victim advocate 
BC ATTORNEY- 
GENERAL Ujjal Dosanjh is 
urging the federal govern- 
ment to raise the maximum 
sentence for stalking to 10 
years iu jail from the current 
five. And that is great news 
to Terrace stalking victitn 
Tammy Fee. 
"It pays to speak out," 
says Fee who now works 
with a victims' support 
group called CAVEAT B.C. 
Fee, a victim of a stalker 
now in jail, has been very 
vocal iu her efforts to try Tammy Fee 
and get more justice for victims of violent crimes, particu- 
larly stalking, attd longer sentences for offenders. 
She was one of the featured speakers Mouday at au anti- 
violence rally here in Terrace orgauized by CAVEAT B.C. 
and Refonu MP Mike Scott. 
Dosanjh has written to federal justice minister Allan 
Rock saying the current penalties are seriously inadequate 
for stalking crimes. 
He met with Canada's other provincial justice ministers 
two weeks ago to gather support for his stance. 
Dosanjh said BC wants the new maximum penalty for 
stalking or criminal harassment to match the maximunt 
seutence for crimes such a sexual assault, assault with a 
weapon and assault causing bodily harm. 
ra 
AUCTIONS 
COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS 
ASSOCIAT ION 
British Columbia and Yukon 
UNRESERVED TRUCK 
and Construction 
Equipment Auction, Mon. 
Mar. 10. Selling on behalf 
of The City of Calgary, 
Telus, TransAIta and 
other consignors. Partial 
listing includes: '94 
Komatsu PC220LC and 
Cat 320L excavators, (2). 
Komatsu D65PX-LGP 
dozers; (2)'91 Cat 980C's 
and '93 Komalsu WA320 
wheel loaders; (4) '96 KW 
W900L, trailers, light vehi- 
cles etc. For more infor- 
mation call CPA 
Canadian Public Auction 
Ltd. 1-403-269-6600. 
AUTO 
$0 DOWN LEASE or pur- 
chase any make or 
model, Car or truck. New 
or used. Best rates in B.C. 
Will deliver. Call Rick. 
(604)341-8489 anytime. 
Toll-free 1-888.583-9322. 
TRUCKSll 4X4's from 
"The heavier maximum for stalking will scud a clear $349/month ¢1 down. GM, 
. . . . . . .  .~a,. I e , ,  signal on how seriously we view';thll~t~lt . : " ; , " i : ;  
The lengthier senteuc¢ would al~6 ~ allow Crown prose- 
cutors to apply to the courts to have the highest risk 
violators of the stalking law" declared angerous offenders. 
Dangerous offeuders can be sentenced to hldefinite jail 
tenus. 
"That's what I've been hoping for," said Fee. 
Fee hails the attorney general's attempt, saying it will 
help put justice back iu the justice system for victims. 
"It shows there's a difference between crimes of 
violence attd crimes of property," she says. 
If seutences are increased, Fee says it will protect 
society, as well as victims. 
The move by the attorney-general fol ows on the heels of 
another annoutlcenlent. 
The BC parole board recently became the first hi the 
couutry to grant victims or their representatives theright to 
make verbal im pact statements during parole hearings. 
Fonuerly the victims could only submit a written state- 
ment attd atteud the parole hearing as observers. 
Ric White, Fee's attacker, was sentenced to two years, 
plus three years probation. Sittce his incarceration he's 
beeu classified as a high risk offender. That's because 
other alleged victinrs have writteu to the national parole 
board about White. 
Fee won't be able to speak at White's parole hearing, 
when it comes up this May, because it's through the na- 
tional parole board. But she's hopiug that soon victims will 
be able to speak out there, too. 
Fee wants to open a CAVEAT branch office in Terrace, 
and start up a support group for victims of violence. 
Fee says there's presently nothing for victims in Terrace, 
and siuce she's started speakiug about her experiences 
she's has ulauy calls for help. 
Police Beat 
Drunk young drivers 
POLICE WERE called to Caledonia high school Fri- 
day, February 28 at about 8:30 p.m. whetl two youths 
in oue car smashed into two other vehicles iu the 
school's parking lot. 
Police say both the driver and passenger of the car 
were very drunk at the time. The two other vehicles 
were not occupied. 
The names of the two youths are protected under the 
Young Offenders Act. Police say the investigation is 
contiuuing. 
Burglars nabbed 
TWO TERRACE men and one man from Prince 
George have been arrested in conuectiou with two 
break-ins at Fountain Tire. 
One break-in occurred in late November of last year, 
The other was on January 31 of this year. About $5,000 
in stolen property has been recovered. 
The men are to be in Terrace court March 28. 
Ford,, Dodge, Jimmys, 
15as~ns , "  Dies~is, 
Duallys, Ext. Cabs. You 
name it, we have it. Free 
delivery (604)461-4072. 
BUY HERE, Pay Here. 
We'll get you approved. 
"O Down" 4X4's, super- 
cabs, crewcabs, diesels, 
sport utilities, lease re- 
turns. Flexible terms, free 
delivery. For pre-approval 
call Mike Roessler 464- 
5433 Toll.free 1-888-224- 
1422. 
1955 MERC MONTEREY 
2 door hard-top. Auto 
75,000 original miles. US 
car. 4th owner. 
Continental kit. New 
chrome. Show paint. 
Aqua. $17,600. (250)923- 
3172 eves. 
LEASE REPOS. Returns 
4X4's, Trucks, Vans, 
Luxury Cars, Gas Savers, 
Caravans, Jimmys. Take 
over lease. G,M., Dodge 
Club-Cab, 4X4's, Gas, 
Diesel. Marly Kozak (604) 
464-3941, (604) 525- 
0408, 
FOR SALE MISC. 
ADULT ENTERTAIN- 
MENT, Order best re- 
leased videos by mail and 
pay less. Free video 
offerl Free catalogue. 
Discreet. HMC Video 
4840 Acorn AH-201 
Montreal. Quebec H4C 
1L6. 
H ELP WANTED 
LIGHTHOUSE PU BLISH- 
ING, Bridgewater Nova 
Scotia requires a 
Production Manager with 
the hands-on experience, 
interpersonal and comput- 
er skills to manage de- 
sign, camera, pro-press, 
press and bindery depts. 
Fax: 1-902-543-2228 or 
E r~ a i I 
lighthouse@fox,nstn.ca 
by March 14. 
INTRODUCTION 
SERVICES 
MEET LATIN & Russian 
Ladiesl Get the Free 64 
page colour catalogue of 
beautiful young women 
living in Latin America & 
Europe. LatinEuro 
introductions, 444 Brldell 
Ave, #51.SC, Miami, 
Florida 33131, 1-305-858- 
7766, 24hrs, 
Truck and machine taken 
POLICE ARE asking for the public's assistance iu 
finding a pickup and snowmobile stolen from the 
owner's driveway last week. 
The blue and white 1988 GMC pickup attd 1990 
Polaris snowmobile were taken sometime duriug the 
evening of March 1. 
Network  C lass i f ieds  '°' 
These ads appear in approximately 100 I(~f'~ for25words To place an ad call 
community newspapers in B.C.and Yukon ~ ~-- 9 0 $ 6.00 each this paper or tho BCY- 
and reach more than 3 million readers, additional word CNA at (604) 669.9222 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
GOVERNMENT FUNDS. 
Government assistance 
programs information 
available. For your new or 
existing business. Take 
advantage of th e govern- 
ment grants and loans. 
Call 1-800-505-8866. 
GLOBAL BUSINESS 
Oppor tun i ty !  
Distributorships available 
for those that qualify. 
Unlimited earning poten- 
tial. For information call: 
Ron Bidewell (604)951- 
2524 or email: 
rbidewell @ intergate.bc.ca 
GASOLINE DIESEL & 
You. Fuel certificates. 
Canadian company. No 
competition, no inventory, 
no meetings, no kidding! 
Exciting income potential. 
Low startup costs. Toll- 
free 1-888-293-7664. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
PLEASE MUM Trading 
Co. Th~e'~i"~dei:in provid- 
ing quality, yet affordable 
children's clothes through 
home presentations has 
Spring opportunities for 
at-home morns and ca- 
reer women alike. Call 
now for your free cata: 
Iogue, business informa- 
tion package or for an in- 
dependent Home 
Presentation Consultant 
near you. 1-800-665- 
9644. 
EAGLE VENDING now 
has excellent large vol- 
ume vending routes avail- 
able. Locations, training & 
equipment. We finance 
OAC. 597-3532 or 1-800- 
387-2274 Ext.202. 
PEPCO CANADA Ltd. ex- 
panding to B.C. 
Distributorsh p opportunity 
available. Revolutionary 
products in the softdrink 
industry. Developed by 
Cadbury SchweDpes. 
Minimum investment 
$14,800. Call 1-888-485- 
4441. 
LEGAL SERVICES 
CONTESTING WILLS 
and Estates. Major ICBC 
injury claims. Joel A. 
Wener trial lawyer for 28 
years. Call free 1-800- 
665-1138. Contingency 
fees. Simon, Wener & 
Adler. 
PERSONALS 
1997 FORECASTI NEW 
Lover, New Job, or $ 
Windfall? Accurate, hon- 
est predictions. Free cal- 
endar. 1-900-451-3778, 
24hrs 18+ $2.99 rain 
I.C.C. 
ATTENTIONI ARE You 
Lonely? Want to fall in 
love? Speak with some- 
one tonlghtl 1-900-451- 
5370 Dollar fifty per half 
minute. 18+ only. Call 
nowl 
ADOPTEES AND Birth 
Parents - Family Finders 
and The Canada-Wide 
National Adoption 
Registry 1-800.871-8477, 
http:llwww.adopting.org/fl 
cwnr,html. "Reuniting 
Canadian Families from 
Coast to Coast" 1-800, 
871-8477. 
BUSINESS CAREER EDUCATION 
OPPORTUNITIES OPPORTUNITY BE A Successful 
INVESTORSt 12% TO 
18% per annum. 
Investments real estate 
backed by mortgage. 
Monthly cash flow. RRSP 
eligible. (604)669-5087 or 
1-800-215-0122. Debra 
Gallie or Curt Lehner. 
JOIN NEW, fast growing 
Canadian Co. Gas, Diesel 
and You, work at home, 
low start-up cost, no in- 
ventory, incredible income 
potential. Toll-free 1-888- 
338-6633 or (250)392- 
5821. 
writer...write for money 
and pleasure with our 
unique home-study 
course. You get individual 
tuition from professional 
writers on all aspects of 
writing-romances, short 
stories, radio and TV 
scripts, articles and chil- 
dren's stories. Send today 
for our Free Book. Toll- 
free 1.800-267-1829, Fax: 
1-613-749-9551. The 
Writing School, 38 
McArthur Ave., Suite 
2771, Ottawa, ON, K1L 
6R2. 
NO NONSENSE 
International Business 
from your home. Earn in 
excess of $5,000 weekly 
starting in your first 
month. Not MLM. 
Offshore program. Taped 
info. 1-800-982-2682. 
BUSINESS FOR Sale in 
beautiful Smithers B.C. 
Owner wishes to retire. 
$10,000 IN 30 DAYS. 
$3,000 - $5,000 weekly 
thereafter. No nonsense 
home business. Not MLM. 
Call for taped info 1-888- 
471-1211. 
CAREER TRAINING 
EARN EXTRA Income, 
become a professional 
auctioneer. Next course 
starts Mar. 17/97, 
Edmonton. Tuition tax de- 
ductible. Phone Rick 1- 
403-453-6964, Edmonton 
or Toll-free 1-888-453- 
6964. Register earlyl 
CREDIT COUNSELLORS 
CONSOLIDATE ONE 
easy payment. No more 
stress. No equity-security. 
Good or bad credit. 
Immediate approval, im- 
mediate relief. National 
Credit Counsellors of 
Canada. 737-8285(VAN) 
951-1073(SRY) 864- 
9700(ABBOT) 1-888-777- 
First class product lines in  0747. Licensed 
small engine, cha nsaw,,., Bonded. ~'' ' ',:::: 
power equipment, motor- 
cycle ATV. For inquiries 
send request to File #419, 
c/o Interior News, Box 
2560, Smithers, B.C. VOJ 
2NO (250)847-3038 eves. 
BUSINESS 
PERSONALS 
IT'S YOUR Choice. We 
have several live psychics 
waiting to advise you on 
love, money, future & 
more $3.99/min. 18+, 
24hrs 1-900-870-1025. 
KAREN WANTS you to 
phonel Free info about 
personal photos, fan- 
tasies, videos: call toll- 
free 1-800-93KAREN or 
write: Karen, Box 670, 
Kalowna, B.C. V1Y 7P8 
(19,). 
PSYCHIC READINGS by 
Valerie. Advice on all 
problems such as Love, 
Business and Marriage. 
Reunite the separated. 
Guaranteed results. Major 
credit cards only. 1-800- 
582-3849, 
EDUCATION 
A NEW Career? Trained 
apartment/condominium 
managers needed - all 
areas. We can train you 
right nowI Free job place- 
ment assistance, For in- 
formation/brochure call 
681-5456, 1-800-665- 
8339. 
HELICOPTER LOGGING 
- Training for men and 
women in an exciting, 
high paying career in the 
forest industryl 
Comprehensive 5 week 
ground crew training prm 
gram. I.H.L. Training 
Institute Ltd. (250) 897- 
1188. 
COUNSELLOR TRAIN- 
ING Institute of Canada 
offers on.campus and cor- 
respondence courses to- 
ward a Diploma in 
Counselling Practice, to 
begin this month, Free 
catalogue, call 24hrs 1- 
800-665-7044. 
BOOKKEEPING AND 
Income Tax Courses! 
Learn Income Tax 
Preparation and 
Bookkeeping by corre- 
spondence. Earn your 
certificate now. For free 
brochures, no obligation: 
U & R Tax Schools, 1345 
Pembina Hwy., Winnipeg, 
Manitoba, R3T 2B6, 1- 
800-665-5144, over 20 
years o! tax training expe-~.~.., ' , 
Hence..;,"'.!I ~; :;~::: = :;:'~;.;:=i In'J:: 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
JOCUS TOYS needs con- 
sultants in B.C. Over 300 
toys and crafts - 72% 
under $15. Home parties, 
catalogue sales. Join us 
this busy season. Call 1- 
800-361-4587 Ext.9335. 
EQUIPMENT 
PLOUGHTRUCKS,  
SANDERS , D-6 Cat, 
Four Hiab Trucks, Six 
Grapple Loaders, Six 
Lowbeds, Three Ford 
Loaders, Tilt Trailers, 
Excavators, Fuel and 
Water trucks, Seven 
Backhoes, Firetrucks. Call 
Vic (250)493-6791. 
FOR SALE MISC, 
SAWMILL $4895 SAW 
logs into boards, planks, 
beams, Large capacity. 
Best sawmill value any- 
where. Free information 
1-800-566-6899, Norwood 
Sawmills, R.R.2, 
Kilworthy, Ontario POE 
1GO. 
PERSONALS 
HAVE YOU consulted real 
clairvoyants and mediums 
before? Then come dis- 
cover the unexplicable x- 
periences of Karononna 
Zanmort (Inc.), 28 years 
experience, very precise. 
She can describe and 
give you your sign. Learn 
from her other well known 
mediums and clairvoy- 
ants. To know your future, 
call 1.900-451-9602, 18+, 
$4.65/min. 24hrs/7 days, 
20/20 WITHOUT GLASS- 
ESI Safe, rapid, non-sur- 
gical, permanent restora- 
tion in 6.8 weeks. Airline 
pilot developed, doctor 
approved. Free informa- 
tion by mail: 1.406-961- 
5570, Ext,249; Fax 1-406- 
961-5577. http:Uwww.vi- 
s ion f reedom.com 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 
ADOPTEES AND Birth 
Parents • Family Finders 
and The Canada-Wide 
National Adoption 
Registry 1-800-871.8477. 
http:/Iwww.adopting,orglff 
cwnr.html. "Reuniting 
Canadian Families from 
Coast to Coast" 1-800- 
871-8477. 
REAL ESTATE 
CUSTOM HOMES, pro- 
fessionally built to your 
specifications by Western 
Canada's Premier 
Modular Home. 
Manufacturer, ready for 
spring delivery. Call for 
our brochure: Real 
Homes (250)770-1067, 
Dealers welcomel 
STEEL BUILDINGS 
STEEL BUILDINGS from 
one of B.C.'s largest steel 
companies. Arched rib 
and pre-engineered build- 
ings. Erecting and founda- 
tion services available. 
Phone: Norstesl Building 
Systems Ltd. 1-800-773- 
3977, 
PERMASTEEL: Western 
RECREATIONAL LAND Canada's largest dlstribu- 
RESALES TIME- tor of steel buildings for 
SHARE/Campground over 45 years. Standard 
memberships. America's and custom sizes avail- 
largest resale clearing- able. 40'X40'X14' 
house. Resort Sales 
International 1-800-423- $12,650, For wholesale 
5967. pricing call; Enio 1-800- 
567-7745. 
STEEL BU ILDINGS 
STEEL BUILDINGS'. 
"Cheaper Than Wood" 
Quonset-Stra lghtwal l  
quonset, Structural Steel 
Buildings. B,C. Company, 
we won't be undersold, 
Service and satisfaction 
guaranteedl Western 
Steel Buildings 1-800- 
565.9800. 
FUTURE STEEL 
Buildings. Durable, 
Dependable, Pre-engi- 
neered, All-Steel 
Structures. Custom-made 
to suit your needs and re- 
quirements. Factory- 
Direct affordable prices. 
Call 1.800-668-5111 
Ext.132 for free brochure. 
, I 
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Social workers protest 
an mncreas=ng workload 
SOCIAL WORKERS here last ,~eek joined colleagues 
across the province in protesting increased workloads 
without an accompanying iucrease in employees. 
Stopping short of calling their action here a strike March 
5, eight child proteetio,t workers di,d spend the day study- 
ing how complex their jobs have become. 
They did arrange for workers t6. be on hand to cover 
emergency situatiotts where a ehild might be at risk. 
The eight said heightened politiC! and public pressure 
concerning protection of children fias meant more paper- 
work attd more stress. 
Social workers province-wide have been pressing the 
proviucial govenunent to hire morelpeople to deal with the 
workload, i 
htcreased expectatioas attd new'systems followed the 
revelatious urrounding how the Matthew Vaudreil case 
was haudled several years ago. 
The need is more crucial here because two of the 10 
child protection positions in Terrace have been temporarily 
posted to Houstou attd Dease Lake to deal with situations 
there, said social worker Pare Beaosoleil. 
With just under six years on the job, Beausoleil is the 
most senior child protection worker in the office. 
Stress levels are so high, said Beansoleil, that the office 
has had au average turnover of three workers a year. 
The problem rests in two areas since new legislation 
came in which increased the idea of child protecllon 
more paperwork associated with the task and new systems 
of reportiug what they do. 
One of the eight, Tammy Davis, said a highstress point 
is meeting two sometimes different objectives - -  tryiug to 
ensure that families stay together yet also beiug worried 
that a child is not at risk. 
"The expectations have chaoged. We're getting more 
pressure to take more protective action," she said. 
Davis attd others pointed out that an investigation which 
finds out that a child is not at risk can involve up to six dif- 
fereut forms attd take several days. 
The child protection office on average deals with two 
attd a half new cases a day as well as dealing with ongoing 
client situations. 
"We're more accountable to the court system. We're 
responsible not o, ly for the day to day welfare of the child 
but for their cultural, religious attd other ueeds. A~td it all 
has to be docunteated,,' said Davis. 
Child protection workers from across the northwest have 
uow agreed to set up informatiou booths in malls and be- 
giu a letter writing campaigu to support heir positiou. 
News channel coming to cable 
SKEENA CABLEVISION is adding CBC-TV's all-news Possible uew signals for Skeeua Cablevisiou include a 
Newsworld signal March 31 aud more channels could be CTV headline news chatmel, an attimated children's pro- 
offered soo,i. 
Company spokesman Tim MacLean said the addition of 
Newsworld follows persistent reqnests that it be carried. 
"There's been a growing demand, more.so that in the 
past. We had the spare capacity and deeided to do it," he 
said. 
It'll be seen here on Channel 31 and will also be carried 
on the contpany's cable systems in Kitimat, Hazelton, 
Smithers a,zd Houston. 
Chamml 31 is set aside for the provincial egislature but 
there's very little programming on it, said MacLean. There 
won't be any charge to subscribers to carry Newsworld. 
There's also the chance of more signals later this year as 
the televisiou channel industry changes rapidly with new 
players and ,tew technology. 
gram chazmel, a comedy uetwork and a history chaund 
spin off of the Arts and Entertaimnent chaunel, said 
MacLean. 
These are the first of 23 new channels approved recetttly 
by federal broadcast regulators. The others are, 't  schedul- 
ed for broadcast for two years, wheu new digital equip- 
ment comes on liae. 
Spurriqg the move by cable systems to add channels is 
the growth of DTH (direct to home) compauies elling 
satellite receiving dishes. They offer program packages 
with more choices than traditioual cable systems. 
But the Canadian Radio-tdevision a,d Tdecommu,tica- 
tions Commissio, has indicated its willing to look at addi- 
tional channels for cable companies i, response to the 
DTH companies. 
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Terrace Tree Trimming 
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I TIRED OF DONATING 
YOUR EFFORTS to 
employer's financid success? 
Build your own business with us. 
PK: 250-635-1120 
Augies Lounge Saturday 
'Jam Night' 
"Bdng Your Instrument" 
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PREE PO0[II 
II o, Gifli's Pub 
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] (]!9 I's Pub 
l ~n~i -s  mDum~ 
I I IN , .  l~( . ,+t  
I [ la te i ra l~duannemlat  
+ 
L _ | v ~  
PER 
MONTH 
24 MONTH LEASE 
$2500 DOWN 
OR PURCHASE FOR $32,999  
97 EXPLORER XLS 
Sport Bucket Seats 
Cast Aluminum Wheels 
P235/75R All Terrain Tires 
Power Windows/Locks 
Electric Mirrors 
Automatic Transmission 
MONTHLY PAYMENT 
Performance Axle with Trailer Tow 
4.0L EFI V6 Engine 
Premium AM/FM Stereo Cassette 
Luggage Rack 
Privacy Glass 
Speed Control/Tilt Wheel 
DOWN PAYMENT 
OR EQUIVALENT TRADE 
$259 $5000 
5325 53500 
$366 $2500 
$414 $1500 ,,. 
$479 O 
The Great  Explorer C learance ends March 31. 
O 
Bc , s  FoR  
$366/month based on 24 month "Plan" lease of 1997 Ford Explorer XLS with Pep 686A, Total paid based on 24 monthly payments of $366 Plus tax = $8,7/]4 plus lax, Optional buyouI at termination Is $24,743.77 
It do os t $375 end first month pan.Lent require at lease Inception. License, tax and nsurance extra So ne conditions and mileage restrictions apply, Vehicle must 
lus tax, $2,500 down payment requ rod Secur y p , ! , ,  , . . . . . . . . .  r nr.-,~ ~ mnv on~n for ess Ava lablo on approved credit to retail essees on y See dealer for date s 
bPe returned In good work ng condition with no visible damage suoJect to n o r m ~ i r m t e o  ta le u,,u . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .e . . . . . .  ' 
 TERRACE 
4631 KeithAvenue L '~t~, , r  r -  m A r-'t",~ Ir~ - -  ~ ; ;  
1.mo-483.1126 (~U I ~IVl r"ur ' t [ J  (604)635-4 4 
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• JUST 'A THOUGHT 
KATHY FLORITTO 
S 
ince sharing the salient points of 
my house-planning friend's 
angst that building her dream 
home may be frustrated by her 
less than dreamy income, I've sent clip- 
pings to her from the March 5 The Terrace 
Standard that may push her 'go' button. 
A consulting firm has recommended en- 
vironmental guidelines for future develop- 
ment within our City limits. Eventually, in 
some form, these recommendations will be- 
come part of our Official Community Plan. 
My friend's community is reviewing its 
own Plan and environmental concerns are 
as prominent there as here. 
Land isn't labelled a finite resource 
without reason. At some point during one 
particularly busy week, God, in His infinite 
wisdom, said "Enough already!" and He 
closed the land creation office forever. 
Barring a few notable reclamations and the 
little bits that pop up from the ocean floor 
occasionally, much of what we've got is 
under water and will remain so. 
What's left includes deserts, mountains, 
the Grand Canyon and what we like to 
think of as suitable spots for dwellings and 
workplaces. 
I think the idea was that we'd live in 
harmony with other life forms on the 
planet, or that we'd at least figure out a way 
to maintain ourselves without zapping 
wh01e'species into extinction. Historically, 
we haven't seen it that way. Since the same 
ground we prefer for building homes, malls 
and parking lots very often serves as habitat 
for myriads of wildlife species, we dished 
out a ton of eviction otices. 
Today, we know that utilizing the land for 
our own needs doesn't have to mean an- 
nihilation for every tree and critter in our 
path. By destroying the habitat of some, we 
lowered the mortality rate for others. In at- 
tempting to decimate the latter, we darned 
near destroyed ourselves. 
Now, community land use doesn't simply 
refer to how we dig it up, pave it over or 
build on it. Now, we look at the resources 
that give that land its character ~ the trees, 
the wildlife, the minerals - everything. 
The consultants recommend that about 
750 acres within the city be secure from de- 
velopment to protect he trees, fish and the 
preferred real estate of the bald eagle, the 
great blue heron, the tailed frog and the 
western screech owl. The frog and the owl, 
apparently, don't live here, but the accom- 
modations are right, so if they were to visit, 
they might decide to stay. 
I'd probably drop the 'mights' in favour 
of the 'what ares' but heck, maybe the best 
dell in town for the black, Kermode and the 
occasional grizzly will be returned to its 
former accessible state (sans fence). Not an 
environmentalist's view, I'm sure, but I 
could get a few more pictures. ,
Don't laugh ~ our garbage dump rivalled 
Banff's as a tourist attraction. 
However, renloving 3(10 hectares hrinks 
the available resource and will likely put 
further strain on any house-dreamer's bank 
account. If, as also recommended, future 
subdivision proposals must include 
analyses from hmdscape architects or regis- 
tered professional foresters, surveys and 
plans for managing the trees, stormwater 
and controlling erosion and sediment, the 
price tag will increase ven more. Nothing 
wrong with the recommendations, but im- 
plementation means developing will cost 
more and the end user will pay for it. 
The second news report dealt with city 
council's desire for sidewalks on all streets 
in new subdivisions, except, perhaps, cul- 
de-sacs. Again, it sounds good, but it's an- 
other cost to be borne by folks like my 
home-planning pal, 
A future with restrictions and mandates 
such as these means that while she may not 
be delighted with t0day's lot prices, my 
friend will like tomorrow's much less. 
Saving lbr another couple of years may 
simply stave off the inevltablel 
She might be well advised to pare down 
the size and cost of the house as much as 
• , '  def  t U she can (there goes that won r ul ba ht bl) 
and do it nowl ~ 
DOZENS DESERVE RECOGNITION 
Bring US your Volunteers 
THIS IS YOUR chance to 
houour solneolle who's 
made life in Terrace better. 
The 3rd atmual Volunteers 
of the Year celebration goes 
into full swing this week, 
with nomination forms on 
page A3 in this week's 
paper. The forms are also 
available at Overwaitea or 
the Terrace Standard office. 
This isn't your average 
contest. 
In the last two years, the 
outpouring of entries and 
emotion attached to the 
Volunteers of the Year pro- 
ject surprised all of us here 
at the Standard. 
Dozens of volunteers 
many of whom were un- 
known to much of the com- 
munity ~ were noufiuated 
and got a bit of well- 
deserved recognition. 
Many had never sought 
publicity for their efforts, 
but you could hear the sur- 
prise and joy in their voices 
when they were told they'd 
been nominated. 
The people who 
nominated theui were 
delighted to finally have the 
opportunity to publicly 
credit their volunteers' geu- 
erousity. 
And it also showed the 
entire community the scope 
of what volunteers do - -  
from assisting seniors, to lit- 
eracy tutoring, to breast- 
feeding support, and count- 
less other efforts. 
We'd like to think it all 
helps encourage others to 
try the life of giving. 
Once all the nominations 
are in our judges will name 
one Volunteer of the Year 
and two runners-up. 
Anyone who does unpaid 
volunteer work is eligible. 
And they'll also name a 
separate award for special 
services volunteers. That's 
specifically created to 
recognize volunteers who 
take training to become spe- 
Cialized, for example search 
aud rescue voluuteers, vic- 
thn's assistance volunteers 
and volunteer firefighters. 
The judges this year are 
Overwaitea manager Dale 
Lulkin, city councillor Rich 
McDauiel, and the Terrace 
Community Baud leader 
and last year's Jim gyan 
who was named last year's 
Volunteer of the Year. 
Now it's up to you to get 
the ball rolling for 1997[ 
Here's how it works 
[] Turn to page A3 of this week's paper and clip 
out the entry form there. 
[] Fill In the form, naming the local volunteer 
you think deserves recognition, their phone num- 
ber so we can track them down, and as much in- 
formation about them and their history as a 
volunteer as you can supply. Feel free to attach a 
letter if the space on the form isn't big enough. 
We also need your name as the nominator and 
your phone number. 
[] Then drop off your completed entry at the Ter- 
race Standard office at 3210 Clinton St., or fax It 
to us at 638-8432. You can even e-mall your 
entries to us at standard@kermode.net. 
[] Once we get the form, we take over. We com- 
pile a short profile of your nominee, and publish 
it in our next edition. 
[] After nominations close on April 4, our Judges 
will sift through all the nominations and name 
three Volunteers of the Year, plus a Special Ser- 
vices Volunteer of the Year. We then publish 
photos and Interviews with all the winners. 
[] All nominees are Invited to the Volunteer 
Bureau's annual volunteer appreciation luncheon 
In April. There will be a ceremony there, where 
the winners will receive commemorative plaques. 
The Volunteer of the Year will also be treated to 
dinner for two at the Terrace Inn. 
Equality still a long way off 
Women's group president 
speaks out against racism 
By DAVID TAYLOR 
ALLEGATIONS OF racism 
and sexism should not be 
the end of a discussion, they 
should be the beghming. 
So says Joan Grant- 
Cummings, president of the 
National Action Conunittee 
on the Status of Women. 
She was at the Northwest 
Community College in Ter- 
race last weekend as guest 
speaker for the Terrace 
Women's Conference 
part of the celebration of In- 
ternational Women's Day. 
socialization. 
"The result is that the per- 
ceived value of women, 
aboriginal Peqple and those 
of colour is not the same as 
it is for white people," she 
says. "We have to change 
what we have learned." 
Ironically, according to 
Grant-Cummings, people 
get hung-up on the 
stereotyped image of a racist 
or sexist person ~ as some- 
one who is uneducated, 
stupid or its the KKK. 
"Historical analysis 
minority employees within a 
company or government 
agency, have beets criticized 
by some as being dis- 
ertminat0ry aga'iti~t ..... 
qualified white men. 
"When I speak to young, 
white men in universities, 
they tell me they feel like 
they are an endaugcred 
species," Grant-Cummings 
says. "I tell them to turn on 
the 'IV. Look at who has 
positions of power, who 
runs the corporations, who 
debunks the myth that 
"The perceivedvalue racism was due to ig- "Lool¢ at who has 
of women, aboriginal norance," she says. "It was positiotls of power, 
people and those of not an accident. It was a who runs the corpora- 
colour is not the same strategy used ill slavery and tions~ who runs the 
as it is for white ccloniallsm and it's built governments. They are 
into our political, economic 
people. We need to and educational systems." largely white men." 
change ~vhat we have In fact, Graut-Cuuunings .Joatz Grant. 
lear/led." .Joan says the most imidious Cummings- 
Grant.Cummings- racism and sexism is found 
in the average person. 
"It doesn't help to stand "The hardest o deal with runs the govermnents. They 
up, say someone's a racist is the middle class," she are largely white men." 
and then sit down," she says. "They try to sweep Affirtuative action and 
says. "We have to look at the problenrs under the rug employlneut equity pro- 
the underlying social values and pretend like they aren't grams, according to Grant- 
and structures that per- there." Cummings are a necessary 
petuate racial stereotypes in That's why Grant- step in the right direction. 
this country." Cummings says employ- "They aren't about giving 
Grant-Cunnniugs says ment equity and affirmative women or coloured people 
racism and sexism are action programs are so ira- jobs," she says. "They're 
learned in our society, portant. Such programs, about rooting out hiring 
sometimes subtly and some- which seek to balance the practices that screen out 
times not so subtly though number of male, female and certain groups of people." 
JOAN GRANT-CUMMINGS, president of the Nation- 
ai Action Committee on the Status of Women. 
And Grant-Cummings dis- 
lnisses some WOllSeu's cou- 
terns that such I,rograms are 
singling women out for spe- 
cial attention, thus hindering 
arty chance of teal equality. 
"That's a classic symbol 
of {low the suppressed come 
to accept the status quo," 
she says. "One of file big- 
"LONG WITH tile address from Joan Grant, Cummlngs, the Terrace Women's Conference held at the college 
over the weekend Included seVeral workshops, That s Ann Peltier working on an Empowerment Doll at one, 
workshop' Instructors say that creating the dolls offers women a different method to express their inner selves. 
gest costs of institutional- 
ized racism and sexism is 
the acceptance of it." 
Graut-Cunuui,lgs says 
racism is not necessarily a 
bigger problens ill small 
cities like Terrace, it is just 
more easily hidden since 
there are fewer oppressed 
people to resist it. But she 
says it's defi,fitely there. 
"Just look at the power 
structure," she says. 
"Aboriginal people here are 
not its positions of power." 
The struggle to change the 
status quo, Grant- 
Cummid'gs ays, is some- 
thing that will continue 
throughout her life. 
"You have to figure out 
ways to dismantle it every 
day," she says. "Each gen- 
eration has a different role. 
Today we eat in the same 
restaurants and live in the 
sa me ueigbourhoods, but we 
have a long ways to go." 
True equality between 
races and sexes, she says, is 
something that can be 
achieved one day. But to get 
to that point, there has to be 
open and honest discussion 
about the underlying atti- 
tudes and values that con- 
tinue to oppress women and 
people ofcolour. 
"We have to get over our 
fear of dealing with It," she 
says. "When you cover it 
up and eaady-eoat it, the op, 
portuuity for learnlng ts 
lost." 
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CITY SCENE 
• ALASKAN singer/songwriters Pat
Fitzgerald and Robin Dale Ford will be 
in Terrace at 8 p.m. on March 14. 
They'll be performing atthe Evangeli- 
cal Free Church, singing songs from the 
latest CDs. Tickets for the concert are 
available at Sidewalkers and Uniglobe 
Travel for $8. Sponsored by the Terrace 
Musicians Assoc. 
~, COFFEEHOUSE - -  Darcie Davies 
9pens the evening March 15 at Ground- 
works, followed by Louis Payne and 
Friends. There's a 30-minute open mic 
between sets, so come down and show 
your talent. $5 for non-members and $4 
:for members. 
GEORGE'S  PUB in the Northern 
Motor Inn features the music of  Eve- 
".ning Shade, an excellent country and 
.bluegrass duo out of Ednaonton. 
!• AUGIES LOUNGE in the Terrace 
:Inn features Maharlaka, playing soft 
ilounge music. Dance Express plays in 
• GiGi's Pub. 
:£ KARAOKE NIGHT ts every Thurs- 
iday and Sunday at George's Pub in the 
:Northern Motor Inn, every Sunday and 
Monday at Hanky Panky's. 
MOVIES 
• The Griswolds are on a roll in 
VEGAS VACATION, starring Chevy 
Chase, playing at 7 and 9:15 p.m. And 
at 7:15 and 9:30 p.m. it's Matthew 
Perry in FOOLS RUSH IN. 
Starting Friday 
• DANTE 'S  PEAK starts erupting Fri- 
day at 7:15 and 9:30 p.m. At 7:00 p.m. 
only is THAT DARN CAT.  At 9:15 
p.m. only, BEAVIS  AND BUT:  
THEAD DO AMERICA.  
THEATRE 
• THE WATERING PLACE, a new 
play from Terrace Little Theatre, runs 
March 20-22 and 27-29 at 8 p.m. at the 
McColl Playhouse. Tickets are $12 at 
Uniglobe Travel. 
ETCETERA 
: •  THE TERRACE ART GALLERY 
hosts an exhibit of oil paintings and 
landscape collage by Don Weir till 
March 29. Gallery hours are noon to 3 
p.m. from Wed. to Fri., Fri. nights from 
6:30-8:30 p.rn, Sat. from noon to 4 p.m. 
and Sun, from 1-4 p.m. 
Make the 'Scene! Call 638-7283 or fax 
to 638.8432 to add your event to the 
Standard's free entertainment listings. 
The deadline is 5 p.m. Thursday for the 
following week's paper. 
1 
Baby's Name: 
Sterling Mikel White 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Nov. 14, 1996 at 6:03 am 
Weight: 7 lhs 11 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Juliana & Kenneth White 
Brother for Savannah & Oonavln 
Bishop Damon Trone 
Date of Birth: 
Feb. 26, 1997 
Weight: 9 lbs 3 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Marsha Wilson 
Very proud mother 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Jesslca Brooke Derow 
Date of Birth: 
Jan. 4, 1997 
Weight: 7 lbs 4 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Leanne &Kevln Derow 
Sister for IIolly, A'dam & Luke 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Ilaylee Elizabeth Gibson 
Date & Tune of Birth: 
Feb. 15, 1997 at l:37am 
Weight: 7 Ibs 8 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Sheri Monteith 
& Trevor Gibson 
Baby's Name: 
Kelly Daniel 
Date of Birth: 
Feb. 27, 1997 
Weight: 6 Ibs 13 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Sharon & Mike Glnka 
Thanks to Or. Almas & Nursing Staff 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Justin Charles Stephens 
Dane & 'time of Birth: 
March 2, 1997 at 5:23 pm 
Weight: 9 Ibs 5 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Janice & Leon Stephens 
Brother for Laryne, Bflttany 
& Miranda 
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THORNHILL JR. SEC. Parents Ad- 
visor/ Council invites parents, stu- 
dents and teachers to a meeting at 
!7:00 p.m. to discuss distribution of 
funds, disciplining students, 
violence in our school, and any 
other topic. 
CALEDONIA PARENTS, students 
:::o.nd. teachers are invited to a meet- , 
,'ing :at'theschool at 7:30 p.m. on 
March 12in the library. Agenda in- 
cludes a student panel and cost 
estimates from Mr. Straker for a 
proposed student gathering area. 
Friday, Mar, 14 
BC BENEFITS WORKSHOP pre- 
sented by Gerry King takes place at 
the library from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 
p.m. Discussion will included the 
changes to BC Benefits and how 
they affect you. Please register in 
advance by calling 635-4631. 
TWINS CLUB playtime takes place 
today from lO:30-noon at the Fam- 
ily Place. They meet every second 
and fourth Friday of the month. For 
more info phone Cathy at 635. 
9669. 
Saturday~ Mar. 15 
SADIE GAGNIER is having a 100th 
birthday party at Terraceview 
Lodge. It starts at 2 p.m. 
SINGLES BOWUNG FUN NIGHT 
takes place from 8 p,m. till midnight 
at the bowling lanes. Cost is $10 
per person. For more info call 
Patrick at 638-1135 or Kathy at 
638-8323. 
REGISTRATION FOR spring break 
programs at the public library starts 
at 10 a.m. This is for kids aged 6 
and up. For more info call the li- 
brary at 638-8177. 
Tuesday~ Mar. 18 
B.C. SCHIZOPHRENIA Society 
support group meets at 7:30 p,m. at 
the Stepping Stones Clubhouse at 
3302 Sparks St, Phone 638-2202 
or 635-8206. All are welcome. 
PUPPETRY WORKSHOP at the li- 
brary for children ages six and 
older. There are two sessions, from 
10 a.m. to noon and from 2 p.m. to 
4 p.m. Please register, 
Wednesday, Mar, 19 
ALL ABOUT ALIENS is an hour of 
stories and crafts at the library for 
children ages 6 and older. There 
are two sessions, 10:30 a.m. to 
11:30 a.m. and from 2 p.m, to 3 
p.m. Please register. 
Thursday, Mar. 20 
WEIRD N WACKY games at the li- 
brary for children ages 6 and older. 
Two sessions from 10:30 a,m, to 
11:30 a.m, and from 2 p,m, to 3 
p.m. Please register. 
Frldayp Mar. 21 
BABE is the feature movie for chil. 
dren ages 6 and up at the library, 
Popcorn and juice provided. Please 
register. 
EMPLOYMENT INSURANCE 
WORKSHOP takes place from 11 
a.m. to 1 p.m. at the library meeting 
room. Presented by Surinder Mal- 
hotra. Discussion includes changes 
to Employment Insurance benefits, 
and what to expect. PIs register in 
advanc ..by pho ing1635 4631. 
Saturday, March 22 
EASTER CRAFTS at the library for 
children ages 6 and older. One ses- 
sion between 2 p.m. and 3 p.m. 
Please register. 
Wednesday, March 26 
KALUM LAND and resource man- 
agement plan working group. 3 
p.m. to 10 p.m. main floor, Hydro 
building, 5220 Keith. Items are 
terms of reference and interest 
statements. Dave Bewick at 638- 
5100 has information. 
TERRACE EARLY maternity dis- 
charge program evaluation results 
will be presented. At the library, 
7:30 p.m. Call Ester Brisch at 638- 
2220 (day), 638-0488 (eve) for in- 
formation. 
Saturday, May 10 
IT'S A LONG ways off, but the Ter- 
race Beautification Society wants 
people to start thinking about 
donating plants to its annual Peren- 
nial Plant Sale. Money from the 
sale will be used for local projects. 
For more info, call Judy or Howard 
at 638-1237. 
COMING SOON 
A FIVE week grief recovery support 
group sponsored by the Terrace 
Hospice Society. Call 635-4811 or 
635-7982 to register. 
WEEKLY MEETINGS 
FRIDAYS 
THE TEIhRACE WOMEN'S 
RESOURCE CENTRE hosts a les- 
bian drop-in during lunch hour, the 
first Friday of each month. For more 
ittfo call 638-0228. 
SUNDAYS 
BEE KEEPERS meet he last Suttday 
of each month at 2 p.m. at the library. 
If you want to find out utore about bee 
keeping, drop by. More info, call 
Martin at 635-3289. 
BIBLE MEETINGS are held every 
Sunday at 3:30 p.m. in the Happy 
Gang Cetttre for adults, teens attd chil- 
dren. For ntore iufo call 635-9292. 
MONDAYS 
ATTENTION SQUARE DANCERS: 
The Skeena Squares meet Mondays at 
Carpenters Hall at 7:30 p,m. All square 
dancers are welcome, Beginner classes 
start at 7 p,nn, on Oct. 21. For more 
info call 635-6989 or 635-2325. 
SENIORS GET together for Five-Pin 
r.3owlittg at the Terrace Bowling Alley. 
i 
Meet at 1 p.m. 
TERRACE DOWNTOWN LIONS 
meet the first and third Monday of 
each month. New nxembers welconte. 
For more info call Ray at 635-3589 or 
Les at 635-9405. 
SKEENA VALLEY FALL FAIR As- 
sociation meets the second Monday of 
every month at 8 p.m. at Thomhill Jr. 
Seconda'ry inthe library. . . . .  
ORDER OF THE ROYAL PURPLE 
meets tim 2rid and 4th Monday of 
every month at 7:30 p.m. at the Elks 
Hall. Call 635-5121 for more info. 
BIRTHRIGHT volui|teers meet in 
members' homes on an alternating 
basis. Call Linda at 635-6849 or Betty 
at 635-5394 for info. 
ARE YOU HAVING trouble seeing 
your graqdchildren? Call Marge at 
635-7421 for info. 
MILLS MEMORIAL Hospital Auxil- 
iary meets the third Monday of each 
ntonth in the board room at 8 p.m. 
Everyone is welcome. 
ALZHEIMER AND DEMENTIA 
support group meets at 1 p.m. on the 
last Monday of the months at the Ter- 
race Mental Health Centre. Call 638- 
3325 for more info. 
TUESDAYS 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD Clinic 
is open every Tuesday night from 7-9 
p.m. hffortuation axtd counselling on 
birth control attd birth control supplies 
at reasonable cosL Drop in. They're at 
the rear of the health unit so go to the 
back door. For more intfo or to 
volunteer call 638-2027. 
TWIN'S CLUB PLAYTIME is the 
first Tuesday of every month from 
10:30-noon at the Family Place. Call 
635-9669. 
TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND 
nteets every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Caledonia high school. For more info 
call Jim Ryan at 635-4089. 
STRETCHING CLASS - -The  Mint- 
istry of Health conmtunity rehabilita- 
tiott program hosts this seated stretch- 
inlg class from 1-2 p.m. at the Skeeua 
Health Unit Auditorium at 3412 Kalum 
St. Call Axme at 638-2272 for xuore 
ixlfo. ." i 
The Terrace Standard offers the 
community calendar as a public ser- 
vice to its readers and community or- 
ganizations. 
This column is intended for non. 
profit organizations and those events 
for which there is no admission 
charge. Items will run two weeks be. 
fore each event. 
We ask that items be submitted by 5 
p.m. on the Thursday before the issue 
in which it is to appear. 
Submissions should be typed or 
printed neatly. 
A safe way 
to make your 
money grow OO0 
Our  Term Deposits are a 
safe way to make your  money 
grow. 
You commit  to a set period 
of  t ime and your  rate of  return 
is guaranteed for  the length o f  
the term. 
There are Term Deposits 
avaihtble with different t ime 
periods o f  maturation. 
We can help you choose the 
right Term Deposit for  your  par- 
t itular needs. 
Terrace & District (;redit Union 
4650 Lazelle Avenue,Terrace ph. 635-7282 
We belongJ   you:" 
the credit union advantage: we are a profit sharing, member owned institution... 
we belong to you. 
i i I 
Alaskan talkies bring out the fringe 
Singing duo 
here Friday 
TWO OF A s 's 
foremost singer- 
songwriters are in Terrace 
this Friday as part of a 
tour down the West 
Coast. 
Pat Fitzgerald and 
Robin Dale Ford are 
coming south for a few 
months to tour their 
respective CDs and get 
the chill out of their 
bone& 
Fitzgerald plays guitar, 
fiddle and harmonica. 
The songs on his most 
recent CD Wild Harvest, 
convey a revealing 
urgency found in the lives 
of characters living on the 
fringe. 
Fitzgerald describes 
himself as a native Fair- 
banksan, "born the son of 
an iceman." He started 
playing drums at age 13, 
guitar at age 16 and has 
formed and fronted over 
ten major Alaskan bands. 
He plays a healthy dose 
of rooks rock, and his own 
SON OF AN ICEMAN: Singer/songwriters Pat Fitzgerald and Robin Dale Ford bring their Alaskan roots sound 
to the Evangelical Free Church here on Friday night. , .:, 
originals. 
In the late 80's, Pat be- 
ga n performing solo at 
concerts, clubs and festi-, 
vals around Alaska, using 
the guitar, fiddle and harp 
to present his hundreds of 
originals. 
Robin Dale Ford began 
her musical career by 
playing l~iano '. She:a'ban- while to electric bass, original songs, State of bine their unique song- 
doned it when she was 18 which she used to play Grace. writing and singing styles 
in favour of the banjo, bluegrass, jazz-grass and A few years ago she to create ,'in intimate and 
"an instrument that was ultimately all farms of dusted the cobwebs off riveting eveni,g of 
easier to hitchhike with," American roots rock. her banjo and began original music. 
She finally settled out- In the early 80s she using it as accompani- The duo play at 8 p.m. 
side ofFairbanks, andbe- found amedium for crea- meat for more modern on March 14 at the 
gan playing banjo in old- rive expression in song- songs and her own Evangelical Free Church. 
timey string bands, writing, and in 1986 pro- originals. Tickets for this concert 
Her focus shifted for a duced her first album or In 1994 she released the are $8 each and are avail- 
CD Down hi MyHeart, to able at Sidewalkers and 
'" wide public acclaim. Uniglobe Travel. 
;PR ING & SUMMER COURSES In this southern tour, Sponsored by the Terrace 
Fitzgerald and Ford cam- Musicians Association. 
!COURSES 
Counseling 
"urriculum and Instruction students 
s, DUATE COURSES by teleconference 
,301 - Culture Geography 
3 - Science Fiction 
IPERT 
is language courses 
:~nd 4 Sm'algyax (Tsimshian) 
Fall 1997 Course Offerings • 
Joe offered in Terrace and Prince Rupert, as well as via 
qde Web throughout he region, Registration packages 
able From the UNBC Office and from NWCC campus 
srly April. 
Degree Feasibility Study Underway • 
student Denise O'Donnell is currently preparing a fea- 
to help plan the future offerings in the region. Contact 
smbers below to give her your views or see her at the 
i'H at the TRADE SHOW! 
lformation contact the UNBC office at 624-2862, 635- 
2, or toll free at 1-888-554-6554 
Environmental Health Issues: Lead 
Lead poisoning is considered the 
most imporlont children's environmental 
heahh problem in the United Slates. "[he 
continued concern about lend comes 
from the growing evidence that 
cognilive development in children may 
be damaged by lead exposures el levels 
which had previously been considered to 
besafe. 
Some exposure is inevilubh. The 
stuff is oil around us. 0[ importance is 
lhe fact thal we con limit our family's 
exposure by knowing where it is that we 
ore most likely to tome into conrad with 
it, Ihen controlling !hose risk fuduri. 
Polenlid Exposures in BC Children 
In general, blood lead levels in 8C 
have [olhn over time. This is hrgely 
due to Ihe elimination of lead in 
gasoline. However, o significant number 
of children may still be at risk el lead 
exposure from industrial emissions, 
house poinl, waler, soil, food end mini- 
blinds. 
Lead was used in house points until 
the early 19S0'x, and it was not until 
the mid-197Os that the Canudian 
government set limits an the lead 
content ol interior paint, Children in 
older homes may therefore be at risk of 
hod poisoning due to exposure to point 
chips and dust resulting from old paint 
on movable windows and doors, The 
possibility of exposure increases during 
homo renovations which can disrupt old 
paint and mobilize dust with lead 
particles. Children and pregnant woman 
should not be exposed to the renovolion 
process. Don't use ehchic sandeis lhol 
might make point dust become airborne 
and make sure dust in conlained and 
cleaned up before il con spread 
Ihraughout the house. 
A 1989 study of 368 children in hail 
• . Doug Qu ibe l l  : .I 
C.I~-H;I'; R;i :H;O~' .: 1 
fnv i ronmenla l  Health '1 
:Ol fker  for Skee .a  I 
I ' Heal thUnl t  : I 
concluded thai 82.9% had elevated 
blood lead levels due to industrial 
emissions. Wherever possible these 
emissions must be limiled. Workers 
exposed to lead should wash it off Iheir 
hands regularly and always wear proper 
moses end dolhing. 
teed concenirelions in Canadian 
water ore usually very low. The levels 
increase as water is transported through 
leaded pipes, (in older homes) and lead 
soldered pipes. ]he levels increase with 
the hngth of time waler is hfi standing 
in the plumbing system. To reduce lead 
levels tn lap waler, let Ihe water run for 
o minute or two lint Ihing in Ihe 
morning or at any olher lime when the 
waler has been leh to stand in the 
system |or on extended period of time. 
You can tell you've Hushed your pipes 
thoroughly when the water gels as cold 
as il can gel. This is en especially 
important doily couline for public school 
mainlenence crews to prodice. 
Lend in food is anolher potential risk 
factor to children. Never leave hod in 
the con and always use water ham Ihe 
cold lap for drinking, cooking and 
especially hr m&ing baby formula. 
]he final signifitani source of lead is 
inexpensive household mini-blinds. The 
lead leaches out in the form of a dust 
coating !he plaslle. Children gel the dust 
an lbelr hands Ihen consume il, whkh 
may result in o doily intake greater 
than the tolerable limiL The lea Ihot 
lead often loges sweet to children 
makes this mare likely. All suspect 
blinds should be removed from homes, 
doycores end Schools where children 
below the age d 6 may be exposed. 
SHOPPERS 
DRUG MART 
4635 Lakelse Ave Phone: 635-7261 
Note: Shoppers flyers delivered in the Terrace/Kitimat Weekend 
Advertiser on Saturday have a sale start date of Wednesday. 
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Around Town 
Ribbons stop racism 
RIBBONS WILL be available at the Terrace Wonleu's 
Resource Centre for March 21, the day set aside to pro- 
mote elidlng racial discrixuination. 
"You can show the community that you are a racism 
free zone by tying a ribbon to the antenna of your car, 
to your belt loop, your back pack or your baby's trol- 
ler," says the centre. 
Ribbons can be picked up between March 19 and 
March 21. Orders for bunches of 25 can be placed by 
call the centre at 638-0228. There is no charge. 
Students succeed 
TFACHERS AND STAFF at Caledonia Senior 
Secondary are congratulating three of their grade 12 
students for the top marks they received on their Janu- 
ary provincial scholarship exams. 
Kathlecu Duffy, Robert Hewitt and Rya, On" all 
scored higher than 1,700 in their three best scholarship 
exams. They now qualify for $1,000 provincial 
scholarships, provided they fulfill graduation require- 
recurs.  
Another 32 students at Caledonia lso did well on the 
scholarship exams, and have a good chance of qualify- 
lug for provincial scholarships inJune. 
TV show explores 
immigration 
IF YOUR grandparents had applied to inunilrate Cana- 
da today, many of them would be rejected under 
today's rides. 
That's one of the topics explored in a one-hour docu- 
mentary on illegal immigration on tile Kalowledge 
Network tonight at 7 p.nl. on Chamld 12. 
'The documentary, called Invisible Nation, offers a 
rare Opl)ortunity for the public to see how immigratiou 
policing works. It's the first time a documentary crew 
has received access to the work of immigration enfor- 
cement agents. 
Invisible Nation follows some of the 36 investigators 
ding the#job in metro Toronto. The crew fihns factory 
raids, arrests, deportations and the process of jailing il- 
legals. 
Some of the approximately 100,000 iilegals are 
criminals, while others are sinlply dreamers. Invisible 
Nation challenges easy opinions and comforting 
stereotypes about immigration, and makes human the 
face of a nation. 
~:~'~ '~'~:~'~"~ : "  ~ ~:~'  ~ ~ ~:'~" ~'~'~ ~'  ~: ~ '~: '~:~ ~i!~ ~,~ ~:~ : '  !~/~ii~!~%i~ii~ii~!!~!~i~;~7!~i~i7:~7~:i~7~i7!i~!~!~i~i:~i~!~i~!77!ii7i~7~!~i!~?:~:7~ ~;~ii%i!!!iiii!ii!i!i ii!i!iiiYli! ~ 
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Ladies Knit Tops on Denim for the family 
on Ladies Shirts & Blouses on Kids Clothing 
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on Men's & Tops on Family Runners 
Save up to : Save up II , . : : • 
<.  ~ 
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REMEMBERING TERRY MeGRATH 
Re-fFew t6 fii oric conference 
FRIENDS were very 
saddened to hear of the 
death of Mr. Torrance R. 
"Terry" McGrath, who 
passed away peacefully 
on Saturday, Feb. 15, 
1997 at Kitimat General 
Hospital. 
It was 41 years ago in 
1956 that Mr. McGrath 
came to Kitimat to work 
for Alean. 
And it was while he was 
working at Alcan that he YVONNE MOEN 
met his wife Annie, who 
was working there as a 
secretary. 
Terry and Annie were 
married in Kitimat and 
lived there until 1964, 
then came to Terrace to in 1990. Mr. McGrath be- 
make their home here. 
They opened a clothing 
store in the Lazelle shop- 
ping centre, which they 
named the Kee Vee 
Shoppe, at 4605 Lazelle. 
They ran the business 
Mr. and Mrs. McGrath 
had been living at their 
home at 5027 Medeek 
Road until moving into 
the Tuck senior esidence 
came the person in charge 
there, keeping agood eye 
on things. 
He lived there until he 
entered the hospital. 
.:. Terrenee McGrath was 
born in 1918 at Rocky 
until 1967, then selling to. Mountain House, Alberta. 
Rose Sharpies, who He apparently spent some 
renamed it "Rose's" - -  time in Manitoba until 
a store many Terrace:: moving to the States with 
people remember. "his parents. 
• Mrs. McGrath had been In September, 1942, 
ill for a number of years Terry ~ a 25-year-old 
and passed awayin 1992. former State College stu- 
L egion needs 
Bonspiel help 
By PETER CROMPTON 
Terrace legion branch 
I MADE A major mistake in my last report, which has our 
sports chairperson in a pattie. 
The help needed for kitchen duty at the Logger's 
Bonspiei is for March 27 - 30 not April. Please come for- 
ward with a couple of hours of your time, this is very im- 
portant to the branch. Call Joyce Bradley at the branch at 
638-8721. 
We have had a very busy and successful February. Those 
of you who missed the installation of officers dinner and 
dance missed agreat ~neal nd evening. 
Those veterans who wish to meet he Veterans Affairs 
representative, don't forget it's March 19, 8:30-10 a.m. in 
the branch. 
Our pool tournameat is moving along. The date for the 
fin'als 0f the pool tournament is April 12 at 2 p.lm ' ?  . . . .  
Other dates to remember a e the honour and awards din- 
ner and dance May 3 and the sports dinner and dance May 
10. And of course, the Loggers Bonspeil s March 27-30. 
The zone meeting is in Smithers April 12-13. If you have 
any concerns you'd like brought up please contact one of 
the executive. This is your organization and you should 
have a say in its operation. 
I am sad to report hat we have just lost another two of 
our veterans - Crude. Ran Good.win and Crude. Ehner 
Lloyd Keilar. We will remember them. 
Ski Get-away! 
*12550 
.,.luxury ou can afford, 
in the heax, t of tile soenio 
Bulkley Valley 
/ / '  
2 nights Accomodat ion  
2 days kiing at Ski Smithers 
Per Person/Double Occupancy 
1-800-663-5040 
3251 tlighway 16. Box 3636 
Smilhers B.C., VOJ 2N0 
 pen 
Motor 
Inn  
Smithers, 
B.C. 
Spring Ski Packages! 
60 Modern Rooms 
Kitchenettes, Suites, Twins, D/D 
Indoor Pool, Hot tub, Sauna 
Family Restaurant 
1-800-663-7676 
I-lighway 16, P.O. Box 756 NW 
Smithers B.C,, V0J 2N0 
TERRENCE AND ANNIE  McGRATH,  pictured a few years ago taking a break at 
a Seniors' Day sale at a drug store. 
dent ~ joined the air other U.S. notables to the McGrath lived for a time 
corps, historic Allied Confer- with his parents in 
Prior to that he had been ences in Moscow. Coronado and California 
working as a salesman for The entire trip took before returning to Cana- 
a weldingcompany, kfive weeks, including do, where he was 
After receiving basic the time spent in Mos- employed by Alcan. 
training he was assigned cow. Cremation took place at 
as a radio operator in the Terry had also flown to MacKay's Funeral Home. 
Air Transport Command. Iceland, Greenland and Mr. McGrath will be 
, In 1943, Terry was the Scotland, but his Moscow sadly missed by his many 
radio man on the crew of mission was the longest friends at the Tuck 
a C-54 aircraft which ~ 22,000 miles round rc:~idcnce as well as all 
flew Secretary of State trip. Iris friends from around 
Cordell Hull and seven After the war, Mr. Terrace. 
Boxing- World Championships LIVE 
March 14th On ESPN 
i:.:: koungeLizards .: 
i:; Jazz Fest • 
Decorating with Style 
i: SheiWolf of London i : : :  
I Celine Dion:The Color of My Love 
March 8th on COMEDY 
March 12th on BET 
: March 13th on HGIV 
March 14th on SCI-FI 
March 14 on DISNEY 
i 
B ay 
into Op mrtunities" 
tinda Mactean, seated in the 
comfortable surroundings of "One 
Stop Sub-Shoppe', advises, "This 
time of day is normally slow and 
we should be able to complete lhe 
inlerview ~th few interruptions." 
Before she can even answer lhe 
first question, she hurries off to 
create another delicious sub, load- 
ed just like the customer ordered. 
In 1995 the fasl food outlet 
that she was managing closed 
down putting Lindn on 
Unemployment Insurance for the 
first lime In her life. Seeing this as 
an opporlunily relher than a set 
back, she decided to call on her 
previous experience and start her 
own business. Remembering lhaf 
"J.B. Submarine" had approached 
b.r nravin,~ ~.mnlnvp.r ,~hn sol oul 
to start the "One Slop Sub. 
Shoppe." 
"People have to eel lunch." 
Undo says amidst the aroma of 
fresh baked muffins, delicious sub 
sandwiches, and steaming coffee. 
"Fort St. James is e busy forestry 
town ~th five mills, lots of truck. 
, ers, and many others who require 
boxed lunches." Who belter to fill 
lhat market niche lhan Linda? 
Everything come together 
when Undo found out about CFDC 
of Stuort-Nechako. They offered 
her help wilh lhe developnlenl of 
the Business Plan, markel 
research, networking, resources 
for supplies, financing and much 
more. "They are goad to deal 
with. Ill have a problem, they're 
approachable and encouraging." 
says tinde of CFDC Stuart- 
Nechako. Once funding was 
secured a contract was signed with 
"J.B. Submarine" and the doors Io 
"One Stop-Sub-Shoppe" were 
opened. 
After nine months of opera- 
lion she is still very happy with 
her decision; "1 have learned a lot 
right from the beginning of pul- 
ling a business plan logether. I am 
Still learning. I get satisfaction of 
knowing that al the end of the 
day. I've given people what they 
want. My rewards are Ihe chal- 
lenge and having satisfied 
customers. 
Her customers aren't the only 
salisfied ones according 1o Linda. 
"1 have the satisfaction of being 
204-4630 Lazelle Ave. Terrace 
Ph: 635-5449 Fax: 635-2698 
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Many,people have heard of dys, "~ 
l.exia, but fewpeople. know what i t  
~s; The word. dyslexm, means ,°o~ 
reading"and is used to desCribd ~ 
someonewho: h~ remark~ble ~ili; ! 
ties.and:talents: which: Contrast 
sharply With t~r  difficulties witlt 
reading!:.Ne~i resea:~eh has f.ouhd: 
so'~esurpdsing ben~ts to this dis- 
abilityi If you kno?isomeone wh~ 
mighi: haVe dyslexia, please read 
~hi~sio~tothem' 
The Gift 
When I was young, I always struggled 
through school. I was called a "slow learn- 
er" and placed in special classes. I felt very 
bad about myself and I wanted to hide from 
everyone. I felt that I didn't fit in the "spe- 
cial" class and the kids in the regular class 
teased me. I always wondered what was 
wrong with me. I graduated from Grade 12 
"Special Ed" with very little self-esteem and 
poor reading skills. 
Almost ten years later, I took an English 
course at NWCC in Kitimat. After a month, 
the teacher said I might have dyslexia..This 
was the first time I had heard the word. I 
saw an article in the Reader's Digest which 
had a checklist for dyslexia symptoms - it 
fit. For the first time I could put a name to 
my problem, but I still didn't know what to 
do about it. 
Eight years later, when my daughter was 
three, I knew I needed to learn to read. She 
would ask me to read to her. I would open 
the books, turn the pages, and tell her the 
story from the pictures. I was scared that ' 
soon she would find out that I couldn't read. 
Now I am learning about dyslexia. Some 
people call it a disability, Ran Davis calls it 
a gift. He calls it the Gift of Mastery. He 
feels that a young child who has highly 
refined perceptive abilities can develop 
dyslexia. 
Ran Davis is an aerospace ngineer. He is 
'a successfdlbtJ~ir(essman He i s ,a i so /a '  
sculptor and an author. He wrote a book 
called "The Gift of Dyslexia." Ran Davis 
has dyslexia. He grew up being called 
retarded in school. He knew he was smart, 
but he had a lot of trouble reading. When he 
was an adult he began to understand where 
his problems with reading came from. He 
realized that the same ability that made him 
an excellent engineer and talented sculptor, 
also made it difficult for him to read. He 
saw his disability as a gift and decided to 
use it to learn to read in a new way. 
I am now learning a new way to read, a 
way that works for me. 
ommunity 
! eaders & Writers 
4621B Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1P9 
Phone 638-1330 Fax 638-1331 
~Tl ie  Commnntt~ Readers  :and ~ 
: i :~ters  Project i she l~i t0  heipi~ If you;  
i!~ Someone you know,  nee~ he lp  to 
:/ improve their reading or writing Skills, ~: 
':ca11638-1330 and ~ask for Patricla2 We 
i~  10cared at 4621B~kelSe Ave, ne~ 
iid0or':to Hava ..Ja:vai in  the TerraCe !~i 
:i:Volu. teer Bureau office, We wdl g lve[  
6de'on,one tutoring in reading, writing;] 
and bamc computer skills, i 7 
This is a joint project of the Northwest 
Community College, the Terrace Volunteer 
Bureau, and the Terrace Standard.. 
NORTHWEST TT  RrAcE 
COMMUNITY 11 votuNrr.tr 
COLLEGE • nurEau 
r [ I~ II ,~, t: f 
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DAVE TAYLOR PORTS' 638-7283 
~KEENA ANGLER • 
ROB BROWN 
Sl:c,,elhead visions 
I t didn't seem all that long ago, but 
it has been more than a stone's 
throw in thue sittce we met iu 
North Vancouver, a short walk 
from the Secoud Narrows Bridge. I sat at the 
front table ia the Bauquet Room of the Coach- 
man Inn next to a bright, earnest young fellow 
who introduced hiurseif as Bob Hooton. He said 
he was a biologist from somewhere on Vast- 
couver Island; he told me exactly where, but I 
forgot, my mind being occupied with the speech 
I was about to deliver: a short talk penned by 
Dr. John Couuts that recouuted the exploits of 
the Northwest Chapter of the Steelhead Society 
of B.C. 
Though accurate -  and an appropriate form 
for the forum in which it was to be given 
John's prose struck me as too prosaic. I 'd spent 
most of the plaue trip editing aud embeilishiug. 
Now, minutes away from my maiden voyage iu 
public speaking, I wondered if, perhaps, I'd 
added oue flourish too maay. 
In those days the Steelhead Society was grow- 
lug slowly. Cal Woods, super secretary, an- 
chored the group. Eugeue Rogers had just as- 
sumed the duties of treasurer. Eric Carlisle saw 
that the Society's message got out through the 
newsletter. Art Liugren made sure the member- 
ship was paid up in full with a precision no 
computer has beea able to match since his 
retiremeut. Butch Braidwood was the affable 
spokesmen, the presidential fac e 0fthe Society 
to  the public via the press and at meetings. 
Members like Lee Straight and Peter Broomhall 
spoke aud wrote about steelhead and sahnou 
and the enviroument with eloquence aud vision. 
As I listeued to the proceedings I realized that 
this group had paid a lot of dues. They knew a 
lot. I kuew a little. The federal govenunent's 
Salmonid Euhancemcnt Program was uew then. 
A highly acclaimed initiative that promised 
public ilwolvemeut with fish and much enhan- 
cement of salmon, SEP bad gotten rave reviews 
everywhere, but here, in the parent body of the 
Steelhcad Society, men were urging caution. 
Enhaacemeut, artificial and otherwise, is double 
edged they warned, pointing to the disastrous 
turu large scale fish productiou was taking iu 
the westeru United States. 
In a thne when large scale, heavy metal tech- 
nological iutervention was the order of the day, 
~i time wheu river channels and fish productlou 
were taking concrete form, the spokesmen of 
the Steelhead Society were arguing the case of 
soft, small scale enhancement, where it was 
necessary, and champiouiug enetic iutegrity 
and biologic diversity. That was not all. When 
my shaky report was done, I heard talk of selec- 
tive harvesting methods. Men spoke of ways of 
phasing out industrial fishing in a humane way. 
The dialogue was not restricted to limiting 
everybody else. There was much talk of how 
sportsmen should limit themselves for the bet- 
temreut of couservation. Angliog quality was 
central to the debate. 
Last week, more than 20 years after attending 
my first, I attended the 1997 AGM of the Steel- 
head Society. The advocacy of the society has 
paid off. Selective fisheries are i|ow a fact: the 
Sto:Lo of the Fraser are turuiug to selective 
fishing. The Steelhead Society is in partnership 
with them. The Khatsie band is selectively fish. 
ing for chum with the support of the Steelhead 
Society. The Steelhead Society has eucouraged, 
aided aud abetted selective fisheries on the 
Skeena and the Nass. 
The Society has gotten iuvolved in euhance- 
meut in a big way by settiug up th e Watershed 
Restoratiou Corporation to take advantage of 
the fuods made available through Forest 
Reuewal B.C. Thauks to the energy of Society 
.director Dan Bums, the Corporatiou with a 
board that includes fonner fisheries miuister, 
and ambassador of the enviromnent, Johu 
Fraser, aud a full time working staff of 
biologists, has turned iuto a model of stream 
restoratiou uder file FRBC with projects on the 
Squamish, Salmon, Pitt, Ashlu, Phillips, Har- 
rison, Coquihalla Rivers as well as Shovelnose, 
Border, aud Silverhope Creeks. All of the 
projects involve creative instream etthancemeut 
like the rehabilitation of dewatered side chan- 
nels and the reconstruction of damaged sloughs, 
. all cousisteut with the Society's Article 3 which 
deals with the promotiou cooservatlon and 
habitat restoration, 
Thirty years ago a small group of dedicated 
attglers declded the uceds of steelhead and the 
environment eeded more than a fishing dub, 
They formed a society. T!ley went to work, 
Their iuveshnent is paytug dividends, What au 
excitiug devel0pm,ult it lsi 
Chasing the Olympic dream 
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JASON HALDANE is a Cal graduate who is now 
living in France. playing professional volleyball and 
enjoying life on the Mediterranean Sea, He says he 
misses home and can't wait to start training for the 
Olympics with the Canadian National team. 
Local hero Haldane hyped 
to play in Sidney Games 
SMALL TOWN LIFE has led to big-time 
success for a local volleyball player. 
He grew up ill Terrace and graduated 
froln Caledonia in 1989. Now, 25-year-old 
Jason Haldane lives iu Montpellier France, 
playiug professional volleyball and prepar- 
iug to return to the Cauadian National team 
for a shot at the 2000 Olympics. 
Haldane is currently playing with the 
Montpellier Uuiversity Club CMUC) in the 
French Pro A division, which consists of 14 
teams. There are just five games left in the 
regular season attd MUC is in third place. 
"With play-offs just around the eortter, 
the pressure is on to get some good 
results," Haldaue says. 
So far, the club has been very impressed 
with Haldane's results. He recently picked 
up a two-year contract. 
The only other foreigner on the team is 
Dau l.,andry, who played ou the US team at 
the 1996 Olympics in Atlanta. 
"Being the ouly two English-speakers ou 
the team, we have become good friends," 
Haldane says. "I  must say, my Freuch has 
along way to go to become functioual." 
The volleyball season in France ends at 
the cud of April, so Haidane says he hopes 
to get back to Terrace for a few Weeks in 
May. Then it's off to Wimtipeg where he 
will start training with the C.anadian Na- 
tioual team. 
Getting the National team to the summer 
gaines in Syduey, Australia is Haldane's 
big goal, and he says they have a pretty 
good chauce. 
"I  feel our team will be quite stroog," he 
says. "All of the core players are curreutly 
playing professional volleyball iu Europe. 
With that experieuce we should be up to the 
challeuge of playing the best teams in the 
world." 
Although his life aloug the Mediterranean 
Sea souuds picture-postcard perfect, 
Haldaue says he misses his home towu. 
"I  miss Terrace very much," he says. 
"It 's hard to go so long and uot see my 
friends and family," 
Aud Haldane credits his family with 
much of his success o far. 
"Being an amateur athlete on the Nation- 
al Team is a full-time comminneut hat 
hasu't allowed time for a 'real job' ,"  he 
says. "The support of my family and 
family-in-law has gotteu me as far as I have 
in volleyball." 
Haldaue has a uew family himself. He 
and wife Pare have a out-year-old son 
named Keel, and they are hoping to move 
back home after the Olympics. 
For Haidaue, Terrace is where his heart 
is, and he says local athletes hould never 
be discouraged about comiug from a small- 
er centre. 
"l know somethnes beiug from a small 
towu, it feels like you will never be able to 
comi3ete with the kids from the bigger 
schools down south," he says. "But we 
have a lot of talented athletes in Terrace 
and they shouldo't feel iutimidated by the 
competitiou. 
Skeena wrestlers finish sixth 
PAM HAUGLAND and Stephanie Laplante get physical in an exhibition bout at Uplands School last week. The 
two girls were both silver medal winners at the Provincial Finals in Vancouver two weeks ago. 
SKEENA JUNIOR's wres- 
fling girls pulled off several 
firsts two weeks ago at the 
Provincial Championships 
in Vancouver. 
Just being there was a first 
for the girls who took the 
Zone Championships last 
mouth. But even though 
they were faeiag a new level 
of competition, the girls 
rallied to finish sixth over- 
all. 
Two of the girls even 
made medal slandings. Pare 
Hauglaud aad Stephanie 
Laplante both finished sec- 
ond in their weight divi- 
sions. And Haugland is con- 
sidering attendiug the Cadet 
National Chatupionships 
this April in New Bmns- 
wick. 
The Nationals altenrate 
betweeu eastern aud western 
Canada every year, so coach 
Dave O'Brien says his 
wrestlers will have a better 
ehauce to get to them next 
season. 
"Next year promises to be 
gveu more successful," he 
says. "Many of the girls are 
keeu to do off-season traiu- 
ing and attend wrestling 
camps." 
O'Brien says some of the Tracy Ridler and Candle Although O'Brien is al- years. Then we'll be chal- 
highlights of the tournament Russell also had tough, ex- ready excited about uext lenging for top spot." 
iucluded Grace citing bouts. And O'Brieu season, hesays the girls will O'Brien says he's uot 
Wittkowski's battle royal says the two inexperienced really be a powerhouse iu being over-confident, point- 
agaiust the top seeded grade eights on the team, two years, ing out that the competitiou 
wrestler in her weight class. Whituey Bruneau and '"The problem next year is this year was really close. 
Wittkowski came from be- Mindy Alton each won a that the team will be split Only a few points separated 
hind aud shrugged off a match aud certainly did not between Skeena and the top four schools and had 
shoulder iujury to lake the look out of place at the Caledonia," he says, "Our Skeeua mauaged oue more 
wiu. high-calibreeveut, strength will be in two finalist, they would have 
been iu the top five. 
The two strougest schools 
this year were Albemi Dis- 
trict aud Phoeuix, both from 
Port Alberni on Vaucouver 
Island. O'Brien says that 
those schools will conthme 
to be tough in the years to 
come but our Terrace squad 
is up to the challenge. 
Journal focusses on Skeena 
FISHING ALONG our 
mighty Skeena River is al- 
ready famous world-over, 
but now iluages of its waters 
will grace the coffee tables 
of fishers across the con- 
tiuenL 
The Skcena has recently 
joined the ranks of several 
other famous North Amer- 
ican rivers to be showcased 
in the popular magazine, 
Steelhead River Journal. 
The journal is published 
four times each year out of 
Portlaud, Oregou. Each is- 
sue focuses on a particular 
river aud is usually written 
by a local author, The result 
is a softcover, coffee table- 
type magazhte. 
The Skeeua edition was 
pelmed by Terrace's own 
Rob Browu, who's certaiuly 
no straugcr to fishiug in 
these parts. 
"We have some 
pretty notable 
fishermen around here 
who deserve better 
recognitlon." 
.Rob Brown. 
Thc 48-year-old is 
originally from Vancouver, 
expected. 
" I  fell iu love with the 
fishing here," says Brown, 
who has now been here for 
more than 20 years. " I 'm 
planning to enjoy the great 
outdoors while they last." 
Although Browu's edition 
of the journal is replete with 
photos of the beautiful ocal 
scenery, it actually contains 
more text thau most of the 
magaziucs iu the serics. 
" I  could have written a 
book five times as big,"  
Brown says. "But I was 
litnited by the format." 
types of fish and flies, aud 
weaves it all together with 
tales about the characters 
who fish local waters. 
"They're all in there in 
one way or another,"  he 
says. "We have some pretty 
"There's no shortage 
of thlngs to write about 
when it comes to fish- 
ing," .Rob Brown- 
notable fishermen arouod 
He came up to the northwest Rather than simply con- here who deserve better 
to teach elementary school ceutratiug on where to fish, recognition," 
in Hazelton and ended up Brown Writes about techul- Another persou who 
staying a little lottger thatl que, the  river's history, Brown feels deserves recog- 
nition is his friend, photog- 
rapher Myron Kozak, who 
passed away just before the 
journal went to print. Kozak 
supplied many of the pic- 
tures to the Skeena edition 
which Brown has dedi- 
cated to him. 
And Brown says he's uot 
through telling others about 
tile mighty, Skeeaa . . . .  • 
" I f  the jounials 'keep sell- 
lug well I 'd like to do oue 
on the Kispiox," he says. 
"There's no shortage of 
things to write about when it 
comes to fishing." 
The  S;eelhead River J'our- 
nal is available at local au- 
gling suppliers and book- 
stores, ,, : - -  
THE BOYS at Centen,ial Christian cruised 
to victory in Smithers tv,,o weeks ago to 
take the Junior B basketball, Zone 
Championships. 
The Seahawks tarted the season slowly, 
but they really picked things up in the new 
year thanks to consiste,tly strong play from 
players like Kevin Bream, Aaron 
B6 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, March 12, 1997 
Seahawks take 4912 Highway 16, Terrace 
~ j  ~5-6558 1-800.313-6558 
Zone Finals . , . - " . , "o , , . ' :  with II DOWN 
Braam, who posted a Jordanesqe 33 poiut ~ N0 PAYI~IIS for 90 days 
effort. Braam was backed up by 13 poiuts " ap t0 48 ~ O.A.C. 
from Aaron Va.Gelder, n~h~, l~  
The Finals turned out to be a rematch Terrace Chrysler Ltd. 
with Bulkley Valley and once again the 1916tlwy16.Trrnce.6S~7187 
Seahawks came out o, top. Keviu Braam 
had 23 points, Aaron VauGelder 14 and 
Chris Mantel 11 in Cenlemdal's winning 
VanGelder and Chris Mautd. effort. 
And the Zone Finals February 28 to Braam's outstanding ell"otis earaed him ~A/  [ ,  ,.i 
March 1 proved to be no exception, as the an award as t0urnameiit:MVP~ alid Chris vwee~.en~.a  
boys trounced their rivals by an average of Mantel picked up tournament All Star. t~_ !.,,., v 
19 points per game, The Zones are as far as Cc, ulennial can go ~ e e ~ w a  7 
Five teams entered the tourney, includiug this year because there area't any Proviu- $ 5 9  
Smithers Secondary, Bulkley Valley Chris- cial Finals for Junior B basketball. How-. 
tian, Houston Christian and G.M. Dawson ever, two of the Seahawks' strongest 
from Masset. players, Kevin Braam aud Aarou 
The first game pitted the Seahawks VanGelder are only i. grade nine, so they 
against the boys from Smithers Secondary, will be returning again next year. 
The Smithers quad never had much of a That could make for one powerful Junior 
chance against he well-balanced Seahawks squad. Aud Veldman says if the team is 
who took them apart, wi.ning 78-45. really strong, he will consider movi,g them 
"Most of the teams tried to play a zone into the tough Junior A division, which cul- 
defence against us," says coach Edgar minatesinaProvincialFi,al. 
Veldman. "That slows down the game and "It's a toss-up,,' Veldu~an says. "By 
we're a running team. So to counter it we playing as a B team, I cau let all the players 
put on some full-court pressure and ended have lots of court time, Bat if we move into 
up getting lots turnovers and fast breaks the A division the better players will be 
early on. Then we just hung on to the playing more." 
lead." Veldman says his tean~ was a good bunch 
The second game saw the Seahawks to workwith allthrough the year. 
battle Bulkley Valley in a tighter game that "I  started with 12 guys a,d I el~ded up 
still ended up in a comfortable 64-54 win. with 12," he says. "They were very corn- 
More than half of Ceutemfial's points in mitted." 
that game came from o=~e player ~ Kevin 
AMAN PARMAR and Bryan vanDyk of Veritas School do a little sweeping in the 
Terrace Curling Club's School League. The league wraps up this week. 
Curling season starts 
Spring slow-down 
TERRACE CURLING sea- 
son is rapidly coming to a 
close, but it's not over yet. 
Several big events are com- 
ing up over the next few 
weeks, and several have just 
passed. 
Last month's Ladies' 
Valentine's Bonspiel proved 
to be another success for the 
Curling Club, even though 
entries were down slightly. 
Aad Terrace teams dotal. 
nated the winners' circle in 
all the events. 
In the "A"  event it was 
the Kim MacDongall rink 
taking top spot. In the "B" 
event, the Cindy Brown rink 
was the winner, the "C"  
event went to Lynn 
Apolczer's rink and the 
"D"  event was won by the 
Helen Joseph rink. 
Meanwhile, the Men's 
Mixed leagues and the 
Ladies' leagues arc all en- 
tering playdowns. Awards 
will be be presented to the 
winners at the Awards 
Night, March 21. 
Some of the League win- 
ners include Dave Dennis of 
the Tuesday Mens' with 79 
points, Dan Fisher of the 
Thursday Mens' with 69 
points and Paul Bibby of the 
Friday Mixed League, with 
27 points. 
A couple of big events are 
also fast approaching at the 
club. "]'he Totem Mixed 
Bouspiel will be held March 
21-23 aud the popular 
Mens' Loggers Bonspicl 
will take place March 27- 
30. 
To enter, visit the club or 
call 635-5583. 
Box 22, 
IMPROVING Terrace, B.C. Major Credit Cards 
YOUR VBG 4A2 Accepted 
ODDS 
AGAINST Marjorie Park Your donation is 
r~U~nN o~S~no~ C~NAt~'R S 638-1167 tax deductible 
Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute. Please send 
your donation to the address above, along with the name 
and address and the name and address of the next-of' 
kin~ for an acknowledgement card. 
1-800-663-8150 
The Crest Motor Hotel Prince Rupert, B.C. 
Dr. Tom Strong 
Registered Psy(hologist 
Now Regulady Pructidng from Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
• Rehliomhip & Family lberapy 
• Full Range of Individual Psycholherapy 
• Training and Seminars 
• Brief results oriented 
• (~ronic pain & illness consullafions 
Ask aboul the couples consultalions. 
For more inform~ion or In boo]( appointments please coil: 
; !-800-456-7733 
il;iiiii!!iii:!ii!ii!il 
ii!~iiii!i~iiiii!ii~i~ii 
+<:~. ,+=+~ 
ii!iiii~iiii!i!ii!ilili! 
:t Terrace Minor 
Softball 
POBox ,433. Tettace BC. V8G4B1 635.7144 
":: :: ::::!i i Y": "!'!!:: 
Terrace Minor Soltl all invites all boys 
and girls born between 1978 and 1992 
to our annual registration at the 
Skeell,a Mall 
For more information cc 1 635-7144 and ask for 
Nolan or call 635-5133 and ask for Kelly. 
Your child's birth certit:icate will be required. 
Last year uniforms may be returned at our table. 
The Skeena Valley Snowmobile Assn. & 
Terrace Downtown Lions would like to 
thank all individuals and these local 
businesses for their support. We raised 
$8,000 for BC's disabled children. Also a 
very big thank you goes out to all the 
snowmobilers who raised the pledges'and 
took part in the 1OO km ride. 
Cedarland Tire Ev's Mens Wear 
Auto Magic Tire All Seasons Sports 
Off Road Specialties nland Kenworth 
Terrace Equipment Trim Line • 
Neid Enterprises Acklands 
Ken's Marine Peterbuilt Trucks Pacific Inc. 
Tim Hortons Terrace Frelghtllner 
Home Hardware coast Tractor 
Auto Marine WaJax 
Independent Industrial Supply Terrace Frelghtliner 
Terrace Coop Coast Tractor 
B.C. Automotive Wajax 
River Industries Terrace Stock Car Assn. 
Northern Horse Supply Ground Works Coffee Co. 
Bear Country Inn Keenleyside Insurance 
Northern Motor Inn Services 
Video Stop Coop Bulk Plant 
Valhalla Pure Outfitters Cole Petroleum 
Safeway Tymoschuk Agencles 
Thornhill Motors Burdett Distributors 
Terrace Totem Ford Bear Creek 
Jim McEwan Motors 
To all out of town donors, Thank youll! 
MCDONALDS KIDS CAMP 
Whelher they have skied a fifth or a hi, your children will enjoy the McDonatdrs Chrislmos and Spring Break Kid Camp. The focus is 
fun and each participants individual progression thre ~gh lhe skiing ranks. 
The McDonald's Kids Camp program Is designed for maximum group inleraclion with children of equal age and skiing ability, 
Comprised of lhree conseculive days the program includes 21/2 hours of inslruclion per day, lift ticket, supervised lunch and rental 
equipment. The groups are organized by age, skiing ability, experience and will hove a session designed to meel Ihe needs of the 
group. Fun is always Ihe first priority. 
Lessons are noon to 2:30 p.m. 
The pbgram is available to all abilities, ages 3 and up. Participants must be able Io be away from the parents for up to 3 hours. 
Minimum of 4 participants required. 
Full Package 
Own Equipment 
Lessen Only 
Prices are sublecl to 7% GST. Rental prkes are subject to 7% PST. 
Spring Break 
A. March 15, 16, 17 
B. March 18, 19, 20 
Ages 8 end up 7 and under 
111.00 75.00 
81.00 
48.00 48.00 
~ i .  ~ i  ~ , Will. be open everyday from March 15-23. ~e McDonald's .Ski 
J ~ifximls'iwill.~ in ~-operation eVerydaythroughout spring Break departing 
!ii~!!i~!i~Met ohald"slut 8:00 o,m. Cost $10 round trip & $7 one way. 
C. Mrch 21,22, 23 
e 
Shames Mountain office: 635-3773 AMOUIMI '~N I~ DI~IO'IEi I~OPJIVIENI" 
4545 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. I~/CJEEMrlrRm 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P .M.  
Disp lay ,  Word  Class i f ied and Classif ied D isp lay  
ADVERTIS ING DEADLINES:  V/hen a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadl ine is 
Thursday at 4 D.rn. for  all  d i sa lav  and classif ied ads, 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE 
pREPAID by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When 
phoning in ads please have your VISA or Mastercard 
number ready, 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS OBITUARIES 
T.Standard 1 insertion - $6.60 (+tax) $25.00 for 3 inches 
W.Advertiser 1 insertion $7.61 (+tax) *Additional at $6.94 
Both Issues (consecutive) - $11.50 (÷tax) per column inch. 
ADDITIONAL ISSUES - $6.00 ea. No copy change - consecutive 
issues. *Additional words (over 20) 15¢ each per issue. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$10.84 per column inch Pickup $3.50 Mall out $5.00 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY LEGAL ADVERTISING 
$25.00 for 3 inches, includes I photo. $12.78 per column inch 
*Additional at $6.94 per column inch 
For  regional  coverage place your  ad in the weekend 
edi t ion of the Weekend Advert iser .  
CTION 
OVER 30 
CLASSIFICATIONS! 
10. Real Estate 
20 Mobile Homes 
30 For Rent 
40 Commercial Space 
For Rent 
50 Wanted to Rent 
60 For Rent Misc 
70 For Sale Misc 
80 Wanted Misc 
85 To GiveAway 
90 Cars For Sale 
100 Trucks For Sale 
110 Aircraft 
120 Recreation Vehicles 
130 Motorcycles 
140 Snowmobiles 
150 Boats and Marine 
160 Heavy Duty Equipment 
170 Farm Machinery 
180 Pets 
190 Livestock 
200 Farmers Market 
210 Garage Sales 
220 Lost and Found 
230 Personals 
240 Births 
250 Card of Thanks 
260 In Memorium 
270 Obituaries 
280 Business Services 
290 Bus Opportunities 
295. Courses 
300. Help Wanted 
320 Work Wanted 
325 Situations Wanted 
330. Notices 
340. Legal Notices 
DS 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o classi~ ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds adve~isers that it is against he provincial Human Rights Act to dlscdmtnate on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state e no.smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer ti~e sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be deslroyed unless mailing Lnstructions are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send ongmal documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liability of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement as published 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that there shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
Name 
Phone 
CLASS IF ICAT ION.  
Start  Date 
PLEASE CLEARLY '  PR INT  
6 
11 
16  
6 .75  
.Address  
12 
17= 
6 .90  
7 .70  
17 V ISA n MASTERCARD 
Credi t  Card  No. Exp i ry  Date~ 
~'OUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
2 3 
7 6 
13  
18  
7 .05  
~,00 
TERRACI  
Clip & Mall This  Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St_ Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 STANDARD 
10. REAL ESTATE 
4 
9 
14  
19  
7 .20  
0,15 
For longer acl, 
Phone 
638-7283 
5 
10 
15 
20 - $6.60  
7~3S 
e .3o  
) leaSe  use  a iloplarate o; ,,~.; 
Fax 
638-8432 
This affordable one of 
a kind New Victorian 
Home is a must to view. 
1330 sq. ft., 3 bedrooms, 
1 1/2 baths for only 
$159,900.00 
including G.S.T. 
Call 635-7429 to v iew or 
join us at 2610 Braun on 
March 15th 11-3 p.m. 
for our open house. 
No agents please. 
1380 SQ ft, 4 bedrooms, 3 bath, 
gas fireplace, wood stove, hot 
water heat, finished basement, 
garage, brick]stucco exterior, 
$189,500. 635-8488, 3688 Ju- 
niper. 
1995 14 x 70 mobile home. 2 
bedroom, 2 bathroom, 5 ap- 
pliances, patio, set up in adult 
park. $79,900. phone 638-0985. 
2 1/2 acre lot in Jackpine Flats. 
Phone 638-0093. 
2 ACRES, 20 x 40 shop, small 
trailer, 10 minutes east of Ter- 
race. Asking $70,000 obo, 
Phone 635-7657. 
3 BEDROOM duplex downtown 
on Lazelle Ave. Commercial 
zoning double lot, great rental! 
Asking $185,000. Call 638- 
1880. 
i Beautiful Country  
Style Home 
On 1 Acre Lot ] 
by Skeena River Jl 
k - 4 Bdrms - Fireplace 
- 2 Bath - Wired Shop 12x20 
- 1836 Sq. Ft. 
s 168,000 Call 638-8375 
3 BEDROOM home, 960 sq ft, 
n/g heat, many renovations, 
fruit trees, shed and garden, 
sun deck, $115, 500. 4634 Gra- 
ham Ave. Call 638-7245. 
4 BEDROOM house, n/g heat, 
water, dryer, fireplace, double 
garage, large lot. Full base- 
ment, ceramic tile flooring in 
new kitchen, 3287 Crescent St., 
635-6891, $165,000. 
4114 YEO street. New family 
home. Beautiful view, 2300 sq 
ft.. double garage, finished 
basement, 3 complete bath- 
rooms, on bench. Contact 
Rossco Ventures Ltd. 638-0161 
or 635-5859. 
4116 YEO street. New execu- 
tive 2 bedroom bungalow for 
professional couple. Panoramic 
view, 1200 sq feet, double ga- 
rage, large kitchen, 2 complete 
bathrooms, low maintenance. 
Contact Rossco Ventures Ltd. 
638-0161 or 635-5859. 
BEAUTIFUL BULKLEY VAL- 
LEY lakefront 4 bedroom family 
home, t.6 acres, open design, 
year round recreation, quiet 
pastoral setting, $230,000. 1- 
250-260-1730. 
r 
"i [/~ELCOIV[E 
"/~AGON 
•StNCa 1930 
Your Welcome 
Wagon 
Hostesses for 
Terrace, B.C. 
are: 
E la ine  635-3018 
Ter ry  635-6348 
Crys ta l  635-3531 
G i l l l an  635-3044 
If you have 
moved to Terrace 
or have just had a 
new baby, or are 
getting married, or 
starting a new 
kbusiness, just give 
one of us a call. j 
BEAUTIFUL COUNTRY style 
home on a one acre lot by the 
Skeena River. 4 ~edrooms, 2 
baths, 12 x 20 wired shop. 1836 
sq ft. Asking $168,000. Call 
638-8375 for more information. 
CONDO FOR sale near town 
and schools, 3 bdrm, 2 bath, 
deck off yard, many more op- 
tions. For more info call 638- 
8410. 
CUSTOM BRIGHT 3400 sq ft. 
log home on 5.74 acres, 8 
minutes from town. Spectacular 
view of glacier and mountains. 
Large common room, open 
kitchen, 5 bedrooms include, 
S00 sq ft master bedroom w/an- 
suite and walk-in entrance. Too 
many extras to list. Fully land- 
scaped pmperty, wired and in- 
sulated shop. Asking $285,000 
serious enquires only please at 
847-8881. 
DUPLEX LOTS for sale in Ter- 
race on South Kenney st. 
$35,000 each. For more infor- 
mation call 632-4406 or 632- 
5249. 
FOR SALE: 4 bedroom house 
in Horseshoe. Close to school 
and park, 1 1/2 bathrooms, n/g, 
finished basement, attached ga- 
rage, sundeck. Asking 
$149,500. Phone 638-0185. 
FOUR WEEK old home with le- 
gal rental suite in town. Suite 
has separate entrance and dri- 
veway. $147,500 call 638-8345. 
HOME IN Granisle on beautiful 
Babine lake. Renovated inside 
(very exquisite): includes new 
carpets, Three bedrooms up- 
stairs, basement unfinished. 
New roof, large back yard on to 
crown land. Phone: 1-250-697- 
2397. 
HOUSE FOR SALE: Horse- 
shoe, Munroe & Cleon. Mature 
trees on large lot with heated 
shop, fenced yard. Good starter 
home. 2 bedrooms plus den, 
natural gas furnace, Priced to 
sell. $105,000.00. Phone 635- 
0737. Ask for Claude. 
OLDER TWO bedroom house 
on a quiet street in Thornhill, 
N/G heat, 4 appliances, large 
lot and shed and fruit trees, 
needs some work, asking 
$70,000 obo. Call 632-7717. 
OUR STRESS REDUCER 
MORTGAGE can slash your 
payments, or provide cash. You 
only require EQUITY in property 
or mobile. Call Intel Financial 
Inc., Members Better business 
bureau, phone 638-8211. 
REVENUE PROPERTY duplex 
in Thornhill, side by side, two 
bedroom units, $97,000 for 
more information call 638-0714. 
THE GEM of the Shuswap. Ter- 
rific investment opportunity. 
Mini Mall with Triple Net 
ten6nts. In the downtown core. 
Cap rate of 9%. Asking only 
$81 O,O00.00. Possible vendor 
financing. For more info on this 
or other Shuswap investments 
contact Bob Dunn 1-800-890- 
9166 Salmon Arm Realty. 
UGLY TUB? I can reglaze your 
tub so that it shines like the day 
it was installed. Your choice of 
180 colours. Call Altima Refin. 
ishinq. 1-250-638-6388. 
"ROUND LAKE Ranch" 215+ 
acres on Round Lake Rd, Ex- 
cellent. Near new buildings, 
good corrals, pasture & hay- 
land. Have water dug-out, and 
spring fed well and Round Lake 
water. Equipment available 
separately. 1-250-846-5553. 
14 X 70 mobile homes, new for 
sale in Burns Lake. Starting at 
$19,500, No taxes payable on 
our B.C. registered homes. Call 
1.250-692-3375 or 1-250-692- 
7295. 
1973 PREMIER 12 x 68, two 
bedrooms, 4 appliances, wood 
stove, oil heat, joey shack.. Lo- 
cated in freeport trailer park. 
Nlos location. $23,000, call 692- 
7490. 
1982 14 x 70 mobile home. 3 
bedroom, must be moved. Lo- 
cated in Telkwa. 1-250-846- 
5400. 
1984 14 x 71 mobile home, 
vaulted ceiling, 4 appliances, no 
wood paneling. $28,000.00 de- 
livered. 1980 nabco 14 x 70, 4 
appliances $22,000.00 deliv- 
ered. Five other mobile homes 
to choose from, 1-800-809- 
8041. 
LOOKING FOR a mobile home 
at a great price? 1982 14 x 70 3 
bdrm, front living room with 5 
appliances, $28,000. 1985 14 x 
70 2 bdrm, 2 bull baths, 
$35,000. Blocked and leveled. 
Free Deliveryill Lakeview Me- 
bile Homes, Moose Jaw, Sask. 
Call today.,..1-306-694-5455. 
MOBILE HOME pads available 
now. Order your new home to- 
day Boulderwood MHP. Call 
Gordon 638-1182. 
i 
...... %.,: 
. . . . . .  • . . . . . . . . . .  ~t.!:i:::~::;ii~::'iiii;~ii 
3 year old executive strata 
duplex 1395 sq.fl. 
• 3 bedrooms * 2 gas fireplaces 
• Ceramic tile • Large lot 
• Carport • Paveddriveway 
A MILst See! 
13.9,?OO per side 
Phone. 638-8084 
2 BEDROOM Triple E manufac- 
tured home, featuring fireplace, 
microwave jaccuzi tub, agrlic 
block windows, set up in adult 
park. Call 635-5350. 
COME TO J & G's Mobile 
Home Sales Inc. in Alberta for 
great deals on quality guar- 
anteed homes. Phone us at 1- 
403-458-6398. 
KERMODE PARK home sales 
located accross from weigh 
scales, featuring modular 
homes and 14 x 70 mobile 
homes. Call 635.5350, 
KERMODE PARK Home Sales, 
has a large selection of 
manufactured homes and pads 
to put them on, Give us a call at 
633-5350. 
LARGE SELECTION of reno- 
vated 12' and 14' wide homes, 
starting at $8,500 and $15,200. 
New 1997 14 x 70, $42,900. 
Will deliver. Jandel Homes. 1- 
403-478-1404, 
MOBILE HOME towing. Fair 
competitive prices, Call now for 
spring summer bookings. Yello- 
wnead Trailer Towing your rep- 
utable movers. Phone 1-250- 
847-8986. 
SRI MANUFACTURED home, 
w baths, skylights, microwave, 
completely set up in adult park. 
Call 635-5350. 
14 X 70 3 bedroom mobile 
home on private lot in Thornhill, 
natural gas heat. $850 per 
month. Phone 638-8084. 
2 BEDROOM basement suite 
near college $450. Call 638- 
1164 after 5:00 pro. 
2 BEDROOM basement suite, 
no pets. No smoking. $600 
monthly includes utilities. Phone 
635-4947. 
2 BEDROOM condo, n/g fire- 
place, dishwasher, laundry facil- 
ities, ensuite, carport, security 
entrance, references required. 
$800 per month. Call 6380797. 
2 BEDROOM suite availalbe 
immediately, no pets, 4940 
Aqar ave. Call 635-2932. 
2 BEDROOM suite in well 
maintained duplex, 5 applianc- 
es, close to downtown. Refs 
and security deposit required. 
N/S and no pets, $600 per 
month. Phone 635-7391 or 638- 
7883. 
3 BEDROOM split level condo, 
two blocks from city centre. 
Modern deco. $850 per month, 
no pets, ref's required, Call 635- 
2126. 
ACCEPTING APPUCATIONS 
for large 2 bedroom basement 
suite in Horseshoe area, Close 
to downtown, no pets. Refer- 
ences required. Available 
March 15th. Phone 635-9340. 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY,'3 
bedroom mobile home. Updat- 
ing 2 or 4 appliances in Pine 
Park with fenced yard, $675 per 
month. References required. 
Phone 635-2126. 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY, 4 
bedroom duplex, downtown on 
Lazelle, $800 per month, plus 
utilities, an damage deposit, 
Call 638-1880. 
2 BEDROOM apartment avail- 
able immediately. Damage dpst 
& ref's required, $575 per 
month. Phone 635-1126 or 635- 
6991. 
2 BEDROOM apartment; cen- 
trally located; rent $560, in- 
cludes heat and hot water. No 
pets; adult oriented; references 
required. Apply to P.O. Box 941 
Terrace B.C. V8G 4R2. 
2 BEDROOM trailer, large addi- 
tion, natural gas and wood heat. 
Newly renovated, 3 appliances, 
$700 plus deposit. Call 638- 
1481 or 635-1780. 
"THE VERDICT IS IN!" 
KULDO 
COURTS 
632-2450 
VIEWPOINT 
632-4899 
~ ~st  place to live 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY, 
room to rent to responsible per- 
son. Close to college. All utili-' 
ties included, w/d, own phone, 
$350 per month. Phone 635- 
3790. 
BACHELOR, ONE bedroom 
and 2 bedroom apartments for 
rent. Phone 635-6428 or 635- 
5136. 
CUNTON MANOR: We are 
taking applications for a 
bachelor suite, $420; and a 1 
bedroom apartment, $480. No 
pets, References required, 
Phone 635-3475. 
DUPLEX FOR rent, available 
April 1st, 3 bedroom, 1 1/2 bath, 
n/g heat, $750 per month. Ref. 
erences required. Call 638- 
1394 after 5 pro. In Thornhlll. 
3 BDRM apadmentJhouse in 
Thornhill near school on Pine 
St. Available April 1st. Phone 
635-3583. 
3 BDRM trailer in Thornhill, has 
own yard, $600 per month, Plus 
damaqe deposit. Call 635-9530. 
3 BEDROOM apadment local- 
ed almost downtown, Refdgera. 
tor, stove, dishwasher, Laundry 
room with hook-up. Sorry, no 
pets, References required. Ca. 
hie included but utilities are ex- 
tra. Available April 1st. $735,00 
per month. 638-0797. 
3 BEDROOM condo. F/a, close 
to schools and down town. No 
pets, available March 15/97, 
$800 per month Call 636-0714. 
that understands .... ~ ............. :~i~= , ~i ~ 
your needs. 
'97 Civic LX Sedon . " ' -  
Looking [or style wiflmut pretense? Functionality that's till fuzz? In that 
case, expect a lot of satisfaction [rom your new Civic Sedmz. A spacious 
interior, a smooth ride, pinpoint }mndling ,,rod a responsive engine all spell 
freedom beldnd Ihe wheel. Value-packed features include: 
• power steering abrakes • AM/FM Stereo with 4 speakers 
• 6o/4o fold.down rear seatback • full wheel covers... & lots more] 
• dual ahbags (SR$) = tilt steering 
• dual remote mirrors 
ModehEJ653V 
MONTHLY 
AT TIME 
OF 
DELIVERY 
END 
OF LEASE 
:::PLUS IAXES O.A.C~ :
: PLUS TAXES AT TIME 
ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHI NG 
INCLUDED IN 
~IMoNTHLY PAYMENTS 
TOTALLING $ 9 ,776  +TAXES 
ABSOLUTELY  EVERYT} i lNG 
INCLUDING 
Down Payment • I" Payment • St¢udty 0el:x~lt 
• Appllcab~eTu ,.~• 0o(:umlnt RI~ 
. FrzlBht and PDI 
YOUR OPTIONS ARE... 
s. Return the car & walk Iwsy subject o 
excess damap • Kin. ¢he~is, 
a. Buy at the luar|ntHd future value, 
3. Trade the cur towards s NEW Honds, 
4838 HWY 16 W, TERRACE Dealer #9662 1-800-665-1990 * 638-8171 
YOUR B,C, D~RS BUILT WITHOUT COMPROMISE. (~'2d ~ 
1~8- The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, March 12, 1997 
Terrace 
Chrysler Ltd, 
PLYMOUTH/ 
.CHRYSLER I 
'96 Jeep.Grand 
CheroKee 
Automatic, NC, Power 
Windows & Locks, Cruise, Tilt 
$31,995 
'96 Plymouth Breeze 
Automatic, NC, Cruise, Tilt 
$17,588 
'96 Chrysler Intrepid 
6 Cylinder, Auto., Cruise, 
Cassette/Stereo & more 
818,995 
'95 Dodge Stratus E,S, 
V6, Automatic, A/C, Cruise, 
Tilt, Power Wind. & Locks, 
12,000 kin. Now 817,995 
'94 Dodge Ram 1500 
4x4 Pick up Laramie SLT 
Y-8, Automatic, NC, Cruise, 
Tilt, Power Windows & Locks 
$23,995 
' FORE 
'89 Ford F-150 4x4 
Extra Cab, V-8, XLT Lariat, 
NC, Power Windows 
& Locks, Cruise, Tilt 
was $11,995 now $9,99§ 
'95 Ford Contour 
Automatic, A/C, Cruise 
was $15,995 r~ow $14,895 
'95 Ford F-150 4x4  
Extra Cab, NC, Tilt, Cruise 
was $22,588 now $21,588 
'93 Ford F-350 4x4 
8 Cylinder, 5 Speed, Diesel 
was $19,995 now S18,985 
'92 Ford F-150 4x4 
8 Cylinder, Auto, Cruise, 
Cassette/Stereo, NC, Tilt 
was $15,995 now 814,995 
'92 Ford 4x4 
5 Speed, Canopy 
was $14,995 now 813,995 
'95 Ford Mustang 
Automatic, NC, Cruise, Tilt, 
Power Windows & Locks, 
28,000 km 
$17,588 
'g0 Ford F-150 4x4 
8 Cylinder, NC, Tilt, 
Cruise, Canopy 
was $10,995 now $9,985 
m m ~t l~r~.  
'95 Chev Tahoe 
4dr, 4x4, loaded, super clean 
$36,995 
'96 Sunfire 
5 Speed, Stereo/Cassette 
$14,995 
'95 GMC 4x4 
820,095 
95 GMC 
Suburban 4x4 
Loaded 
$34,995 
'94 Chev Cavalier 
Automatic, Cassette/Stereo 
810,995 
'94 Ponti~o,:~:~i:J Prix 
A ed 
!iii!,!!!ii:i ...... 
'94 Nissan Pathfinder 
5 Speed, Stereo/Cassette, 
Power Wind. & Locks, Cruise 
824,995 
'95 Dodge 3500 
Club Cab, Cummins delsel, 
Automatic, SLT Laramie, 
I, oaded, Canopy 
$32,995 
'95 Toyota 4Runner 
V6, Autom~)i~;:: !~i::i,, Tilt, 
Pow~~ocks ,  
• "$32,995 
295 Toyota. 
lacoma 4X4 
Extra Cab, 5 Speed 
$21,995 
'94 Toyota ~:~ry  
Auto m ati ~?~Ii;V~!~C ks & 
Win~~V~More  
~,9e5 
'94 Toyota Pick up 
4x4 Extra Cab, V6, 5 Speed 
$10,995 
'88NZssan 
Pathfinder SE 
4x4, Power Wind. & Locks 
$1o,995 
Terrace 
Chrysler Ltd. 7T ~r~i~ AcE 
4912 ihvy. 16 West 
635-7187 
1-800-313-7187 
DLR. 5997 
EASY GOING empty nester 
wishes to share six bedroom 
house in Horseshoe with re- 
sponsible adults of similar na- 
ture male or female, utilities, 
own fridge in room, laundry ca- 
ble & separate. Phone in each 
room. $350 per month, Call bet- 
wean.7 -  8:30 pro, Call 635- 
0642. 
FOR:RENT in Thornhill trailer 
court. 3 bedroom with hobby 
room' available Immediately, 
suitable for professional work- 
ing c~uple references and dam- 
age deposit required. No pets 
636-1393 leave messaqe. 
FURNISHED BASEMENT 
bachblor suite, for quiet single 
working person only. No pets, 
$40 0 per month plus damage 
deposit. Phone635-3191; .... 
LARGE SPOTLESS duplex in 
Upper Thornhill. Fridge, stove, 
3 bedrooms, finished attic, 
basement, large fenced yard. 
$825/ month. N/S only. Avail- 
able immediately. For applica- 
tions and to view please call 
635-4368. 
NEW 2 bedroom duplex in 
Horseshoe area. Full basement, 
sky light, blinds, bay window. 
Available now. N/S, $880 per 
month. References required. 
Phone 635-3095. 
NEW 2 bedroom units in 4 plex. 
5 appliances, n/g fireplace, mini 
storage, $650 per month. 1 
available immediately, 3 avail- 
able Feb 1/97. Phone 638-2071 
or 635-4954 eveninqs. 
NEW 3 bedroom house avail- 
able immediately on quiet south 
side of Terrace. All 5 appliances 
included, references required. 
$900 per month. For more infor- 
mation call Prince Rupert, 624- 
5215 after 5 pro. 
ONE BEDROOM trailer for rent 
suitable for single person. $450 
oar month. Phone 638-1396. 
QUIET RESPONSIBLE 
ROOMMATE to share large 5 
bedroom house in Horseshoe 
area, $300 per month. Phone 
635-0571. 
ROOM AND board available for 
single, responsible male in pri- 
vate residence. More info 
phone 635-2842. 
ROOM FOR rent March 15th for 
student or working person. 
Transportation required, n/s. 
Call 635-5294. 
ROOM FOR rent. Room and 
board, references required. 
Available March 15/97. $450 
per month. Call 635-3018. 
ROOMATE WANTED imme- 
diately to share a 3 bedroom 
duplex in town. Must be mature, 
reliable and clean. $325 per 
month, 1/2 utilities, damage de- 
posit and references required. 
Please leave name and phone 
#, ask for Jenny, 635-1155. 
SUMMIT SQUARE apartments, 
2 bedroom available. April 1st, 
$600/month. Call 635-7058. 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite, cozy charming rural resi-. 
dence. All utilities included, 
small pet ok, excellent for one 
or two adults. Refs 635-0198, 
$700. 
Thornhill water/dryer. Fenced 
property storage shed, pleasant 
gardens, pet's welcome, no alli- 
gators please. $650/month, 
638-1797 evenin.qs. 
WAREHOUSE SPACE wanted: 
Close to town, 1000 to 2000 sq 
ft. Suitable to store lumber, 
hardware and a few tools. 
Phone 635-0737 or fax 635- 
0937. 
bench, finished basement, 
fenced yard, call 638-1164 
even inqs. 
I Summit Square I 
I Apartments I 
i 1 & 2 Bedroom Units I 
I Quiet & Clean I 
I ' No Pets. [ 
~01 COMMERCIAL 
SPACE FORRENT 
Lazelle Ave., second floor; 
three offices connected; air- 
conditioned. Phone 635-3475. 
FOR RENT: office space, 241 
sq ft, second floor; 4644 Lazelle 
Ave; air-conditioned. Phone 
635-3475. , 
A place to rent/lease 
almost 1000 sqft. for III 
office or retail. III 
pips III 
3000 sqfl. at back. III 
For a total of 4000 III 
sqfi. We will modify 
to suit your needs. 
Phone: 638-0555 II 
01d D0g&Suds building for lease. Ill 
Owne vat II finam you up I0111 
$20,000 and you (an open a r~s-III 
louranl,, d.r'm lhru senfo0d. ~nll I 
sooner lhe betler 111 
Told lease 849.00 per rnanth 
Surveys how lhal you could 300 
coffee's by 10 a.m. 
Phone: 
638-0555 
After hours call 635-3327 
zl0. cOMMERCIAL  
SPACE-FOR RENT 
FORREHTOR LEASE 
1008 sq. ft. of office or retail 
Goo~ace in Thornhill. 
location, reasonable 
rent. Availabb Immediately 
(604) 849-5080 
I 
OFFIC____EE SPACE AVAILAB_.__._._~ 
450 square reaL. $595/month 
all inclusive in the 
ALMARLIN BUILDING, 
3215 Eby St, Torrace, BC 
635-7191 
!1111 
$$$ SAVE up to 75% on kitch- 
en and bath renovations and 
remodeling. Call Altima refinish- 
ing for a free estimate, 638- 
6388 or 1-800-639-7518. 
2 50 gallon Rheem n/g hot wa- 
ter tanks. Used once/one day 
$250 each. Phone 635-2362, 
24" ELECTRIC stove; good 
condition; $150. Phone 635- 
3475. 
APPLIANCE REPAIR. Big or 
small, I fix them all. 
Refrigerators, freezers, alr con- 
ditioners, appliances. Call 
Mountain Range Appliance Re- 
pair. Ask for Nathan, 635-9428. 
For Lease 
Downtown Location 
Emerson & Greig 
Suitable for 
Retail or Offices 
Ground level, H/C Access 
1,700 sq. ft. 
Renovated to 
your specifications 
~®~ 
Terrace Professional Building, centrally 
located. 5,000 ft. available. This space can 
be divided. Exterior newly renovated. 
Contact John Strangway at 635-3333 
FRESH SEAFOOD i 
CHATHAM smmm SEAFO(m 
Tel/Fax 638-1050 
HALIBUT " SHRIMP 
CRAB * SOLE • COD 
BUY ORSELL 
Tupperware 
KAREN MAI"rEIS 
635-7810 Pacific 
HERBAflFE INDEPENDENT • 
= : 6JSTRiBUTORS ' ' : ,:  
, Fax 12501,635-4702: 
: 1-SOO-696-S86~" : 
~ Skeena 
Driving 
School 
"The Keys to Safe Driving" 
I Girl Certificates I 
Looking for that 
hard to find gift for 
Christmas, 
Birthdays or 
• Graduation~ 
Assessments /~{ - ; 
• Evaluafions ~ / y  
Prince Rupert "" 
Tog free 1-800-66S-7998 
PH/'EAX 635-7532 
BABY CRIB, Fisher Price high 
chair, Strolee car seat, Grace 
play pen. Excellent shape, 
$200. Call 635-7168. 
BAR, G.E. fridge and small 40" 
table with 4 wood chairs. Phone 
635-5692, 
KENMORE CLASSIC portabl e
24" dishwasher, black console, 
4 colour door panel, jumbo sil- 
verware basket & knife basket, 
4 wash cycles, 1-6 hour delay, 
adjustable upper rack w/folding 
cup shelf. $450. Also Queen 
waterbed w/6  large drawers, 2 
sets sheets, mattress pad, $75. 
Phone 635-4366. 
NO POWER. No batteries. No 
solar power. A radio designed 
for remote Africa is now avail- 
able in B.C, Great for disaster 
emergency kits, cottagers, boat- 
ers, hunter, snowmobilers, rem- 
ote camp workers and for peo- 
ple who wish to reduce batter- 
ies in landfills, Available at 
Smithco, R.R. #t, $7 C7, 
Smithers, B.C. VOJ 2NO, 1- 
250-847-1973. 
SOLID OAK dining room table- 
2 leaves, six chairs, buffet and 
hutch, ec. Slumber magic ad- 
justable bed, like hospital bed, 
Sinqle bed, ec. Call 635-5004. 
SPRING SALE! Looking to ren- 
ovate? Our top quality wood 
flooring is on sale? Birch Floor- 
ing - Clear White Strip, 15% dis- 
count! Regular price $4.20 sq ft. 
Now only $3.57 sq ftl Attractive, 
high quality, solid wood flooring. 
Suitable for high traffic areas. 
Environmentally friendly. Easy 
installation! Mouldings to match. 
While stock lasts. (Men. to Fri. 8 
- 5) Sale Ends: March 31/97. 
France's Lake Woodworking, 
phone 695-6405 fax 695-6550. 
CHINA =@,  
1997 " 
Sept. 15 to Oct. 6, i 997 
Beiing, Kashgar, Urumqi, 
Turpan, Dunhuang, Xi'an, 
Shanghai. Canada-Chlna 
Friondship Association 
escorted tour from Beljing 1o 
Kashgar in the Western 
Desert. The tour includes 
transportation, tips, visas, 
hotels, English speaking 
guides, most mea 
$4950 Canadian funds 
from Vancouver. 
For brochure call Jean 
Thomson 635-3159 
CASH FOR old synths/ksy- 
boards -looking for Roland, 
Moog, sequential ARP, Korg, 
etc, Even if not in working con- 
dition. Call Kevin, days at 638- 
1158. 
1963 THUNDERBIRD 2 door 
hardtop, 390 V-8 auto, pb, ps, 
air, power windows and seat. 
All new interior and truck. No 
rust, body excellent, cllrome ex- 
cellent. New tires, brakes, 
wheel bearings, seals, etc. All 
work documented, Hasn't been 
driven since, Runs super, over 
#12,000 spent. Valued at 
$18,000 U.S. Try your offer or 
trade and drive it away. It's got 
to go. Phone/fax Lynn Scott 1- 
250-846-5435, 
Let these 
profe.sslonals help 
you w,th your home 
work from the 
ground up! 
- - -  ~ i I Panason ,c  : i  
Totem Countrywide Furniture 
~ N. Let aprofessional do ~,~ I For e l f  your  decorating needs 
' the job, call PNJfor: ~Asdo~.om~'Je BuP~CEit(~e ~, 
• Carpel ~ " Lighting Fixtures ,~ z 
Se,;Ji,ce's:ltle;~;~aHon P PF~t P ;  5UlsT-°;9~ 0 : • (eramicl]les ~.##~.~='~ Window . I ~  ~ e AreaRugs ~jf f ,~,~/~r'  Coverings ,I~, 
3702 Goheen PI YOUR DECOR 
- -  J 
This spot could be yours, 
, I Call Tracey Tomes at ! 
i 
~ 90. CARS FOR:. :, • • . ( * 
SALE : : .  
1966 PONTIAC Parissiane 2 
door, convertable auto. $3800 
obo. 1-250-692-7292. 
1980 STOCK Camaro Berlinet- 
ta. Well maintained, $3,000 
OBO, 635-8200• 
1986 FORD Escort GT. Alpine 
stereo & speakers, sun roof, 
new front tires, grey & black. 
Motor in excellent condition. 
$3500.00 obo. Phone 635- 
8200. 
1986 PONTIAC Sunbird, 4 
door, 4 cylinder, auto, 
am/fm/cassette, $1000 obo. 
Call 635-9252, 
1987 TOYOTA Celica GTS fully 
equipped. Asking $5800. Phone 
635-2276. 
1987 TOYOTA Supra, mint 
condition, Firm, $13,000. Low 
mileage. Never been winter dri- 
ven. One owner vehicle. Days 
692-7959 or 1-800-346-0766, 
eveninqs 1-250-692-3734. 
1988 CHEV Cavalier, 4 door, 
$1000. Call 638-1481. 
1989 FORD Tempo, low mile- 
aqe, $4200. Call 638-7730. 
1990 PLYMOUTH voyager S.E. 
105,000 km, 3.3 litre V6, trailer 
towing package. Asking $9,100. 
Phone 638-8628. 
1992 PONTIAC Sunbird 52000 
kms, PS, PB, PL, asking $7000 
obo. Call 635-6350. 
1994 SUBURBAN SLE $1500. 
4x4, c/w am/fro cd, auto, cruise, 
tilt arc. Passenger ac/heat. 
692-7979 after 6 pro, 692-7706 
work. Ask for Tom. 
FINANCIAL DIFFICULTIES 
must sell everything immediate- 
ly: 1991 Camera RS, rare in 
Canada, imported from U.S., 
get ready for summer with this 
hot sports car! White exterior, 
red interior, 8 cylinder 305, 
standard trans., lots of power, 
only 53,000 miles. No rust, 
am/fro cassette with 4 speak- 
ers, lower than book value, ex- 
cellent condition, sacrifice sale 
at $9500 obo. Phone 635-1714. 
Also 19g3 Mustang LX, teal ex- 
terior, light grey interior, power 
steering, power drakes, power 
m~rrors, power windows, cruise 
control, am/fro cassette with 4 
speakers, 4 cylinder automatic, 
great gas mileage, excellent 
condition. Imported from U.S•. 
no rust, lower than book value, 
sacrifice sale, $9500 obo, 635- 
1714. Also 2 loud 4U! Clarion 
top of line car stereo system, 
new, never used, still in boxes, 
Clarion am/fro cassette, cd 
player, remote control, 18 cd 
disk changer, 7 band equalizer, 
G & S designs competition ser- 
ies, 700 watt amplifier. Speak- 
ers include: in rockford Fosgate 
Box; 2 JL audio 15" sub-woof- 
ers, 2 horns, 2 tweeters, plus 2 
1960 WILLYS 4x4 pickup. 350 
cu/in, small block, auto trans, 
3/4 ton front axle, 1 ton rear 
axle, BF Goodrich mud terrain 
tires, good running condition. 
One of a kind. $7500 obo, 635- 
3763. 
1989 F2 50 Ford, dual propane, 
excellent running condition. Too 
many new parts to list. 
$9000.00: Phone 635-8208. 
1993 LE Dodge Dakota extend 
1972 36' Albion caterpillar en- 
gine tricabin fiberglass yacht. 
All marine enemities, coast 
guard inspected. Turn-key oper- 
ation. New canvases and inflat- 
able with engine. Call or leave 
message 1-250-632-2564. Ask- 
inq $95,000. 
22 FOOT Reinell cabin cruiser. 
Repowered in 1993 with 5 liter 
(305) Alpha 1 Mercruiser along 
with new guages. Includes mar- 
cab, 4x4 pickup, with canopy ine radio, depth sounder, cabin 
am/fm cassette, air, tilt, cruisel heat, new aluminum fuel tanks, 
new all season tires. $15,000 full aluminum swim grid. Boat 
obo. Call 635-5168. comes with 4,600 Ib galvanized 
tandem roadrunner trailer. Own- 
1995 DODGE Ram Sport 4x4, er has purchased rigger boat. 
ext. cab; black, 360,auto, fully Asking $13,500. Phone Kitimat 
1-250-632-5345 eveninqs. loaded, tinted windows, step 
bars =and box rails. Like new 
only 9800 kms. $30,000 obo 
847-6120. 
I d  I~:I  fr:1~,i li :( : l~ id  f1:1,1 ilLS1 ~j .J f [o lv : t  i~  
~ 7  . 
230.i PERSONALS 
n rt:] +t l:1 :Ill H :l'DllJli~hi : l , ] l i  
~976 FORD Scamper motor- 
home sleeps 6, 460 on pro- 
pane, duals, goo~ condition 
$8000 obo. 18 1/2 Silverline 
boat, 115 hp, Merc. heavy duty 
trailer, $5500. Phone 635-0028. 
1980 DODGE van. long wheel 
base factory camperized, goo¢ 
running condition, $5500 obo. 
Call 635-7570. 
DISCOUNT RV'S over 200 new 
& used motorhomes, diesel 
pushers, slide outs. trailers, van 
conversions, campers, trades 
are welcome, we deliver. Only 
at Voyager RV Centre Hwy 97 
Winfield BC. Call us free 1-800- 
Polk audio 5 1/2" speakers 668-1447 orlnternet www.voya- 
valued over $2800. •Sacrifice ~ fler-R~Vrcnm- 
sale', must se i:L'..Imme~mtely .:" 
$1800. Phone 635-1714. 
"88 PONTIAC Tempest 4dr, 4 
cyl;, 5 sp. Newer battery, alter- 
nator, water pump, muffler, 2 
tires, starter. Regular main- 
tenance. Reliable Chew trans- 
port, $2900 aDO. Call 635-5022. 
1993 HARLEY Davidson Sport- 
ster stock, loaded with extra 
chrome and goodies. Only 6000 
~ms. $7900. 692.7313 or 692- 
3504. 
1987 SUMATOMA 2800 (link 
belt 2800) hydraulic thumb, 
guarded, wrist. $50,000 obo. 1- 
250-692-7292. 
WOODCRAFT PORTABLE 
Sawmills Canada Ltd. attn: log- 
ger, Ranchers, Lumbermen. 
Break up special. Original 
Woodcraft podable sawmill. 
Rancher special $12,799, gas 
fully loaded $22,600, and yes, 
we have Diesel power fully 
loaded $24,950. Make money, 
save money. Toll Free: 1-888- 
339-0121. 
TOUCH of the wild. Hybrid 
wolf pups. Excellent compan- 
ions. very intelligent, faithful, 
ooedient. Call 847-4959. 
C.K.C. LABS, ch. Moodlines, 
spring litter planned. For more 
info call 1-250-694-3654. 
CKC REGISTERED BLACK 
lab retriever pups. Tattooed, 
wormed, shots. Great family 
Dog, ready to go. $300 - $400 
842-6447. 
REGISTERED COLLIES, 
champion parents, puppies, 
adults, pet, show, health, tem- 
perment. Guaranteed shipping 
cost reduction prices negotiable 
champion stud Available 635- 
4217. 
THE TACK STORE. Everything 
for the horse lover. Gifts. har- 
ness and saddlery. 4 kms. out 
of Telkwa on Skillhorn Road. 
Wednesday to Saturday, 10 am 
- 4 pm or by appointment 846- 
9863• 
-PAYMENTS:+: ill 
LOWER:THAN II 
• YOU, MIGHT-: ::JI 
IMAGINE.Q:;II 
1989YAMAHA exciter: paddled 
long-track, lowered chain-case 
aluminum skis. cover. ERC 
$2000 lirm. Extra pads: exciter 
lugs, pistons twin p~pes. 38 mm 
fiat slide carbs. $550 firm. Call 
635-7526. 
1993 ARCTIC Cat Wildcat 700, 
Darted. ~olished and ;)iped. ski 
skins, ow km, mint shape. 
$5000.1-250-695-6653. 
'92 ARCTIC Cal EXT. 550 2" 
aggressive track, decker ~lpes. 
$4000 in new accessories. Will 
sacrifice for $4000 635-1542 
Serious offers only. 
B-OATS- A N D 
: MARINE 
1994 AEROSTAR extended 
4.0L automatm, fully loaded. 
remote start excellent condi- 
tion, $17,500. Phone 635-3175 
8 REG. polled yearling hereford 
bulls. One ton GMC farm truck 
for hauling livestock or wood- 
shavings. Good running condi- 
tion. $2300 obo. Call 846-5494. 
AFRICAN BLACK ostriches for 
sal~.122 months old. Hens+~and • 
roosters. Excellent health, good 
breeding stock. Laying eggs 
this spring. Microchipped. 
Priced right. 1-250-996-8915 
anytime. 
ALFALFA/GRASS MIX hay. 
Square bales, Braeside Road, 
Vanderhoof. Phone 1-250-567- 
4945. 
GORGEOUS REGISTERED 
Quarterhorse stallion, ~reeding 
of worlds top 5 families, lots of 
chrome. Improve your breeding 
operation. 1-250-692-3722. 
hay, suitable for horses or 
cattle. Also straw, all in square 
bulls for sale by private treaty. 
f6 FT. fiberglass wood river Also consigning to Vanderhoof 
boat 50 hp. Merc. Jet. Comes bull sale April 12th, and 
with trailer Exc. running+ Williams Lake bull sale April 
condition $2.200. 638-8809. 18th. X bar Simmentals. 567- 
37.6' STEEL tug alum. house 4127or567-5307, 
V12 Detroit 1271, 500 hp. REGISTERED QUARTER- 
$59,000 obo. 75' x 38' camp on HORSE, 7 years old gelding, 
log float, includes 30' x 10' dapple grey, 16.3 hh, beginner 
workshop. Sleeps 6 - 8. Com- dressage, $4000, Call 1-250- 
~lete. $13,500 obo. Phone 1- 695-6548. 
250.632-7057. REGISTERED QUARTER- 
DON'T WAIT till you're going HORSE, 7 years old, gelding; 
fishing. Get your boat seats re- Dapple grey, 16,3hh, beginner 
covered and boat tops and dressage. $4000. 1-250-695- 
frames made up early. Satellite 6548, 
Vinyl Fabrics. 4520 Johns REGISTERED YEARLING red 
Road, Terrace, 635-4348. Angus bulls gentle, halter 
TERRACE 
ATTENTION[ 
FORD DIESEL TRUCK OWRERS 
I 
WORMS - Complete starter kit 
or bulk. Compost. Red Wiggler 
Eadhworms, Free literature and 
sound advice. On sale until 
April 15, 1997. 15% off regular 
price, (Seniors 20% off). To 
start composting now call: 1- 
250-845-7783 Bulkley Valley 
Earthworm Hatchery. 
WORMSI COMPLETE starting 
kit or bulk earthworms. Free lit- 
erature and sound advice: On 
sale: 15% off regular price to 
start composting now. 1-250- 
845-7783. Bulkley Valley Earth. 
worm Hatchery. 
EUROPEAN WILD boar meat. 
Whole or by the side. Phone 
849.5672 or 849-5560. 
LOST, SILVER bracelet that 
can be identified. Has silver na- 
tive carve design. Please phone 
638-0127. 
41 YEARS old, decent man, 
5'10", 1751bs, enjoys spods, 
camping, reading, gardening 
and dancing. Seeking decent 
woman age 30 - 38 with similar 
interest contact Terrace Stan- 
dard File #45. 
FOR FREE information on the 
Watchtower society of Jeho- 
vah's Witnesses or the church 
of Jesus Christ Latter Day 
Saints. The Mormons call 1- 
250-847-5758 for recorded 
message. 
GIRLSt GIRLSt Girls! Talk to 
them live! 1-900-451-5302 ext. 
2741. $3.99 per minute. Must 
De 18 years. Procall Co. 1-602+ 
954-7420. 
DID YOU know that.....? By six 
to seven weeks after concep- 
tion, all the preborn child's vital 
organs are present. Terrace 
Pro-Life, Box 852 Terrace 635- 
9552. 
ARE YOU SAFE? 
TERRACE TRANSITION HOUSE 
offers 24 hour safe shelter to 
women with or without children, 
You can call. Even just to talk. 
Battering is not o.k! 
It is not o.k. for someone 
to hit you 
or push you 
or yell at you 
or scare you 
You can be safe. 
There are safe places, 
TERRACE TRANSITION 
HOUSE: 
635-6447 
24 HOURS A DAY 
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IF ALCOHOL is the problem, 
many have found help with 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. 
Phone 635-6533. 
PROFESSIONAL MAN, cauca- 
sian, mid 40's, Ev. Christian, 
likes travel, camping, walk- 
ing/dogs, people/ children, 
reading, lake fishing. Wishes to 
correspond with woman of simi- 
lar interests. Replies 100% con- 
fidential. Reply to Box AB7090 
c/o Pri~ ee George Citizen, P.O. 
Box 5;00 Prince George, B.c. 
V2L 5K9. 
SWM, 40'S, clean cut, clean 
shaven, heart of gold, n/s, n/d, 
seeks female who wants a long 
term relationship based on 
trust, honesty and most of all 
love. Race no barrier, Children 
most welcome. All replies an- 
swer P.O. Box 971, Terrace, 
B.C., VBG 4R2. 
PSYCHIC 
ANSWERS 
LIVE & PERSONAL 
RATED #1 IN  CANADA 
EYANLY RAYS TALK 
LIVE 1 ON | 
lolrl ~ GIFTED 
MONET ~ ur ACCURATE 
CAREER ~ PSYCHICS 
I -9@0-451-4055 
i 24 HRS. $2.99/min - 18+ 
:::: ~e. ~2 a e.~@ 
• :iii ~i %. i .  
~,at' !{ii .: ; i .:<, 
: :.+ 4!! r ~N. i~i!+:!~ +.
++i+~+ Storman Norman 
" :' Half (1 /2)Cen lury  
L t  March 14/97 
~'tove All Your Gids~P~ 
would like to 
THANK 
Doctors and staff 
at Mills Memor ia l  Hospital 
for wonderfu l  care 
NORTH 
A, Ocoassio.s 
Gift Basket ' , + ~ ~  
Heather Kirkaldy .~ t ~  , 
Ph: 635-9505 "-" '~Ei~ " 
or 635-4027 
"Let us add that personal Touch to Gift Giving" 
Trumpet  & Brass  Ins t ruct ion  
i~'t Bob Butehart 
,~:.~" (B,  Music  ) 
, , 20+ years of playing 
t ~IP'~ and teach ing  ~+ ~ exper ience 
(A member oF TIME) 
,~  ~ ~,~. HOUSE&CEILING 
CLEANING 
~ alk • Ceilings • General Oeaning •Doily "Weekly • Monlhly . ,,1 r/~ .+: . . (~ (¢ . -  ~ J ~. . , . .~ , .  . . . . .  L .;.~::, ~ . j ,2 : J .  
L o,eHo,=. m6 s-007, 
• ':" "E~°'~SERVING TIlE NORTH AND Ti OAY~HAGAN SINCE 1987 
M DRAFTING 
I COMPUTER DRAFTING 
• Residential • SmalICommercial 
30Years Experience 
638-8310 (Fax) 635-1247 
Gerard H. Michaud 
.~ 4936 Park Ave., Terrace 
This Space Could 
Be Yours! 
Call Tracey at 
638-7283 
":7+: 7: . . . . . . . . . . . .  + 
.: ::..: . . # # " 
bales. Can deliver 1-250-847- 
4083. ~ l'lemiful [[ mWsp '. +s,Oaz+s , LONE FIR ranch reg. polled as  ump Supply I Hereford Bulls. moderate birth 
weights, good selection, Also I ~  • gilJiardTables &AccessoriesJ 
bred commercial ~eifers for fall  Preservesl - - - * -  - - *=- -  Chemicals&Fragrances I 
er.Sale' (250)690-7527 Fort Fras- , I r ~ , ~ ~ = ~  , Hot Tub Toys & Accessories I 
PRI~_______.._._..__,....~,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,WINNII~G~.I.II, AHO j to l~u~nul l ,  m a I n I ~A, ,  n, l r t ,  m I • FREEWoterTesfing ] 
gelding,QUARTER15.1HORSEhh, buckskins2500. Phone# ] [  W ,&lgllll(ir(15 : Filtre Cleaning Services I 
Arab/Ouarterhorse bay mare, JeffTown ,~ I . . . .  ' o: :1 • : --- L,. PumpRel~irs I 
12501 635 3,.59 14.3hh $2500. Western saddle 
16". $450. Wintec sport saddle 3675 Walnut Dr. Fax #" / 
Terrace, B.C. / 
15". $400. Call 847-9113, 847- VSG 5G1 (250) 635-01  86  | 
2297. 
REG. YEARLING ~ Come see us 01 lhe Farmers Market May- October I 
5MALL BUT MIGHTY =. 
BUSINESS BUILDING ADVERTISING 
Terrace Standard ] Terrace Standard 
Business Directories I & Weekend Averltlser 
+-j^0o $40 oo week" ~111J per week** per 
"Based  on 2,5 readers  per  i ssue  "Based  on  13  week contract 
STANDARD 
3210 Clinton St. 
Terrace, 638-7283 
Fax: 638-8432 
~,,y$,r st .... www.  kermode.net  
, , .~.,): • email • internet access 
; ~  • web pages • training 
Terrace's only locally owned full service 
internet provider, 
RGS Internet Services 
4722 Lakelse Ave. 
Ph,: 635-3444 
Fax: 635-9727 emaih sales@kermode.net 
broke, Call 846-5722. 
SELLING QUARTER horses: 6 
year old gelding, excellent sad- 
dle horse, very good disposition 
$2600. 6 year old gelding, ex- 
cellent saddle horse for experi- 
enced rider $2400. 2 year stud 
colt, halter broke $800, unregts- 
terable. 4 year old mare, West- 
ern' saddle horse, harness, 
broke for sleigh, $2300. Unreg- 
isterable 7 year reg. stallion, 
western saddle, excellent seat, 
unlimited possibilities, $2300. 
2.5 year filly, halter broke. 
$1500, registerable, 2 year stud 
colt. halter broke $2000, regis- 
terable. Contacl 1.250-847- 
5430 Tami (Smithers BC). 
THE TACK Store, Start thinking 
about Christmas. Everything for 
the horse lover. T-shirts, mugs, 
Breyer horses, Order by Oct 15 
to avoid disappointment, Open 
Wednesday- Saturday. 10 - 4 
gin, Call 846-9863, 
YEARLING CHAROLAIS and 
Red Angus bulls. Also 2 - '2  
year old Red Angus bulls. Con- 
tact Giddings Bros, at 846- 
5628, 
%./  
(~,~ Desktop Publishingphone 638-0877bY Lee Burkitt 
#/ "% ~ 8ustness Image Design • Small Volume Publishing 
/ / )  Computer Tutoring 
VIC, TOR P. gA WE$ 
OPTOMETRIST 
638-8055 
#1 - 4748 LAKELSE, TERRACE 
(Also with locations in Smithers and Houston) 
PIONEER UPHOLSTERY 
since 1973 
FOR ALL YOUR UPHOLSTERY NEEDS 
We Re-Coven Soft 
rep 'acelJeepand bc 
.!, , ~cushl0n seami 
Claudette Sandecki 
3901 Dabble St. 
635-9434 
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260. IN :MEMORIAM 
ALLAN 
DUHAN 
Born on the morning of 
March 5, 1980, passed 
away only a few hours after 
sunset on March 5,1980. 
You are missed everyday 
my son. 
There's pain and 
emptiness in my heart 
that will never be filled 
/ill we meet again. 
Your memory grows 
stronger on every 
birthday you should of 
had. 
My beautiful boy, With/he 
bluest eyes I have ever 
looked into. 
I love you son. 
Your molher, Ihen, now 
and forever, 
Malanie Duhan Morris 
In Loving Memory of 
Debra Marie White 
March 15, 1996 
THIS IS FOR ALL THE TIMES WE 
HAVE SHARED SISTER. 
For every time we hod grabbed 
our sides while laughing 
together, 
For every time we had sl~"d a tear 
of compassion for each other's 
headaches, 
For every time we had Felt joy and 
strength E'om our closenesu as 
sisters & brother, 
thank you for being not only a 
sider for me, but a friend. 
Sister, all the memories we shared 
remind me of how special our 
relationship was. 
Our wonderful friendship was one 
of the greatest and best part oF 
my life. 
Whether it was a special occasion 
or just an ordinary day o[Ihe 
year, 
We are glad you were always 
there for us to tam to, 
And we are especially glad for 
the closeness we shared. 
We miss you deady 
Love Faye Sampare 
Sally Sampson 
Melvin While 
OBITUARY 
EVA DANIELS 
DANIELS. Eva Made Denials, 
(nee Cote), passed away Tuesday, 
4tll at Mills Memodal Hospital 
following e lengthy iflness. 
Born t~e youngest daughter of six. 
~il&'~, un ~ family farm at Rabbit 
Lake, Saskatchewan, Eva obsan~l 
her 67th birthday on J~uary 11th. 
Eva received her erlu~tion at 
Spidtwood, Saskatchewan and later 
obtalnsd her teaching soft,care in 
Regina, In the early 1960's she 
earned a Bachelor of Education 
degree f~am the Unlvemity of British 
Columbia. 
In October of 1952 Eva met and 
merded James (Jimmy) Daniels while 
she held atoadying post at Big Valley, 
Nse~. The couple moved ff0m the 
Prafrieo to Pdnce Rupert In 1956 and 
Eva taught at Conrad SYeet School 
before they chose to make Terrace 
their ~ant  home. 
Her teaching career in Terrace 
commeoued in 1958 and she taught at 
Riverside Elementary as well as 
Mk:haal Elen~nta~ before 
embaddng on a ten year pedod as 
Elementary Supervisor with Terrace 
school d~'icL Upon retirement, Eva 
served a single term as Trustee on the 
Te~ece Dts'eict School 8oard. 
Eva Oardels leaves to maim, her 
husband Jim of Lowde Avenue in 
Thomhill, son Danny of Terrace and 
san Jimmy Jr., daughter.in-law Bonnie 
and four grandchlldcun ~so of 
Terrace. Add~nally she leaves three 
bmthee~, a sister eM severe] nieces 
and ne~ews. 
Memorial services were held 
Tuesday, Maxch ltth fi'om Tenace 
Angflcan church ~ Reverand D. 
Howtun offidaUng. A private family 
interment earerrmny followed. 
In lieu of floral tributes, the family 
9m~ously ac~nowiedge~ cont~b~ons 
to tim Canadian Cancer Satiety. 
We wish to extend our most 
hes~felt thanks to the Medical and 
Nursing n~ at Mills Memorial 
Hospital for their kind and caring 
attentinn and assistance for our 
beloved wife and Mother (the Late 
Eva Denials). W~ special thanks to 
Dr. Erica Buck and her ~asouiates. 
Most sincerely, Jimmy Danicrs, 
sons Daniel and Jimmy Jr. and 
families 
ATI'ENTION SMALL business- 
es, why pay high accounting 
fees for your bookkeeping 
needs? For conDdential, profes- 
sional bookkeeping service. 
Manual or Computer call 635- 
9592. 
DO YOU Need Some R & R? 
Come to Lakeside Retreat for a 
B & B weekend and enjoy being 
pampered. Rainbow trout, 12' 
boat & gourmet meals. "Sweet- 
heart Special", family package 
or give yourself a treat, Phone 
1-604.573-4549, PInantan 
Lake, Kamloooe, 
DON'T REPLACE that old tub 
or s ink -  regleze Iti Co/our 
changes and chip repairs 
available, 562-8766 or 567- 
4171. 
DON'T REPLACE that old tub 
or sink-reglaze fit Color chang- 
es and chip repairs available. 
Call 562-8"/66 or 567-4171. 
HOME AND Pet care. Going 
out of town? Call "Keep Them 
Alive." One visit/day $7.00, Two 
visit/day $10.00. Lawns and 
gardens $10/watering day. Ref- 
erences available, 638-8069. 
UGLY TUB? I can reglaze your 
tub so that it shines like the day 
it was installed. Your choice of 
180 colours. 1-250-638-6388. 
55 THOUSAND dollars for an 
established flower shop. Locat- 
ed downtown Prince George 
B.C. 1-250-561-1921 evenings, 
1-250-563-8030 days, 1-250- 
563-4434 fax. 
800 SQ ft prime Lakelse Ave. 
retail space for lease. Call Rob 
at 638-1162, 
SLEEP YOURSELF thlnt Prov- 
en results. Call Linda at 1-888- 
438-1222. 
TERRACE STOCK Car Assoc, 
is looking for individuals or busi- 
nesses interested in supplying 
concession services at Terrace 
Speedway for the 1997 Race 
Season. Services would be re- 
quired every second weekend 
from May 11 - Sept 14. Must 
own self contained unit, hydro 
available, no water. Please sub- 
mit menus, prices lists & details 
of your operation to T.S.C.A. 
P.O. Box 1021 Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4V1 by April 1, 1997. 
WELL ESTABLISHED 125 
seat restaurant for sale or 
lease. Includes accommoda- 
tion. This could be the right 
business for a family working 
together. Great highway loca- 
tion in Dease Lake. Lots of R.V. 
Parkin.c1847-9648. 
GASOLINE, DIESEL, fuel cer- 
tificates as incentive. Take out, 
get yours free. Canadian com- 
pony, no competition, no inven- 
tory, low start up cost, exciting 
income potential. Phone/Fax 1- 
250-638-O662, Phone 1-250- 
635-6910. 
I"EMPORARY PART-TIME POSITION 
ACTIVITY ASSISTANT 
MENTAL HEALTH REHAB SERVICES 
Seeking an energetic individual to work with consumers of the 
Mental Health Rahab Services, in a community based program. 
Must be available for a minimum of 15 hours per week. 
Willingness to work flexible hours. Must agree to a Criminal 
RecordCheck and oath of Confidentialily. 
REQUIRED QUAUFICATIONS: Post Secondary Education and 
experience related to Social Services & Recreation fields. 
TO APPLY: Complete a TDCSS Application Form and submit a 
resume with covering lelter to the bllowing address: 
LOGGING COMPANY with 
yearly quota of 128,500 M3. 
Have a 5 year replaceable log- 
ging contract. Company is lo- 
cated in Prince George Forest 
Region. If interested in receiv- 
ing the particulars, send a fax to 
1-604-795-6156 by March 
22/96. 
ESTABLISHED BUSINESS in 
Terrace & Dish'ict Communily Services So¢iely 
Mental Heallh Rehab Services 
Pam Bibby, Interim Program Manager 
#I-3215 Eby SWeet ~ ¢:Z-"--....__ 
Terrace, B.C. VBG 2X6 
Phone: 635-2505 
CLOSING DATE: March 26, 1997 
growing centra! Car!boo city . . . . . . . .  
owner retiring, gas and wood 
stoves sales and installations. 
Well est. 25  years. Excellent 
potential. 1-250-392-2099. 
FRANCHISE BUSINESS for 
sale. Profitable, wel l  stocked 
store in beautiful northwest B.C. 
Tobacco, gifts and lottery in- 
cluded in turn-key operation. 
Located in Terrace's busiest 
mall. Evenings, 1 -250-635-  
3166. 
Nelworkers 
cceed like you dreamed, no • 
mpetitlon, free audio tape, I I  
24 hr. mess. 
1-888-411-5011 or J  
1-250-638-0811 r 
EARN UP to $700 weekly as- 
sembling simple products. Free 
details! Send S.A.S.E. to Box 
2032 Prince George, 6.C. V2N 
2J6. 
Completion is Open for the Position of a 
PERSONNEL MANAGER 
This position is under the supervision of 0nd responsible to the Executive 
Dired0r and subject to Nisga'a Tribal Council policies and regulations. 
Requirement: 
• Rec0 nized De ree in the Personnel Field equivalent 
manoggement sklls in labour elations. Management or 
Proven experience as a personnel manager 
Proven sensitivities 0f Labour Code 
• Familiarily ofNisgn'a l nguage nd cullure an asset 
Duties: 
Creating/revising job descriptions and duties 
Hiring & discipline issues 
i Management of general office personnel 
Monogemen! of olher general office issues 
Development procedures for policy 
Develop training programs 
Salary commensurate ~lh qu01ifications and experience. 
COMPETITION DEADLINE: 5 P.M. March 28, 1997 
Mail Applications to: 
Pers0nnei-Finance C0mmitlee 
Nisga'a Tribal Council 
p.o. Box 231 
New Aiyonsh, B.C. 
V0J 1A0 
: : Northwest Community College 
:: -Extension Services- 
Blastinq Certification Course 
Six day coune including Blasting as well as First Aid, Transportation f Dangerous Goods, 
and WfllMIS (Workplace Hazardous Malerials Informalian System) 
Purpose: To prepare sludenls to wcile the WCB exam for the purpose of obtaining a s01e. 
ly fuse blasting ticket. Designed for th0 apprenticeship bl0sler who has fulfilled their 
required I~cal  time us a blaster's assislant working with explosives. 
"Ibis course will also ad as a guido and refresher course f0r blasters whose lickols are due 
to expise and require rocerlificotion. 
DATE March 24- April 2,1997 
INSTRUCTOR: David Storey 
PREREQUISITE: Sludeals must be able to provide areference and employer d0cumeala- 
lion to verify 6 months work in the industry. 
Dr~ler/Blaster Course 
Four week cou~ including Safety, Blasting, Equipment, and field Work. 
Purpose: to prepare students o obtain work oS a Driller/Blaster's Helpers 
DATE April I - 28 
INSTRUC'rOR: David Storey 
PREREQUISITE: Currently drawing El ~enefil~ orhave been eligible for UIC ~enefits dur- 
ing tl~ I~t 3 years. 
These courses am being sponsored by Itumm~ Resources L~,velopn~nt 
CaY~da. Students must he awrentl) drawing E/ or bade be~r on 
unemployment insurance dzm'ng the past 3 )'ears. 
Call 635-7134 to make an ap/;oinlment. 
For more information call ExlenMon Services at 638-5452 
KEY LOCK OPERATION 
1 - 4000 and 1 - 5000 underground tanks. 
1 - 30 key bank for each tank. Gas boy pumps 
Located on North Kitwanga Road in Kitwanga on 
1/2 acre lot. 
For more information contact 
Ed Berng, General Manager at 
635-6347 
Terrace Cooperative Association 
FRANCHISE 
OPPORTUNITY  
Dairyworld Foods, Western Canada's largestdairy Producer 
and Manufacturer ofhigb-quality dairy and other grocery 
food products, has an immediate opportunity for: 
Registered 
Distribution 
Operators 
These franchises will be located in a number ofareas from 
1O0 Mile House to Terrace and are excellent opportunities 
for those individuals interested in becoming a successful 
small business supported by an excellent Marketing 
program and a "Top Quality Product Line". If you: 
= have a true entrepreneurial spirit 
• are driven by a commitment tocustomer satisfaction 
• are dedicated, innovative and of the hlghest pers°nal 
integrity .... 
are excited to work iu partnership with western 
Canada's leading dairy foods supplier 
• want to control your financial future 
then this unique opportunity will appeal to you. Some 
investment capital is required. Interested parties are asked 
to forward a resume by Wednesday, March 21~ 1997, in 
confidence, to: 
Mr. Ian Tott,  Regional Manager - BC North 
3500 18th Avenue, Pr ince George, BC V2N 1A9 
No Phone Ca l l s  P lease  
Da r-q wor]d  
F 0 0 D S 
requires 
In all divisions, male and female. If you 
are interested please call Blaine 635-5118 
Application Forms are available for coaching 
Select Teams. 
The following clinics are being sponsored 
1 ) Level I Theory NCCP ALL SPORTS 
April 5 and 6, 1997 
2) Recreational Referee April 19, 1997. 
3) Youth Competitive (14 & over) & 
Senior Referee Clinic (16 & over) NCCP 
April 18, 19 & 20, 1997 ..... 
4) Level II Technical- Soccer ' . ........... ~ ' " " '~  
F~Apr i l  26 & 27, 1997 635-3719~. 
MORE INFORMATION CAI I GEORGE 
COUNSELLOR 
QUAUFICATIONS: 
A degree in Social Work or related discipline spe- 
cialized training and extensive experience in wok- 
ing with victims of sexual abuse. 
ADDITIONAL DESIRABLE QUALIFICATIONS: 
* Experience in community-based treatment & 
counselling programs 
* Experience in facilitating workshops 
The successful candidate must have a high degree 
of flexibility and sensitivity; knowledge of and 
experience in working with first nations people of 
different nations; an ability to work with minimal 
supervision; a valid drivers licence and a willing- 
ness to travel. 
(A detailed job description is available upon 
request) 
Salary dependent on experience & qualifications. 
Send resumes and references to: 
Northwest Band Social Workers Association 
P.O. Box 187, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4A6 
Phone: (250) 638-0744 Fax: (250) 638-1384 
Deadline: Noon, Thursday, March 20, 1997 
cooo,,,o,,oo,,o 
RIVAT,~ ~/STtEI:~COwN:: RffaT~? 
Human Resources Centre (Manpower) can assist with 
the cost of all the courses listed below. 
LEVEL 1 FIRST AID (WCB) 
March 15 8:00am- 4:00pm ................... $75 
April 3 8:00am- 4:00pro ................... $75 
April 4 8:00am- 4:00pro ................... $75 
TRANSPORTATION ENDORSEMENT (WCB) 
April 5 8:00am- 4:00pm ................... $75 
LEVEL 3 FIRST AID (WCB) 
Mar. 17- 31 8:00am- 4:00pm ................. $595 
April 14-25 8:00arn- 4:00pm ................. $595 
TRANSPORTATION OF DANGEROUS GOODS 
Mar. 25-26 6:00pro- 10:OOpm ................. $80 
March 27 8:00arn - 4:00pro ................... $80 
TRAFFIC CONTROL- Maximum 16 Students 
April 3 - 4 8:00am- 4:00pm ................. $150 
FIRE SUPPRESSION 
April I & 2 8:00arn- 4:00pro ................. $:200 
Stylist Ass istant/Recept ionist  
Part t ime-  three days a week 
Posit ion involves te lephone reception,  appo in tment  
booking,  and general  sa lon ass i s tance  such as 
prel0aring clients and assisting stylists, as well as doing 
general  salon cleaning. Appl icant should be fr iendly, 
outgoing, and self-starting. Above all the appl icant must  
be committed to working in a TEAM ATMOSPHERE, 
Apply in person with resume to: 
4652 Lazelle Ave, Terrace 
635-4997 
Terrace &District Victims Askance 
Volunteers Neededl 
flAP is pr~nlly accepting applk¢ions ham people interested in becoming VIC[1M SBVICE WORKERS. 
Successful opplkants wig releh, e30.40 hours of Iroining and must meat ILCM.P. security r~uimnenls. 
Victim Ser~cw Workers deoldirectly ~th Victims of Crime 
*. prey dng ern0fione[supp0rt ceferrol, end inform¢ion 
• Candidates must be 19 years of age or older 
• Must be willing io tommi116 hours per month for a minimum el one y~mr. 
• A#icanls must be mature, rmponsible, caring individuals who I~  strong inlm'.Wsonal skills. 
Men and women from all elhnic be&grounds are encouraged la apply. 
Inleresled applicants should conluct IVAP Coordinator, JanLeffamois at 638.7411 or pick up on u~ica. 
rion package at the Terrace RCMP delachment. 
There ~11 be an Orientation Highl at the Terrace Detachment at 7'.00 p.m. on ~rch 25, 1997. Everyone 
wekome. 
WORKS AND SERVICES POSITION 
The Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine is looking 
for a motivated individual to join our Work and 
Services team. 
Working mainly in Thorr~hill, the position will 
include a variety of tasks associated with the oper- 
ation and maintenance of community water sewer, 
parks, and other public works and service 
functions. 
Candidates should have related experience end 
possess a valid B.C. drivers license. Water distribu- 
tion and wastewater collection and treatment cer- 
tification would be an asset. 
This position is subject to seasonal employment 
and/or a seasonally reduced work week. Weekend 
work and scheduled on call time will be.required. 
The starting rate is $14.50 - $16.50 per hour 
:~: ~lej~6~'di~ ' ~:~°;z~xperience. A competitive benefit 
package is also available. 
Applicants are required to submit resumes by 
March 17, 1997, to: 
Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine 
300-4545 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. VBG 4E1 
Phone: (250) 615-6100 
Fax: (250) 635-9222 
NISGA'A ECONOMIC 
ENTERPRISES INC. 
Employment Opportunity 
Full Time Position 
GENERAL 
MANAGER 
Competition is open for the above position. This 
position is under the direction of Nisga'a Economic 
Enterprises Inc. Board of Directors. 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
• Be able to take directions 
Accept responsibility and take initiative 
Be flexible and innovative 
Work in cooperation with board members, 
i staff, partners, customers, business etc. 
Must have strong administration/leadership 
skills 
i Experience with accounting procedures 
Business management skills 
Knowledge of Nisga'a economy, social cul- 
ture, employment ~-:.eds 
• Good communication, both verbal and wriffen 
skills 
• Must have accounting/financlal abilities 
DUTIES: 
i 
ntend all board of directors meetings 
Report directly to Board of Directors members 
Manage all activities and day to day business 
operations 
Supervise Staff ' 
: Assist board in setting goals and objectives in 
respect of: 
- Future business activities 
-Investments 
- Staffing Development 
- Corporate dbvelopment policy 
SALARY: 
* Based on qualifications and experience 
o Please state salary expectation 
CLOSING DATE: MARCH 14, 1997 
SEND RESUME TO: 
Nisga'a Economic Enterprises Inc 
P.O. Box 220 
New Aiyansh, B.C. V0J 1AO 
Attention: Steven Azak,  President 
, 1 t 
SHERMAN GM requires a serv- 
ice manager, Prince Rupert. 1- 
250-624-9171 ask for Larry, 
: 300. HE I 'P  " 
WANTED 
Licensed Level 1,2,3 
Insurance Agent 
required 
a Must be efficient in Aut0plon, 
personal lines. 
• Commercial experience an 
asset but not essential. 
• Permanent full time 
All responses confidential 
Conloct: Manager at 
624-9185 
or Fax resume to 624-6647 
EXPERIENCED TELE-market- 
ers wanted, 24 hours/week, 
eveninqs, Call 635-0123. 
!~ Looking for gl 
:~ Child Care? !i 
:: Skeene =lid care support ~
144 program can help you make me t l  
'4 fight choice for your child. For g~ 
,4 Information n choosing care and 1,4 ,4 1, 4 
,4 available option& call 1,4 
'4 1, 4 Coco at 638-1113. t! 
,4 Terrace Women's Resource Gentm 1,4 ' 
:: and funded by the Ministry of ~I 
,< Women's Equality. j,~ 
REQUIRED: MOTEL manager, 
must have basic beekeeping, 
payroll, this is a live in position, 
Reply by written letter to 5422 
Hw'/16 west, Box 17. camp. B8 
V8G 4R6. Attention: Jack. 
Phone 635-O811. 
SENIOR LITIGATION SECRE- 
TARY required in busy, com- 
plex practice in SMITHERS, 
Minimum five years experience, 
computer literate, organized, In- 
dependent, hard-worker, CON. 
VEYANCE & CORPORATE 
SECRETARY required May 1, 
1997 in SMITHER5. Minimum 
three years experience, com- 
puter skills needed: BC Online, 
Word for Windows etc. Please 
fax or mail resume, letters of 
reference, date available and 
salary expectations to: G.E, 
GREENE LAW CORPORA- 
TION Box 940 Smithers, B.C. 
V0J 2N0. Fax 1-250-847-4029. 
I Kines~logist ~ 
Phys Ed. Major 
Required 
ehab of work injuries 
nowhdge of weight 
ainin 9, stretching 
lass teaching an asset, 
contract work 
Please call 635-4278 
Send re°rme to 
Skeena Work 
Conditioning 
2409 B Kalum St. 
rrace, B.C. V8G 2M2~ 
Sabine Forest Products Co~!~':'~:'::i':~ii':'~'i'i'i'~'i'ii~:~i: :i%~iTi 
resources field for an organized . _..~, upporlu~ltv ln t~e With the ability to funct/, 
WOOd products manufac~,.ron effec!lvely In a 
• "'"'gen Vlronment. Personnel Coordinator 
Inthlskeyrole, Youwillassistwithhumanresourceptannlng lab°urrelaUons, emptoyee relaUons, a d occupational hea th and safety. 
Our Ideal Candidate wii have a post-secondary education 
Knowledge°r busin SSofadminlstratlOncomputer  s ancYor several Years of in eilher human resource 
culture and lannu . . . . .  Y terns, proven in Rrn . . . .  pract+cal human .. . . . . .  management 
= -u~, ~re preferred, t-','+'=unal skills and an a,,r.~..=~u-'., ces experience. 
v~,=uranon f aboriginal The C0mmunily of BUrns Lake offers 
affordable housing, excellent recreation, education and shopping facilities with 
Qualified candidates; hould forward a current resume by March 21,1997 to: j 
Personnel Manager ~ BABINE FOREST PRODUCTS COMPANY 
Box 400 Burns Lake ~ . . . . .  0 
Fay "2"~--~'." vuj  lEO 
"~. fzoU) 692-4595 
................ Babine | 
Kokanee Forests Consulting is a leading forestry management consulting firm 
in the BC Interior with a full time staff of 40, Our location in the beautiful Kootenay 
region offers affordable housing and extensive recreational opportunities in a 
culturally stimulating, small town environment, The following full-time positions are 
immediately available in our Grand Forks and Slocan offices: 
Wildlife Ecologist/Forester 
The successful candidate will play a leading role in implementing 
wildlife/biodiversity related research and operational projects. Preferred 
qualifications for the position are: 
• Knowledge and exper ience in wildl i fe]forest ecology and 
management 
• Knowledge and experience in landscape cology and conservation 
biology 
• Demonstrated project management, teamwork, and communication 
skills 
• Demonstrated report writing abilities 
For further information contact: Rob Deon, 250-352-9141; emaih 
rdeon@awinc.com. Submit resumes to the address below. 
Layout Foresters/Technicians 
Preferred qualifications for the position are: 
• A minimum of 3 years experience in B.C. with cutblock layout and 
road location 
• Cable logging layout experience an asset 
• Experience with preparation of Silviculture Prescriptions and 
knowledge of Forest Practices Code requirements 
For further information contact: Paul Jeakins, 250-352-9141; emaih 
pjeakins@awinc.cor~. Submit resumes to the address below. 
Silviculture Forester 
Preferred qualifications for the position are: 
• Eligible for R,EE registration 
• A minimum of 2 years experience in B.C, with administration of 
silviculture activity contracts and supervision of silviculture surveys 
• Experience with preparation of Silviculture and Stand Management 
Prescriptions 
. Certification for silviculture surveys and wildlife danger tree 
assessment desirable 
For further  information contact: Bill King, 250-352-9141; emaih 
~ ,  Submit restimes to the address below, 
Interested applicants should submit heir resumes to Mr SteveThompson via 
mail, fax or emall by March 31, 1997 to the address hown below, Please 
indicate the position for which you are applying. 
KOKANEE FORESTS CONSULTING LTD. 
#20:£ 625 FRONT ST. NELSON, B.C. V1L aB6 
PHONE: (250) 352-9:£4:£ FAX: (250) 352-1842 
email: sthompso@awinc.com 
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Terrace Chrysler Ltd. 
AUTOMOTIVE SALES 
Terrace Chrysler Ltd. has an immediate opening for an 
Automotive Sales Representative. The successful applicant 
must be highly motivated, have good customer elation 
skills and b6 a team player, Automotive Sales experience 
is an asset, but not necessary, Excellent earnings potential 
and benefit package. 
Please apply in person with resume to: 
Terrace Chrysler Ltd, 
4916 Hwy 16 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 L8 
c/o Bob Costain 
i 
A GROWTH opportunity awaits 
the success-minded self-moti- 
voted individual who is accept- 
ed into our training program, 
For those students with market- 
ing, hiring and training skills, 
fast promotions to Branch and 
division responsibilities are in 
store. Call 635-3066 for an in- 
terview and ask for Kethv. 
CARETAKER COUPLE for fly 
in wilderness camp: Cook- 
lag/woodworking/maintenance, 
cabin accommodations. If pos- 
sible German speaking, 1-250- 
476-1248 (fax/phone). 
STORE DECTECTIVE: North- 
coast Region: We offer full time 
stable employment with flexible 
scheduling, good wages, dental 
and medical benefits, and travel 
expenses. Current security am- 
ployees or B.S,T, 1 and 2 grads 
a benefit but not mandatory, 
Please send resumes to I-Carp 
Security, #303 - 1040 Hamilton 
St., Vancouver B.C. V6B 2R9 or 
fax to 1-604-687-8645. 
THE CANADIAN National tnsti- 
tute for the Blind requires a half- 
time Vision Rehabilitation Nurse 
for the Skeena Region who 
works with people who are blind 
or visually impaired to optimize 
their residual vision. The quail- 
fled applicant will possess a de- 
gree in Nursing, registered Psy- 
chiatric Nurse, Registered 
Nurse, Licensed Practical 
Nurse, Diploma in Nursing or 
low vision services; Optomet- 
ric/Ophthalmic Assistant or 
equivalent. In addition, applic- 
ants should have 2 - 4 years 
training/experience in counsell- 
lag/teaching, especially seniors 
and First Nations peoples, and 
basic computer skills. Closing 
date for applications, is Friday 
March 21, 1997. Contact Albert 
Ruel, fax 1-250-563-1787 for a 
copy of the posting, or send re- 
sume to #100, 490 Quebec St, 
Prince Geor.cle B.C, V2L 5N5. 
WE ARE looking for a self moti- 
vated responsible individual for 
full time employment. Applicant 
must be able to work with mini- 
mum spervision. Duties will in- 
clude shipping/recieving and 
counter sales. Interested applic- 
ants reply by mail only please, 
All will be held in strict con- 
fidence. Mail resume to: Con- 
voy Supply, 4821 Keith Ave,, 
Terrace BC, V8G 1K7. 
NOW HIRINGI Cruise shipsl 
Travel and get paid. Year round 
positions. Men/women. Free 
room/board. Will train. Call 7 
days. 1-504-641-7778, EXT 
0565C7. 
ATTENTION DESJARDINS 
CLAN. Please be advised - Be- 
linda & Nick have purchased 
Peglegs Restaurant - located at 
foot of McBride. The Food is 
great! The harbour view fantas- 
tict Next time you're in Prince 
Rupert -heck it out[ Lamb. 
NOTICE : The saw clinic will be 
closed from March 12- March. 
20 inclL'~ive. 
THq~HILL  
• CO~NITY ~cs  
oo, , J J  .... 
~tstog  ROn taker  
:~ .~t '~ ,,',-son 
Knox United 
Church 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 
635-6014 
10:30 a.m. Sunday 
School 
and Worship 
Minister 
The Rev. Michael 
Hare 
NOTICE INV]T1NQ APPUCA'nON FOR 
TIMBER SALE UCENCE A4334S 
Pursuant o Section 16 of the Forest Act, 
se~ed tender apl~Ua~ wit be ac~ptod 
by thu Oistdct Manager, Kalum Forest 
District, Terrace, Bzitish Columbia, up to 
8:30 a,m., on the 211h day of Mare11997, 
to be oedndd at 9:30 a,m., ~ Ihe 271h day 
of Mmch 1997. ~ e Timber Sale Ucenes 
to autbedze the ha~esheg of 12,972 cubic 
meters, more or less, of ~mber located in 
the vicinity of the Arbor Mainline Branch 
A15 in the Kelurn`timber Supply Area. 
TOTAL VOLUME: t2,972 cubic metres, 
morn or less 
SPECIES: Hsmkxk: 87~, 8,z~: t3'/, 
TERM: One (I) Year 
UPSET STUMPAGE: $15.73 
This area is to be harvested using a combi. 
nation of overhead cable system and 
ground based system 
Bidding is resb'ictnd to parsons registered 
in the Small Business Forest Enterprise 
Program, Oateg~y One (1) anger Two (2), 
Padioulars may be obtained from the 
District Manager. Ka]um Forest District. at 
#200.5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British 
C.,dum~a V8G 1L1, 
IN THE MATTER OF BANKRUPTCY OF 
NORTH TIMBER LOGGING LTD. 
CORRECTION 
Inter-North Trucking of Terrace, B.C. is not in 
bankruptcy with North Timber Logging Ltd. as 
stated in the Terrace Standard legal display 
section that was printed on March 5, 1997. 
Norman Sinclair Gibson is not affiliated in 
anyway with Inter-North Trucking of Terrace, 
B.C. as of September 1996. 
DAVID & DUANE GREER 
OWNERS OF INTER-NORTH TRUCKING 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
I~INISTRY OF TRANSPORTATION AND HIGHWAYS 
BULKLEY NASS DISTRla 
TEMPORARY BRIDGE CLOSURE 
the Minigry of Trun~orlation and Highwoy~ odvMs the puhlk that b N~ Brklge located 
appzoxtmstsly 13 km south of Meziodin Junction will be dosed for re-dKking o|the bridge. 
Dates and times ore as follows: 
Monday, Manh 24 - Thursday, March 27 
Tuesday, April I - Friday, April 4 
Monday, April 7 - Thursday, April 10 
Monday, April 14 - Thursday, April 17 
8:30 era. • i 1:30 a.m. Closed 
11:30 a.m.- 12:30 p.m. Opee 
12:30 p.m.- 4:30 p.m. Closed 
4:30 p.m. • 8:30 a.m. (}pea 
'[he Mini~tr'/opologizm for any inconvenience thb closure may ¢o~. For more information 
I~eme toll 8ulkhy Hess Oistrid OHko r (250) 847-7403. 
R.A. Frederiehson March 12, 1997 
District rlighways Manager Smlthern, B.C. 
( ~  Province of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways 
IH 1HE SUPREME COURT OF BRmSH COLUMBIA 
IN THE ~TIER OF THE COMPANIES' CREDITORS ARRANGEMENT ACT, 
R.S.C. 1985,¢. C-36 
AND 
IN THE MATI'ER OF THE CANADA BUSINESS CORPORATIONS ACT, 
R.S.C 1985, c. C-44 
AND 
IN THE I~TTER OF THE COMPANY ACT, R.S.B.C. 1979 c.59 
AND 
IN THE MATTER OF KEPAP BRITISH COLUMBIA INC., 
BUFFALO HEAD FOREST PRODUCTS LTD., 
ORENDA FOREST PRODUCTS LTD., 
ORENDA LOGGING liD. 
PETITIONERS 
NOTICE 
TAKE NOTICE that an application has hen made by the Petitioners, 
Repep British Columbia Inc., Buffalo Head Forest Pro~]ads Lid., Orendo Focesl 
Produds Ud. and Orenda Logging Ltd. ("Pelilieaers") hrproledion from their 
creditors under provisions of' the ~Companies' CreditOrs Arfengemenl Act 
("COLA"). The Pelilioners hove sou0hl Ihe Courl's permission to fih o formal 
plan of compromise orarrangement helween lhe Petitioners and one of more 
classes of Iheir respective credilors and, if appropriate, shoreholdms panuonl 
Io the provisions of the CCAA, Ihe Canada Business Corperalion Ad and the 
Company Act on or before Seplemher 30,1997 or such laler date as Ihe Coud 
may subsequently order. 
AND TAKE NOTICE Ihat o hearing of the Pelilion filed in proceeding will 
be at the Courthouse at 800 Smiths Street, Vancouver, British Columbia at 
10:00 a.m. on March 21,1997. 
AItD TAKE NOTICE that all persons, firms, corporations or other entities who 
may be creditors of the Petitioners may file an Appearance in the proceerlings 
oed may appear otlhe hearing of Ihe Pelition as they deem appropriate. 
BARB'S CLEANING has 
opening for occas, and bi-wkly 
cleaning. Leave a message at 
635-6197. 
CARPENTER/CEM ENT FIN- 
ISHER available for all types of 
home renovations/repairs. Call 
638-0379 for free estimates. 
JEAN'S HOUSE cleaning has 
openings for weekly and 
biweekly cleaning. Leave a 
messaqe at 635-5842. 
MOM WITH school/preschool- 
ers will provide child care in my 
home, bench area, 5 minutes 
from uplands school. After 
school care also available 638- 
0051. 
PAINTER 15 years experience 
for professional work, low rates, 
interior/exterior. Special rates 
for seniors and free estimate. 
Call 635-3783. 
RELIABLE MAN looking for 
work. Experienced equipment 
operator/labourer. 10 years on 
cat, skidder, forklift. Level 3 
I.F,A. Excellent work ethic. 
Good references. Please call 
Mike. 1-250-296-4316. 
WILL TAKE in after school 
children, located one half block 
from Uplands, Will also care for 
toddler Monday to Friday, Call 
638-7730. 
j Richard Thorton 
Constructioc 
Fully experienced carpenter avaihble 
for c0mtrudi0n, renovation or repair. 
Winter roles. 
Call 638-8526 
St. Matthew's 
Angl ican Church 
4514 Lakelse Ave, 
Ph. 635-9019 
Emergencies: 638-1472 
Pastor: The Rev. Dean Houghton 
Deacon: The Rev. Jim Cain 
Come Worship With us 
Sundays 10:00 a.m. 
Holy Eucharist 
Sunday School & Nursery 
available 
Wednesdays  7:00 p,m 
r 
Time: 8 a,m.- 2 p,m 
Where: 747 Air Cadet Hall at the Airport 
The Terrace 747 Air Cadets are hav- 
ing an extra large Garage Sale and 
you're invited. There will be garage 
sale items, craft tables, bake sale & a 
tea room 
You can help out in many waysl 
1) Rent a table for your own crafts of 
Garage Sale items, 
2) Donate items for the 747 table. 
3) Donate items for the 747 bake sale 
4) Help with the whole event. 
* There will be a $10.00 charge For the rental 
l of a table. Asecond table will be an addi- 
tional $5.00 
~With lhe 747 and your~ 
local carboodh your | 
garage sale | 
is a can't miss! / 
Make this your most successful I
garage saleyet with a lime helpI 
from our handy garage sale central. I 
Look through the attic or basement I 
and sell those items you don't use I 
anymore. It's that easyl I 
Attention All | 
Crafters! J 
Why not sell your wares J 
J earlyl Why waitl Rent a J 
J table now and watch yourJ 
profit grow now! J 
r • IP =e 
For more Inrormanon 
on how to rent a 
table call Karen at 
635-3763 to reserve 
your table nowl 
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Soccer meeting 
TERRACE MEN'S Soccer will be holding their second 
organizatioual meeting of the year Tuesday, March 18. 
The meetiug will take place at 7 p.m, at the Public Li- 
brary Meetiug Room. 
Hikers ready for Spring 
THE TERRACE Hiking Club is haviug their first or- 
gatdzational meeting of the Tuesday, March 25. 
All hikers should meet at Linda Lee's place at 7:30 
p.m., attd members are remiuded that club fees are now 
due. 
For more informatiou call Liuda at 635-6631. 
Snow caves and ski fun 
SPRING SKIING is great at the Ouion Lake Vails 
and those with an eveu snore adventurous heart can try 
back country ski touring on Claque Mouutaiu. 
A March introductiou to overnight ski touriug is 
being held by the Kitimat Cross Country Ski Club. 
Learn how to build a snow cave aud sleep its it! 
For more informatiou call 798-2227. 
Skating Club thanks 
THE TERRACE Skatittg Club would like to thank 
the many residents who supported the club's First An- 
nual Preeisiou Tag Day. 
The generous financial support from the cocnmunity 
will make travel possible for the skaters, who say they 
will coiltinue to work hard aud make Terrace proud. 
Shames open longer 
FOR THOSE who haveu't had a chauce to hit the 
slopes this season because of the Monday assd Tuesday 
mouutaits closiugs, or for those who just cau't get 
enough of the fluffy white stuff, Shames will be open 
extra hours starting this weekend. 
The mouutaill will be opeu from March 15 to the 
23rd, aud it will be open Easter Monday. For ski condi- 
tious, call 638-8754. 
w'-  
REPOSSESSION OF A 
VEHICLE UNDER THE 
REPAIRERS LIEN ACT 
In the matter of James 
Taron's 1980 Ford F-150 
F15FPHG3503 repaired by 
Bill Vandenberg (mechanic) 
ofJ. R. Mechanical 1991, 
The cost of the repairs 
amounted to $925.75 and 
the monies have not been 
~ aid as agreed and have een owing for 90 days. 
The sale is to take place 
on March 27, 1997 at 
12:00 Noon, 
NOTICE INVmNG APPUOATION FOR 
TIMBER SALE UCENCE A4~ 
Pursuant o Section 16 otthe Forest Act, 
sealed tender appticaU~m will be accepted 
by the District Manager, Kalum Forest 
Distzict, Terrace, British Columbia, up to 
10:30 a.m., on the 27th day of March l~J'/, 
to be opened at 11:30 a.m., on the 27th 
day of March 1997. foe a .timber Sale 
Ucence to authorize the hatvesUng of 
tl,576 cubic metes, more or less, of tim. 
bar located in the vicinity of the Harper 
Mainline, BranCh H.35 in the K~um TImber 
SupptyNea. 
TOTAL VOLUME', 11,576 cubic metres, 
more or less 
SPECIES: Hemlock 92%1 Balsam: 8% 
TERM: One (t) Year 
UPSET STUMPAGE: $2=3.14 
This azea is to be harvested udag a e.~'abi. 
naUon el ground skidding and overhead 
c~e syst~s. 
Bidding is restricted to persons registered 
in the Sm~JI Business Fo~est Enterprise 
Prograzn, Category One (1) ar~/ar Two (2). 
Particulars may be oblained from the 
District Manager, Kalum Forest Oistdd, at 
#200-5220 Keith Avenue, Tenace, edlish 
Cdumbia V8G iLl, 
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1997 
Greene 
racers 
rally at 
Shames 
THE ANNUAL Nancy 
Greene Ski Race was held at 
Shanses Mouutain March 2, 
drawing young racers from 
Smithers and Terrace. 
The Stnithers #2 team 
took first place, with ass 
average time of 22.8 sec- 
ottds. The Terrace Pink 
team was hot on their heels 
at 23.61 secouds. Terrace 
teams also placed fourth and 
fifth. The Blues fiuished at a 
24,71 average acid the 
Oranges clocked i, at 25.04. 
hsdividual local racers 
also had some great times. 
Jeffrey Rushtou and Julia 
Peters were tops in the 
seven-year-old category, 
fiuishing at 22.90 and 21.07 
seco,ds respectively• Eight- 
year-old Robin Cater took 
first in her category at 24.69 
seco,ds and two Terrace 
teu-year-olds - -  Peter 
Raulas aud Sha ln lou  Kelly 
were first iu their age group 
at 22.61 and 22.57 seconds. 
AJtd MikeHicks, 11, also 
his age group with a time of 
23,84 seconds. 
Julia Peters had the fastest 
overall titue, followed by 
Jordan Schibli. 
NIRVANA METAPHYSIC 
& HEALING CENTRE 
OUR BUSINESS IS ABOUT HEALING 
Reflexology •for Body & S0ul 
Sean G(egg $25~r 
Aromatherapy - the Scents of Healing • 
$25/hr Lorraine Botovec/El!en Black 
Pracbtioners • A deep profound experience 
through Therapeutic Touch / Oystal Healing 
Polity Therapy / Pranic Healing / Monadic 
Healing / Reiki / Spiritual Heailng 
Qualified Practitioners under the guidance of 
Dr. Laurel Gregg, Mac. D Pt',d. 
No Fee By Donation 
3611 Cottonwood in 1Mrnhill ' 63S.Tr/~ 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
SEALED TENDERS for the foqowing Sm~ 
Business Forest Enterprise Program 
Regeneration a~d Free GtO~lng Sunmy 
contract will be received by the Distrid 
ManageL  Minis  W of  Forests, North Coast  
Forest Distdct, 125 Muket Race, Pdnce 
Rupert, B.C., vaJ lee, on the date shown 
below. 
Contract: SUgBDNO-SBOl, covering 
266 hecta,'ee. 
Located: Larson Ha~bour, OraWe Inlel, 
Farrsnt Island, Douglas Channel, Baker 
Inlet, Aider Creek, 6tuman Bay, Crow 
Lagoon, Khutzeymateen I let, Captain 
Cove, Keemion Point and S~r  Creek.  
• The survey a~eas ate isolated md can 
only he eceessed by air ar water. 
Tenders must be sutimitted on Ihe form 
aad in the envetope supplied which, wdh 
particulars may be obtained hom the 
Ministry of Forests, District Manager, 
indicaled above. The lowest u any tende 
will not necessarily be aceepled. A~ 
enquiries hodd be made to ~ co~ad 
co.ordinalor,  Clare Vineent,  by te lephoto  al 
250-624-7460. 
Deadline for receipt of tenders is April 3, 
1997 at 3:30 p.m. at which ame alltenders 
~, he obeY, 
Fax tenders will NOT be accepted. 
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COURT BAILIFF SALE 
The Court Bailiff will offer for sole 
by sealed hid the interesl in the fol- 
lowing Judgment Deblor Robert A. 
Small c.o.b.o. 'A Small Holdings" 
The following goods and chattels 
purposed fo be. 
One 16' Welded Aluminum 
Skiff - "1he Toy" 
One Mariner Magnum 40 H.P. 
Outboard motor S/N 
0G137743 
Sold in an "as is, where is" basis, no 
guarantees or warranties implied or 
given. 
Seal bids will be resolved el the 
Court Bailiff office up Io the hour of 
12:00 noon/~ondoy, March 17, 
1997. 
Sole may be sub ed to (unceUntion 
without notice. The Court Boi iff 
reserves the right to adiourn the 
sole without notice and apply In the 
Court for further direction if the 
need arises. 
Terms of sale: each bid must be 
accompanied by o draft or money 
order for 10% of the bid, mode 
poyobh Io Cohdonlo Court Bailiff 
Services. The balance of the bid, 
plus opplicobh taxes to be paid 
immediately upon acceptance otthe 
hid failure to do so may result in 
forfeiture of the deposit. 
For further information and 
appointment o view, please contact 
the undersigned at (250) 635- 
7649. 
CALEDONIA COURT BAILIFF 
SERVICES 
#3A554 Lozelh Avenue 
Terrace, B,C V8G IS2 
R. Smilh 
I 
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STOCK # 95052- t  
;PLUS 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
PA LA C E ,-7 
Youth 
Ambassador 
; Youth Soccer 
Te.. Skating 
Canadian " Knights of 2 Caledonia 3 4 5 [6 ,c 8Co.umbus 
Senior Terrace Kermode Shnne I Schizophrenia I Association Can.Pa'ents 
Secondary Minor Friendship Club #18 I Society Nisga'aTribal forFrench 
School Hockey Society Terrace.KJtimat Ter, Anti-Poverty Council 
9-----lo il~,~a(~n 15 Terrace 
v Salmonid Cudino 
Terrace Terrace Kermode Ten'. Peaks Eohancement Parap~e~c k s~. Kinsmen Club 
Downtown Minor Friendship Gymnastics Society Nisga'a Tribal Kitselas Vol. 
Lions Club Hockey Society Club Ten'. Anti.Poverty Council Fire Dept. 
16 17 18 
Skeena Junior Terrace Kermode 
Secondary Minor Friendship 
School Baseball Society 
T~h, 24 Terrace I~  
Minor 
Secondary Scho~ I Hockey I-~ermode 
I Gymnastics Club 
Shames Mtn. 
Ski Club 
26 
Terrace 
3 nca~°"~a 31 Terrace Friendship Blueback v Senior Minor Society Swim Club 
Seco~da~ School Hock~ 
Sat .  A f te rnoon  Games  Doors  11:30 a.m.  
Even ing  Games  Doors  4 :30 p .m.  
Thurs . ,  Fri., Sat .  Late  N ight  Games  Doors  9 :30  p .m.  
20 err. 21 22 
UttleTheatre B~hes& BiqSistm Art Association 
Terrace Nisga'a Tdbal P.A.C.E.S. 
~ti.Poverly Council Search & Rescue 
2'~,,erot 28c~ 29Te,. 
RoyaIPurple P~/L~oc .  Rotary Club 
Ten', Anti- Kitsumkalum youth Soccer 
Poverty SisterhoodSoc. Terrace Skating 
Games 12:45 
Games  6 :15  
Games  10:00 p .m.  
Fami ly  B ingo  Every  Saturday  A f te rnoon  Last Wednesday of the month Is DOUBLE BINGO 
T.V, MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
635-2411 4410 Legion, Terrace 
Air Conditioning ":': : " ................... 
Power Windows& Locks ii: :;:ii!i::~.::~!:::~i;:;:iil ~:=Y CruiseCon,ro, ;l!i  
Automatic w/Overdrive . . . . . .  
1i,t Steering :: :: Save ,::I 
Remote Keyless Entry 
Power Sliding Door 
AMIFM Cassette 
Dark ~nted Glass 
• 24 hour roadside 
assistance 
• Plus more 1 
• , . . . . . . . . . . .  :: : . . .  p::.:~ ~,.. . . . . ,  .:,.,....,,..:...:.:.:, .~ 
.:.. "~(iii~:" "~ ''~ .................... " ' :~.~!:::: ' '  . . . . . .  
~::~:~::. ....:::. " " ":::.:::;:;:?!C'~ 
• 4.3L V6 EFI ~::~,~iM~n~ctUreSSuOoeStef f i~i  
• Automatiew/Ovordrive 
3 - *.* -~ ? ~ ~9 ~ ~ ~ ~. ~ .  ~ .  -~  • 
. 4Wheel Anti-Lock ':'2ii;270 
• AMEM Cassette ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. Ai, .son Rsdia,a 
• 308RearAxelRatio J - - :  : ' : : '  : 
. C,o,hSeate ~ "LS'g~ PRICE 
• 24 hour roadside 
assistance 
• Plus more 
STOCK # 96375 
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V6Engine . , ..... • . . . . .  i.i;:: ~ • 6.bTurboDiesel ~,:ii;~ 
..... • ;:.:.: ,;i~,.. ' . .  i ................................... $:~:: • AuomaticwlOverdrNe 
Automatic w/Overdtiva . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~ i .  :i- .: :~:i::::::"'.':::'~*-~:',.'./, ......... . ............ ~!~::i::! ........... • AIr Conditioning 
Air Conditioning 
Power Windows & Locks [ : : i~!~! i : :~ : : i i~ '~. .~  " Power W ndows & ::T 
Cruise & "lilt }~:~i : . ' : ,  ~ i ~ ~  " Cruise & "~tt :;~:: 
ManuractutorsWarranty ;:~,,ve ; $2  :n~7 i ... ~.::~'~::.>::.:: ~ .  • AM/FM Cassette 
~ ~ ~ ~ / ~ I  • ManufacturersWarranty~; ' : :  : I~ .  u : • Plus more ~a ~ ~i ,$~ . 
3 To Choose From ~)~'~*"~S PR ICE  LowKilometers ' , : i t  I P~,et "  I["k~ 
:Trailer Towing Package ~I~,, ,~UR'~'.~'~ PRICE 
, , Plus more , r .  ' . . . . . . .  i 
Isis,sss STOCK # 96380.I l'37,988 I
V6 Engine 
Automaticw/Overdrive : :  :::::: :,:: :::::,::: , , , ; . . : .  
Air Conditioning S~l,~}i, tl, lar,~=: : : 
Power Windows & Locks: ':i:: ::'i!! T::: #UIO~i~ : 
Cruise &'flit : : : : : : ;  :::::::: ;: :  
Low Kilometer5 : ~:: :$r l  l ' l i l t ' I  
Manufacturer5 Warranty ~ i r  uu f  
AM/FM Cassetta I~| )~. ,  S~ 8 8 
PIusmore ISle ' ..,.. 
STOCK # 96195-2  
4 Cyt. EFI 
Automatic 
Air Condilioning 
"nit Steering 
Power Locks 
Cruise Control 
A~FM Cassetle 
Plus more 
i]i!;iiii!iziil][!]! 
s 488 
AirCondlllonmgV8 E gine ~ ~  ~ ~ ~  V6 Engine ,e Was:i,i~i:: 
n~:wa, Locks i :' : ! : z ! ! ~ ~ ~  Air Conditioning i6 ;ee ,  PLer!: i12;ee5 Power Windows & Locks!:]![ .]:]]:]]i : ~/ 
Cruise Control 'V ' 'ZIl I ' l l  ' Plusmore .... i :  07 ~ ~,;iiiii;i!i:f:=i~i~,' ",:. say AMIFM Cassette i i ,~a ~,:: jUU  ~ ~  ' .  
,.too.  lil 
STOCK # 96301.1  
cEwan 
Terrace 
: . . . . .  OUT,  
: ! : : i i : .=:  : : ? 
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